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Special Offerfor AC Readers!

AMOS (US), AMOS Compiler, and AMOS 3D

all three for only $99.99*

Bring your Amiga to Life!
AMOS - The Creator is like nothing you've ever seen before on the Amiga. If you want to harness

the hidden power of your Amiga, then AMOS is for you!

AMOS Basic is a sophisticated development language with more than 500 different commands to

produce the results you want with the minimum of effort. This special version of AMOS has been

created to perfectly meet the needs of American Amiga owners. It includes clearer and brighter

graphics than ever before, and a specially adapted screen size (NTSC).

Use the sophisticiittMl editor to design your creations
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Create serious software like Dotaflex

Product' educational programs nrth ease

"Whether you are a budding Amiga programmer who wants to create fancy graphics without weeks

of typing, or a seasoned veteran who wants to build a graphic user interface with the minimum of

fuss and link with C routines, AMOS is ideal for you." Amazing Computing, June 1992

^ Define and animate hardware and software sprites (bobs) with lightning speed,

^ Display up to eight screens on your TV at once - each with its own color palette

and resolution (including HAM, interlace, half-brite and dual playfield modes].

^ Scroll a screen with ease. Create multi-level parallax scrolling by overlapping

different screens - perfect for scrolling shoot-em-ups.

^ Use the unique AMOS Animation Language to create complex animation

sequences for sprites, bobs or screens which work on interrupt.

^ Play Soundtracker, Sonix or GMC (Games Music Creator) tunes or IFF samples

on interrupt to bring your programs vividly to life.

^ Use commands like RAINBOW and COPPER MOVE to create fabulous color

bars like the very best demos.

^ Transfer STOS programs to your Amiga and quickly get them working like the

original.

^ Use AMOS on any Amiga from an A500 with a single drive to the very latest

model with hard disk.

WHAT YOU GET!
AMOS (US)—AMOS BASIC, sprite editor. Magic Forest and Amosteroids arcade games, Castle AMOS

graphical adventure. Number Leap educational game, 400-page manual with more than 80 example

programs on disk, sample tunes, sprite files, and registration card,

AMOS Compiler—AMOS Compiler, AMOS language updater, AMOS Assembler, eight demonstration

programs which show off the power of the compiler, and a comprehensive, easy-to-use manual to

develop lightning fast software.

AMOS 3D—Object Modeler, 30 new AMOS commands, and more. AMOS 3D allows you to create 3D

animations as fast as 16 to 25 frames per second. You can display up to 20 objects at once, mix 3D with '

other AMOS features such as sprites, bobs, plus backgrounds, and more.

Limited Thuv Offer for AC, readers only!

Get all three AMOS packages at one great price. Order today by sending your name, address

(physical address please—all orders will be shipped by UPS), and $99.99 ("plus $10.00 for Shipping

and handling) to: AMOS Special. PiM Publications. Inc., P.O. Box 2140, Fall River, MA 02722-2140 or

use your VISA, MasterCard, or Discover and fax 1 -508-675-6002 or call toll free in the US or Canada:

Play M;ij;ir: Forest .mil see just «lut AMOS l.io ilu

1 -800-345-3360
Please allow A to 6 weeks for delivery

AMOS written by Francois Lionet

ki992Mandarin'Jaw*

Country of Origin: UK

Create breathtaking graphical effects as never before

Circle 134 on Reader Service card.



A500

A600

A 1 200

A2000

A3000

A4000

Strength in Numbers
GVP is the best Solution

On any Amiga

Great Valley Products has been the technological leader in Amiga peripheral and

enhancement products since 1988. We consistently provide you with the best quality

add-ons for the Amiga computer,,, bar none!

EGS 28/24 SPECTRUM'" Co BeyondAGA Graphics
with this real-time, 24-bit, true-color graphics

enhancement card. Programmable resolutions up to

1600x1280! 800x600 in 24-bit!

We include a custom display

pass-through cable for single-

monitor use. Many applications are ready-to-run and

WO include the acclaimed EGS Paint as a bonus too!
Bring workstation graphic power to your Amiga today

and see what you've been missing!
CIRCLE 339 ON HEADER SERVICE CARD

TBCPIllS'" This professional quality, all digital time-
base-corrector |TBC1 uses state-of-the-art S-bit 4:2:2

video signal processing...Plus it provides a real-time

video frame-grabber and 167 million color frame-buffer

..Pins there is a full SMPTE/EBU time-code
receiver/generator...Plus this incredible product will

transrade composite and Y/C inputs...Plus a
3 channel video input switcher [in composite I
and Y/C] ...P/us programmable video
special effects!
CIRCLE 33O ON READER SERVICE CARD /—'

Performance Series II" At SOMbz, you can own the
fastest A1200 in the world! Add up to 32MB of high

speed 32-bit RAM, today! With the added power of a

50Mhz FPU, your floating point operations have never
been speedier. A simple connection in the A1200's 'trap

door'never voids a warranty, and with the Series II you
have the added versatility of our custom option slot.

Add the fastest SCSI interface on any A1200 with the
AI29I SCSI Kit. It just plugs in from the back. Other

expansion products coming soon!
CIRCLE 331 ON READER SERVICE CAHD

ImageFX'" Totally Integrated Image Processing. This is
the only Image Processing package you will ever need.
Period. This is the professional solution that brings you

not only interchange between various image formats
such as TIF and GIF andTARCA, but also a full-featured
24-bit, real-time paint and touch-up program. See the
work you are doing while you do ill Edge feathering,
Alpha channel, CMY/HSV/YUV/YIQ operations, inte

grated scanning, regionalized processing... It's in there!
CIRCLE 332 ON BEADEH SERVICE CARD

G-Lock'u Bring live video, audio and Amiga graphics
together and do it on any Amiga! Get connected with the

world of video with our built-in transcoder to convert
input video to composite, Y/C, RGB or YUV outputs! Full
support for AGA systems as well as the 'classic' Amiga 500,

2000 and 3000. Acclaimed interface controls make this

easy to use and simple to control. ScaJa"" users even get an

EX module to use G-Lock in their multimedia applications.
Add G-Lotk's included dual-input audio panel and it's
simply the best choice for ever)' personal Amiga owner.
CIRCLE 333 ON READER SERVICE CARD

W-24™ 2,0 — Ttie Ultimate Genlock This is what you
have been searching for in ;i professional quality genlock
for your Amiga 2000,30011 or 4000. This integrated hard

ware design provides the enspest, cleanest genlockcd video
on the Amiga desktop. With options for RGB, composite,
SVHS, Bctacam and M-Il compatible inputs & outputs

as well as a 24-bit, 16.7 million color frame-buffer and
real-time framegrabher/digitizer, this is the Amiga
genlock every professional needs. Powerful included
software completes this picture as the Ultimate Genlock.
CIRCLE 334 ON READER SERVICE CARD

G - Force '030 Combou
GVP's classic Combo card accelerates your Amiga 2000

to new heights! This integrated design slips into the

processor option slot in your system and instantly pro

vides dramatic performance improvements. Easily add

up to 16MB of fast 32-bit RAM. Gain expansion and

versatility with our powerful SCSI II interface, allowing

you to connect up to 7 devices such as hard drives,

SyQuest removables or CD-ROM drives.

Feel the power of G-Force today!
CIRCLE 33H OH READER SERVICE CARD

G-Force '040/33 Combo1"
The classic Combo taken to the Ultimate Extreme!

Your applications will blaze with the awesome power of a

33Mhz 68040 processor. Give that muscle some room to

flex with room for up to 64MB of fast 32-bit RAM. Of

course our award-winning SCSI I! interface is integrated

for maximum performance and we include the bonus of
loExtender capability with an extra parallel port and a

buffered high-speed serial port. Hot "toast" served here!
CIRCLE 338 On READER SERVICE CARD

4008 SCSI II™
Bring the world of SCSI within your reach with this

casy-to-insiall board. Instantly gain access to thousands

of peripherals such as hard drives, SyQuest removable
media and CD-ROMs. Add up to 7 devices to your Amiga

4000 and smile. As a leader in Amiga peripheral technology

since 1988, we still maintain support for A2000 owners

too, even providing 8MB of RAM expansion on the card.

Advanced surface-mount technology allows any user to

mount a 3.5 * drive directly to the card, providing for
maximum convenience. Get the GVP SCSI difference!

CIRCLE 337 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ioExtender '
Feeling trapped: Let GVP extend your horizons with

our easy-to-use ioEstender. Contained on a single card,

you will find an additional parallel port, allowing you to

connect a printer and a digitizer (such as DSS8+I at the

same time. No more messy, unreliable switch boxes! We

include two, that's right, two high-speed, FIFO buffered
serial ports. No more dropped data or bogged-down com

puters when transferring data via modem (at speeds in

excess of 57,600!]. Free your ports and regain performance

on your Amiga with ioExtender!
CIRCLE 33B ON HEADER SERVICE CARO

PhonePakVFT2.0
If you are calling for VoiceMail Press I.

Ii you would like to send a Fax, Press 2.
If you would like to have this automated, scheduled,

time/date stamped and call you when you have new mail,

get PhonePak VFX 2.0 today! Fully integrated, allowing

unlimited mailboxes and private fax receiving. Send faxes
from any program that prints. Call in remotely and

retrieve faxes sent earlier. Plain paper or paperless faxing.
Call routing with Ccntrex/PBX support, and more!

CIRCLE 330 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DSS8+"

D55lt+ Clearly Superior! This is the quietest,
| B.a.T.^ mo.0 2222] most passional and attractive digital

sound sampler yet made. Assembled of high-impact clear

polycarbonate, this is the sound sampler to own for the
Amiga. The versatile Digital Sound Studio software

includes a multifaceted program for sampling, editing,
song composition, stereo sound playback as well as

creation of .MOD format songs.
CIRCLE 340 ON HEADER SERVICE CARD

3GVP
GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS, INC.

657 CLARK AVENUE KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406

PHONE 215-354»9493 • FAX 215-337-9922

EGS Z8/24 Spectrum. Performance Series II. Image FX, G-Lock. IV-24, G-Force '030 Combo. G-Force 'WO/33 Combo. J006 SCSI II. iaExtendsr.

PhonePak VFX, and 0SS8- are trademarks 0' Great Valley Products. Inc. All other trademarks are the property of Iheir respective owners.

Circle 105 on Reader Service card.
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CanDo Tutorial, p.31

Computer Cafe, p.40
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Great Amiga Helpware, p.61

Primera Dye Sublimation Upgrade,

p.18

31 CanDo
by Randy Finch

AppEvents and graphics printing—

create a custom Workbench utility to

view pictures as a slide show.

40 Computer Cafe
Serves Up Shasta
by Robert Van Buren

The design team at California's

Computer Cafe create incredible

"Can-A-Mation" for a beverage

commercial.

47 Aladdin 4D Review
by R. Shamms Mortier

Shamms examines the new features

of this latest A4D release.

55 Jim Sachs Interview
Jim Sachs, creator of the Defender of

the Crown games talks with AC about

his career as an Amiga artist,

animator, and game designer.

5 Desktop Publishing with
Special Papers & Supplies
by Dan Weiss

Use papers from Paper Direct,

Queblo, and others to enhance your

desktop publications.

61 Great Amiga Helpware
by R. Shamms Mortier

Shamms takes a closer look at Pegger

and Magic Lantern.

84 AGA Chip Set and the
Amiga: CD32 to the Rescue!
by Jeff James

What does the future hold for CD32 &

AGA Amigas? Jeff has the inside

scoop.

Volume 9

Number 4

April 1994

eviews

14 Montage 24
by R. Shamms Mortier

A look at this 24-bit presentation and

text rendering program from

Innovision.

17 MovieMaker
by R. Shamms Mortier

Digital non-linear audio and video

editing for the Amiga.

18 Primera Dye
Sublimation Upgrade

by Merrill Caltaway

This upgrade brings photo-realistic

output to your Primera printer.

23 The Imagine
Companion

by Mark Hoffman

A unique tutorial and help book, The

Imagine Companion makes a useful

addition to any Imagine user's library.

Features

25 Online
by Rob Hays

On-line jargon and symbols, surge

protection, and the Fighter Duel Pro 2

demo top Rob's list.

73 Digital Image Special F/X
by William Frawley

Using ARexx, ADPro, and

PageStream to process images.



And furthermore

April, 2004: Commodore announces the Amig-

", ii

MovieMaker, p.17

Montage 24, p. 14

Sync Tips, p. 66

Digital Image Special F/X, p. 73

Overdrive, p.89

8 New Products &
Other Neat Stuff
Arctic Baron, Devpac3, FDP2,

Sequencer One. Studio, and multime

dia speakers are among this month's

new products.

37 cli directory
by Keith Cameron

Keith introduces a glossary of

AmigaDOS commands.

27 Bug Bytes
by John Steiner

Questions regarding Autoconfig; Tool

manager 2.0 and Quarterback incom

patibilities; Online Platinum script file

workaround; and Workbench 2.1

Gurus are addressed.

43 ARexx
by Merrill Callaway

Create a Graphical User

Interface—GUI—for your ARexx

program.

66 Sync Tips
by Oran Sands

/JCwelcomes Oran

Sands to its pages

with the introduction

of his new column for Amiga video.

67 Roomers
by The Bandito

CD32, CES, Atari, NewTek, and of

course, Commodore are under the

Bandito's watchful eye this month.

81 CD32 Review
Defender of the Crown II, Grolier's

Encyclopedia, and Insight: Technology

are among the new titles for CD32.

89 Diversions
Overdrive and Ishar: Legend of the

Fortress AGA are on the review list.

Editorial 6
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The Toaster System Integrator.
T-Rexx Professional is a highly

integrated ARexx script generation

environment with powerful tools

specifically designed for the NewTek

Video Toaster. T-Rexx can also

automate Ihe functions of 11 other

important products, and, because it is

completely user configurable, you can

add support for the products of your

choice.

Benefits

Create sophisticated scripts

without any knowledge of ARexx.

You simply point and click. T-Rexx

even displays your scripts in plain

English!

All T-Rexx tools are connected

together creating a fully integrated

system. You need learn only one user

interface to master every aspect of

T-Rexx Professional.

You can quickly and easily manage

large quantities of Toaster Framestore

images. Convert Framestores to

and from RGB (in full color and

fidelity) without requiring a Toaster.

You can create your own

ActionFX and OrganicFX to

produce custom results for your

demanding clients. Using T-Rexx's

special effects processing, dozens of

new FX can be created from a single

source.

You can create and modify

Toaster projects creating exactly the

configuration which best meets your

needs.

Develop scripts in a fraction of the

time it used to take using T-Rexx's

unique Real Time Mode. You can

test your scripts as you write them,

alerting you to any mistakes instantly.

**- Using one consistent, easy-to-

learn user interface, you can

control any program that is ARexx

compatible or any device that can

accept commands via a serial or

parallel port. Your entire studio, not

just your Toaster, can be controlled by

T-Rexx giving you more time for

producing results instead of hunting

for solutions.

Includes support for the following

products: AmiLink, Art Department

Professional, BCD-2000A, DQ-Taco,

MediaPhile, MorphPlus, PC-VCR,

Personal SFCII, Personal TBC III,

Pixel 3D, SunRize Studio 16 and

VISCA.

T-Rexx allows you to create

interactive or automated

multimedia presentations by

linking the Video Toaster to other

hardware and software products.

T-Rexx's ability to be synchronized to

events from the GPI, serial port,

parallel port, keyboard, ARexx or

timer means you've got the widest

array of options available for your

creative use. T-Rexx can even

automate the recording of your

finished presentation (including

audio) onto video tape or single frame

recorders.

T-Rexx provides powerful batch

processing tools which save you

time and disk space. Process

images as they're produced

automatically, without having to store

intermediate results.

Your script is shown in plain English on T-Rexx

Professional's main screen.

Framestores can be converted to/from RGB,

previewed and organized using FramestoreFM.

T-Rexx helps you get the most of your system

investment because an integrated system is

greater than the sum of its parts. T-Rexx

Professional is the Toaster System

Integrator!
AS

'Hie following names art? trademarks or registered trademarks of the Indicated companies; T-Rexx frofasloral,

Morphl'lus. FramesloreFM. UghfTV, SiiareFX, and Art Department Professional: ASDG Incorporated, ARexx: Wishful
Thinking Developraenl Corp.. Deluxe Paint Electronic Arts. Brilliance: Digilal Creations. Inf.. Amiga: Commodore-
Amiga. Inc.. Video Toaster,Toaster. ToasterPaiiH. and LightWave3D: NewTek Incorporated. Other trademarks are the

property of their respective holders. The Video Toaster Wo is copyrighted by NewTek Incorporated and is used with

permission. Copyright ' V&'i by ASDG Incorporaled

Circle 102 on Reader Service card.

925 Stewart Street Madison, WI 53713

608/273-6585

T-Rexx Professional is backed by ASDG, a
solid company providing innovative products and

quality customer support since 1986.



Amiga PAD 2B—Pure Sci-Fi or Possible Future Fact?

This month we over stepped our

bounds slightly and anticipated what new

announcements Commodore will be

making in the year 2004. If you have not

read the AndFurthermore on page % of this

issue, you should before you read any

farther. Go ahead, I'll wait.

OK, so that might not be the Amiga of

2004, but it could be. With the advances we

have seen in computer technology over the

last 15 years and the support for even more

advances in the future, this scenario could

happen. It is one of many possible futures.

Normally, as we analyze an industry or a

product such as the Amiga, we strive to

provide a sketch of the most probable

future. In the case of the Amiga PAD 2B,

we have strived for one of the most

favorable future.

portable device with the MiniDisk.

Although it is only capable of holding 140

MIS today, Sony officials assured me that

current development into "Blue Laser"

technology will allow the current media to

quadruple in density, if the Sony disk is

currently only one sided, experience

demonstrates computer media will always

become double sided as the cost of

manufacture decreases and the needs of

the consumer increase. By 2004, consumers

will have a need for tremendous storage on

removable media and, at that level, the

MiniDisk could provide 1.12GB with a data

transfer rate of more than 600 kB/sec.

Of course, the argument can be made

that users will utilize the network and

large storage facilities for their work—after

all thev will be connected to the informa-

The Amiga PAD 2B is based on

technologies available today or products

being developed in today's labs.

The Present

Everyone admits that the products

and services we have today would have

been considered science fiction just twenty

years ago. Electronics and the computer

have dramatically changed the world in

which we live. From how we make a living

to how we entertain ourselves, little has

not been affected by the success of the last

twenty years.

The Amiga's abilities have contrib

uted to these changes. It was the Amiga

that first gave us a real multimedia

piatform. The Amiga's video capabilities

and multitasking hardware have caused

other computer manufacturers to rethink

their products. We have witnessed other

platforms continually moving to provide

more of what the Amiga does naturally.

With the advances we see everyday,

the battle for marketshare in the yet

undeveloped information superhighway,

and with the knowledge that nothing

stands still, we must assume there will be a

machine in the future with at least some of

the capabilities discussed for the Amiga

PAD 2B. Why not the Amiga?

The Future

The Amiga PAD 2B is based on

technologies available today or products

being developed in today's labs. Sony has

introduced optical disk technology in a

Amazixg Computixg

tion superhighway. However, privacy and

security have always been a concern of

users. I am not certain everyone wiil want

their data filed in a common holding area.

People like to be independent and, when it

comes to data, they enjoy the security of

keeping their data in their own possession.

This independence is why so many

Americans continue to use their own cars

in areas where public transportation is

more cost effective. They want to feel in

control.

Devices such as on-board video

cameras, cellular phone/ fax connections,

fax video, artificial intelligence interfaces,

interactive display advertising, fuzzy logic

visual recognition, voice recognition, 3-D

television, and solar power recharging are

all products either available commercially

in some form or are being perfected today.

The memory requirements of the 213 are an

extrapolation of the explosion in memory

development today and the anticipation of

the memory required by such a system.

The social issue concerning environmental

standards is also with us today.

The John Huston AI synth-performer

comes directly from current advertising

issues. Last year. Diet Coke ran television

commercials in which Paula Abdul worked

with screen images of Cary Grant, James

Cagney, and Groucho Marx. Questions

were raised as to who had the right to "lift"

the images of these performers to endorse

products the performers never knew. If we

accept the fact that the estate of the

deceased performer could continue to

represent the deceased, then it is a small

step to assume an artificial intelligence

could be created that would mimic the

performer in new situations. This may

make it more difficult for new actors to

find work, but that has never bothered

Hollywood.

The most speculative feature of our

April fools article is Commodore's

marketing plans. Wt? have shown an

expansive program of product give-aways,

media blitz advertising, and massive

public relation efforts. While these things

are an almost everyday occurrence with

other companies and at least some measure

of these actions have been made by current

companies, based on their past and current

actions, it is mind boggling to believe

Commodore would do this. Or is it?

Commodore's Future

By the time you read this. Commo

dore will have held its annual meeting. The

meeting was announced late and is being

held in the Bahamas. However, since

Commodore sent their shareholders

requests for proxy voting rights for that

meeting, we have received calls from

shareholders all over the country who

want to know more about the

shareholder's movement. While we will

not endorse any one person over another,

we have taken time to at least give the

address of the movement and ask the

callers to please consider all their choices.

Apparently a large portion of

Commodore shareholders are no longer

content to rubber stamp the activities of

CBM management. Even if the current

administration remains, they will be

required to deal with the reality of the

marketplace more readily than they have

been. This means they will need to change

their behavior if not themselves.

With an eye to the future and a need

to create devices which will utilize the

technology and opportunity of the future,

the idea of an Amiga PAD 2B is not so far

fetched. With an eye to survival. Commo

dore marketing efforts will need to

resemble more of what we stated for 2004

than what they have demonstrated in 1994.

Don Hicks

Managing Editor



Retargetable Graphics* have

24 bit graphics for your Amiga

Picasso II RTG (Retargetable Graphics) means

Incredible New Graphics Power for your Amiga.

Providing greater resolutions and more speed than AGA

systems and the ability to run system friendly AGA

software, the Picasso II is a next generation graphics

display system. Your Amiga will be able to run all the latest

software at resolutions up to 1280 x 1024 with 256 colors

on screen. The Picasso II also supports custom screen

modes with up to 16.7 million colors at resolutions as high

as 800x600.

Picasso II RTG means No Waiting for Specially

Programmed Versions of Your Favorite Software.

The Picasso II RTG emulator is completely integrated into

the system. Imagine being able to run the latest software

packages like ProPage 4.1. PageStream 2.2, Cygnus Ed

3.5, Deluxe Music Construction Set 2.0, AmigaVision

Professional and many others at resolutions up to

1280x1024 and up to 256 colors. All system friendly

Amiga software packages will be able to take advantage of

the new screen modes offered by the Picasso II.

Picasso II RTG means Hi-Performance.

The Picasso II has an on-board Blitter which supports

drawing speeds up to 30 megabytes per second. The

Picasso II Blitter has been fully integrated into the RTG

emulator. Any program running under the RTG emulator

will automatically take advantage of the Blitter. Off screen

displays are moved into Picasso II display memory using

the Blitter for super fast screen updates.

arrived!

1280 x 1024

256 color

Workbench screen

displayed on an

A3000 with the

Picasso II.

E*4>ert
Services

7559 Mall Road

Florence, KY 40142 U.S.A

TEL: 606-371-9690

FAX; 606-282-5942

Village

Tronic

Braunstrasse 14

D-30169 Hanover-Germany

Tel:+49/{0)511/13841

FAX:+ 49/(0)511/1612606

Picasso II RTG means Wo More 'Chip Ram Blues'

The Picasso II RTG emulator has been designed so that it

uses no chip ram lor its emulation. Only the currently

visible display is kept in the Picasso II display memory, all

other screens are stored in standard system memory.

This means that all system memory can be used as

graphics memory. A system equipped with 16 megabytes

of ram would be like having a 16 megabyte graphics board!

Picasso II RTG means Maximum Compatibility.

The Picasso II RTG emulator supports Workbench 2.04,

2.1, 3.0, and beyond. The Picasso II is compatible with

any Zorro II or Zorro III equipped Amiga system, such as

the A2000. A3000. or A4000.

Picasso II AutoSwitch means One Monitor.

The Picasso II comes with a built in electronic switch that

automatically routes the proper signal to your monitor.

When the AutoSwitch detects non-Picasso II screens, such

as those used by games and older software, it

automatically routes the signal directly to your monitor.

When the AutoSwitch senses a Picasso II screen mode, it

will automatically switch back.

The Picasso II comes packaged with TVPaint Jr. (24 Bit

Paint Program), and drivers for ArtDept Professional.

ImageFx, ImageMaster, and Real 3D 2.0.

*Re«tar«get-ab'le Graphics adj.: The ability to run software

on any third party graphics board. See also: Picasso II.

The following names are trademarks of the indicated companies. P*casso II RTG. Expert Services. Professional Page; Gold Disk Inc.. Pagestream. Sod-Log* pul?"^h'n
Deluxe Music Construction Set; Electronic Arts; Amiga. ArmgaV.s.on Professional 8. Workbench; Commodore Amiga. Inc., Art Department Professional 4 Cygnus Ed. A
ImageFx; Great Valley Products. Inc., Imagemasier; Black Bells Systems. Real 3D:Rea!Sott International. TVPami Jr.; Techsoft Images.

Circle 116 on Reader Service card.
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axd'other-

Arctic Baron

Set in the distant future, Arctic

Baron (49.95), is the backdrop fro

trade, battle, strategy and adven

ture. The year is 2022 and global

warmingisposinga serious threat

to mankind. Scientists put "Op

eration Blind" into effect to re

verse the process but something

went seriously wrong; the earth

plunged intoa nuclear winter and

the sun became permanently

eclipsed. Your mission is to free

the planet from perpetual winter

and economic slavery. You com

mand a giant steam powered

train, butasyourjourneyunfolds,

you r need for fresh suppl les, food

and spare parts becomes essen

tial. You face a variety of evil-

dooers in you path. With con

stant surprise attacks, traitors and

spies on board, it is all up to you.

You are the glimmer of hope for

the future. Arctic baron has a

blend of exquisite graphics, ex

cellent sound effects and music

with tremendous visual impact

for hours of addictive strategy/

adventure game play.

ReadySoft Incorporated, 30

Werthiem Court, Sic. #2, Richmond

Hill, Ontario, Canada, L4B W9,

(905) 731-4175,fax (905) 764-8867.

Inquiry #200

Assassin Special Edition

The Assassin is back but this t unt

il is different. Complete with a

new weapon and revised Bonus

Scheme, Assassin Special Edition

is a true classic. You are the As

sassin, a highly skilled super ath

letic man, complete with an arm-

mounted pulse laser that has the

ability to be improved by the

means of power-ups. Your task is

to infiltrate the vast subterranean

base which the arch villain Midan

has made his own. Do you have

what it takes to become the ulti

mate assassin in this awesome

action-packed blaster? The game

featuresbrilliantvisuals,smooth

scrolling, 201)+ frames of anima

tion on the main character, and

an ama/ing array of special weap

ons. There are lots of power ups

and bonuses, over 1300 screens of

pure payability and explosive

end-of-level action. Some fea

tures new to assassin are revised

graphics, the new laser weapon,

extra hidden bonuses, and easier

more enjoyable game play.

Team !7Software, Prospect House,

Borough Road, Wakeficld, West

Yorkshire, England, Wl 3AB, (44)

924-291-867. Inquiry #201

Devpac 3

Devpac 3 l8 an assembly lan

guage development system for

all Amiga computers. Devpac 3

(S109.95) uses an integrated,

multi-window environment in

cluding a fast and powerful as

sembler and debugger support

ing all 680x0 processors and

coprocessors, the compiler is

now at least 40% quicker than

its predecessor. Devpac 3 is a

complete package including li

brary support for Workbench

1.3, 2.x and 3.x.

Oregon Research, 16200 SW Pa

cific Highway, Sle. 162, Tigard,

OR 97224, (503) 620-4919, Fax

(503) 624-2940. Inquiry #202.

Fighter Duel Pro 2

Fighter Duel Pro 2 (S59.95) sets

the standard for realistic flight

simulation. From the detailed

aerodynamic model to the light

ning fast frame rate, FDPro 2 is

unparalleled in simulating the

feel of flying. With a full selec

tion of aircraft and added fea-

8 Amazing Computing



CanDo Lets you convert your ideas into reality,
CanDo is a software authoring system that gives you the power of a programming language, yet makes creating your

program's interface as easy as using a paint program. Because CanDo is tailor-made for the Amiga, all of the exciting

Graphics, Sounds, and mouse-driven Objects that are built into your computer are at your fingertips. This gives you

everything you need to make your ideas come to life.

CanDo Makes real programs real easy.
Painlessly creating your interface is just the beginning. The key to making real programs is CanDo's English-like

scripting language. Even if you're a beginner, you can still use CanDo's tools to write programs for you. While easy

to learn and use, the commands are so powerful you can create programs which would take 10 times longer to write

using a language such as C - even presuming you had years of programming experience.

CanDo Isprogrammingfor the rest of us...
Ordinary people all over the world are using CanDo to create real applications such as: databases, utilities, animated

multimedia presentations, kiosks, training systems, and all sorts of games. CanDo enables you to explore your

imagination and make the things you never thought you had the time or experience to do.

o It!
TRONICS

i v e media

Inovalronics, Inc. / 3499 Greenville Avenue / Suite 209B / Dallas, TX 75231 / USA / Tel: [214) 340-4991 / FAX: (2 14] 340-85 14

Irovaironics. Ltd. / Uni! ! 1, Enterprise Cenire / Cranbofne food / Potters Bar / Hertfordshire / EN6 3DQ / ENGLAND / Tel: +44-707-662861 / FAX: +44707-660992

InovalronicsGmbH / 1m Heidkamp 11 / W-5000 Cologne 91 / GERMANY / Telephone +49-221-875126 / FAX +49-221-8704747
Circle 114 on Reader Service card.
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tures, FDPro 2 delivers the flight

simulation package for the seri

ous aviator. FDPro 2 has all the

features of the best selling WWII

flight simulator, Fighter Duel Pro,

and more. FDPro 2 is available to

owners of Fighter Duel-Corsair

vs Zero, Fighter Duel Pro 1, and

FDPro Flight recorder by send

ing Jaeger page one from the soft

ware manual and S30 in U.S.

funds.

Jaeger Software, Inc., Direct Sales

Department, 7800 White Cliff Ter

race, Roch'ille, MD 20855, (301)

948-6862. Inquiry #203

Highspeed Pascal

Highspeed Pascal ($149.95) is a

powerful Pascal development

system for the Amiga. The sys

tem includes an integrated, multi-

window editor and interactive

error detection. Highspeed Pas

cal also includes a stand-alone

compiler, and an integrated make

facility for easy project manage

ment. Highspeed Pascal is de

signed to be compatible with

Turbo Pascal 5 on the PC, giving

the developer easy compatibility

between platforms.

Oregon Research, 16200 SW Pacific

Highway, Sic. 162, Tigard, OR

97224, (503) 620-4919, Fax (503)

624-2940. Inquiry #204

M51200&MS2400

Flatbed Scanners

Migraph announced two new

flatbed scanners in their line of

Amiga desktop publishing and

graphics line. The MS series

makes brilliant 24-bit color and

true 256 greyscale images avail

able and affordable for the Amiga

owner. With two models to

choose from, the user can select

thescanningresolutionandspeed

that best meets his needs. In addi

tion, options like a transparency

device and a 50-page document

feeder increase the scanners' ver

satility. The MS1200 ($1099) fea

tures a maximum scanning reso

lution of 1200dpi, three passscan-

ning and the MS2400 (S1499) a

maximum scanning resolution of

2400 dpi, one-pass scanning. Both

units featurean8.5x 14-inch scan

ning area, eight levels of bright

ness and contrast settings plus

gamma correction, ColorKit Pro

software forscanning and saving

color, greyscale and monochrome

images in 24-bit IFF and other file

formats, and a SCSI interface. The

models include everything that is

needed to begin scanning; no ex

tra cables or software are needed.

Migraph flatbed scanners work

onallAmigas (exceptAIOO0) with

4MB RAM,a hard disk,SCSI port,

and a 68020 or higher CPU. The

Migraph MS series is available

directfrom Migraph and selected

Amiga dealers.

Migrnpii, 32700 Pacific Highway S.,

SU: 14, Federal Wai/, WA 98003,

(206)838-4677,Fax(206)838-4702.

Inquiry #205

MultiFrame-ADPro

With MultiFrame-ADPro

($129.95) from MacroSystemUS

you can spend your time creating

not controlling. MultiFrame-

ADPro is the ideal solution to

your multiple image processing

problems, capable of controlling

ADPro directly with just a few

well-placed mouseclicks, you can

create real-time animations, digi

tal video effects and custom tran

sitions, digital compositing with

software alpha channel, set

morphing values on complex

operators to create special effects

over time, use spline-based path

control to modify any operation

to create non-linear motion se

quences, and much more.

MultiFrame-ADPro gives you the

freedom to easily create variable

effects over time by allowing you

to enter values for all complex

operators and have the changes

take effect over the number of

frames that you need to generate.

Change the values of any ADPro

or Morph Plus operator over time

by using the spline-based path

control with adjustable knots, ten

sion, continuity, andbias for non

linear motion control. You can

create looping effects as well as

effects that accelerate or deceler

ate towards or away from values.

MultiFrame-ADPro requires no

knowledge ofARexx or program

ming. It does require ADPro 2.1.5

or higher or MorphPlus 1.0 or

higher, and AmigaDOS 2.0 or

later.

MacroSi/slemUS, 24282 Lynwood,

Ste. 101, Novi, MI 48374, (313)

347-6266, Fax (313) 347-6643. In

quiry #206

Sample Series

Sample Series (S14.95ea) is a col

lection of 8-bit digital sound

samples for use with Oregon Re

search sequencers and sample

replay devices. There are five

10 Amazing Compvtixg



CATCH THIS.
Introducing FreshFish™, a unique CD-ROM

series that provides the Amiga community

with hundreds of megabytes of the very latest

in freely redistributable software.

The FreshFish

CD-ROM series

is produced

directly by Fred

Fish, who has

been working to

supply Amiga

users with high-

quality, freely

redistributable

software since

the Amiga's

introduction in

1985. FreshFish

CDs, published

every 6 to 8

weeks, contain

over 100 Mb of

newly submitted material in both BBS ready

(archived) and ready-to-run (unarchived)

form. Also included are over 200 Mb of

ready-to-run GNU software (EMACS, C/C++

compiler, text processing utilities, etc.) with

full source code included, and up to 300 Mb of

other useful utilities, games, libraries, docu

mentation and hardware/software reviews.

Two compilation CDs will also be available.

The FrozenFish™ series will be published

every 4 to 6 months as a compilation of the

most recent material from the FreshFish CDs.

GoldFish™,a

two disc CD-

ROM set, will

be available in

April 1994.

This set will

contain the

entire 1,000

floppy disk

"Fred Fish"

library in both

BBS ready and

unarchived

form!

FreshFish,

FrozenFish, and

GoldFish may be

purchased by

cash, check (US dollars), Visa, or MasterCard,

from Amiga Library Services for $19.95 each

(plus $3 shipping & handling in the U.S..

Canada or Mexico, $5 elsewhere).

Fax or mail orders and inquiries to:

Amiga Library Services

610 North Alma School Road, Suite 18

Chandler, AZ 85224-3687 USA

FAX: (602) 917-0917

Circle 106 on Reader Service card.
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and'otker neat gtafifi

volumes in the series: Percussion

and Effects, Guitara & Strings,

Brass & Woodwind, Synth &

Vocals, and Piano & Keyboards.

Each volume contains an average

of 45 samples as well as a demo

song.

Oregon Research, 16200 SW Pacific

Highway, Sic. 162, Tigard, OR

97224, (503) 620-4919, Fax (503)

624-2940. inquiry #207

Sequencer One

Sequencer One (39.95) is a music

recording, editing, and replay

program for usewithMDDImusi-

cal instruments and the internal

sound chip of the Amiga. Se

quencer One offers 32-track se

quencing over 16 MIDI channels,

with .simultaneous replay of up

to four 8-bit samples. Sequencer

one can accurately record MIDI

instruments in real time,orifyou

prefer, step time mode lets the

user enter music with the mouse

or with Hie keyboard one note at

a time. The piano roll style step

editor allows the user to modify,

delete, or add notes, without the

need to understand music nota

tion.

Oregon Research, 16200SW Pacific

Highway, Ste. 162. Tigard, OR

97224, (503) 620-4919, Fax (503)

624-2940. Inquiry #208

Sequencer One Plus

Sequencer One Plus ($129.95) is a

high-quality, 32-track MIDI and

sample sequencer for all Amiga

computers. In addition to play

ing MIDI instruments. Sequencer

One Plus can, at the same time,

play back 8-bit samples using the

Amiga's built-in sample replay

facility. Sequencer One Plus fea

tures the easy-to-use Diamond

Drag note editing system, allow

ing users easy graphical manipu

lation of notes in the step editor

screen. Other features include a

Tempo Map screen, allowing the

user precise control of tempo

throughout thesong, and theJuke

Box screen, allowing users to ar

range up to 32 songs for play

back.

Oregon Research, 16200SW Pacific

Highway, Ste. 162, Tigard, OR

97224, (503) 620-4919, Fax 1503)

624-2940. Inquiry #209

Studio

Studio (SI 19.95) is a unique pro

gram for controlling printerswith

the Amiga. Unlike the Amiga

printer drivers which only sup

port 12-bit accuracy when print

ing. Studio is accurate to a full 24

bits.

Studio supports the built-in fea

tures ofprinters that other print

ing packages do not, including

the latest 600 dpi LaserJets, color

DeskJets and Paintjets, Canon

Bubblejets and dot matrix print

ers. The printer drivers supplied

withStudioarelOO".. Amiga com

patible and will work with any

program that uses the normal

Amiga printer drivers.

Included with Studio is a print

ing program that allows you to

print pictures directly from disk,

so massive graphics files can even

be printed from a 512K Amiga.

Other features include support

tor highest printer resolutions,

16.7 million color printing or 256

shades of gray to produce beauti

ful continuous tone pictures, true

to screen colors using color ad

justment with 32-bit accuracy,

special feature to minimize hori

zontal banding on dot-matrix

printers, and poster-sized print

out capability. Studio requires

Kickstart 2.0 or greater with at

least512K RAM.Studio fullysup

ports Workbench 2.0,2.1, and 3.0.

MncroSifftanUS, 24282 hynwood,

Ste. 101, Nuvi, Mi 48374, (313)

347-6266, Fax (313) 347-6643. In

quiry #210

SPARKS

Sparks (5149.95) is the Standard

Particle And Real world Kine

matic animation System. This is

Multimedia speaker system

from Audio-Technica.

the first particle animation sys

tem for LtghtWaue 3D. Now ani

mators can include high-end pro

cedural animation effects to their

work. Particles can bounce with

real world behavior and gravity

simulation. Multiple point grav

ity wells allow bending and di

recting the stream, flock, or

swarm of particles. User-defin

able paths allow particles to fall

off a moving target, allowing for

sparklers, fuses, wands, multiple

hit explosions and more. Fade

envelopes can be built on the fly

with fade in and fade out con

trols. Displacement mapping sup

port will give motion to all of

your objects at once. Bones and

motions can be appended to each

object as well as clip maps. Local

gravity wells can be moved on a

path. You have complete control

over functions and effects such as

origin, direction, gravity, multiple

local gravities, quantityandmore.

MacroSystemUS, 24282 Lynwood,

Sic- 101, Nor/, MI 48374, (313)

347-6266, Fax (313) 347-6643. In

quiry #211

The Hit Kit!

The Hit Kit! (39.95) is a music

composition system for use with

either of Oregon Research's MIDI

and sample sequencers, Se

quencer One or Sequencer One

Plus. The Hit Kit! can help to cre

ate professional sounding drum

tracks, bass lines, arpeggio pat

terns, and even complete pieces

of music. Arranged in an intui

tive manner on disk, these parts

are blocks that can easily be

brought into the sequencer in a

wide variety of styles, including

ballard, blues, house, Latin,

reggae, and more.

Oregon Research, 16200 SW Pacific

Highway, Ste. 162, Tigard, OR

97224, (503) 620-4919, Fax (503)

624-2940. Inquiry #212

Toccata

The Toccata (5599.95) is a full 16-

bit audio digitizer. The Toccata

can digitize atup to48KHz in 16-

bit direct to hard disk. Special

features include an onborad

mixerandADPCMcompression.

12 Amazing Computing



TheADPCMcompressionallows

digitizing at 32KHz directly to a

floppy disk and playback from a

floppy. Playback from a hard disk

can bo up to 16 channels in 16-bit

TheToccata can also be used with

VLab IFR to digitize the audio for

a video sequence.

The Toccata comes with a special

version of SEKD's award-win

ning audio editing software pack

age, Samplitude. The award-win

ning Samplitude Editing Soft

ware was named best Audio Ed-

iting Software in Germany. The

Toccata packaged with

Samplitude represents a major

breakthrough in the price perfor

mance of Amiga real-time audio

digitizing and editing.

With features like CD compat

ibility, three stereo inputsand full

compatibility with any type of

audio device, the Toccata pro

vides the highest quality audio

digitizing at an affordable price

on the Amiga. Toccata works on

all A2000, 301)0, and 4000s with

Workbench 2.0 or greater.

MacroSystemUS, 242S2 Lynwood,

Ste, 101, Novi, Ml 48374, (313)

347-6266, Fax (313) 347-6643, In

quiry #213

Warp Engine

The Warp Engine series of accel

erators; is a breakthrough in

Amiga expansion design. The

Warp Engine comes in three ver

sions for the Amiga/Video

Toaster 4000 and three versions

for the Amiga 3000.

The4000 Series: The28MHz Warp

Engine ($899.95) comes with an

040 socket, four SIMM sockets

and the NCR SCSI-2 controller.

This is a very cost effective entry

because the A4000 already had

an 040 chip installed and 4 to

16MB of FastRAM on the

motherboard. You simply remove

the CBM CPU card and then re

move the 040 chip and install the

Warp Engine. You can also re

move the memory from the

motherboard and install it on the

Warp Engine. This produces a

28MHz 040 accelerator with 4 to

16MB of high speed 040 local 32-

bit RAM and the fastest SCSI-2

Controller available for the

Amiga. The 33MHz and 40MHz

versions include the 040 proces

sors. The 33MHz board requires

70ns ARM to work al its highest

speed and the 40MHz board re

quires 60ns RAM although you

can insert wait states to useslower

RAM. All of this expansion isdone

without using a single Zorro slot.

The 3000 Series: There are three

versions available for the A3000

which in all aspects are the same

as the 4000 except that the RAM

expansion is limited to 64M15. The

Warp Engine is compatible with

the Video Toaster and Opal Vi

sion. The boards are designed for

use in the A3000 and A4000 series

Amigas and require AmigaDOS

2.1 or higher.

MacroSyttt-iuUS, 242S2 hynwood,

Ste. 101, Novi, Ml 4S374, (313)

347-6266, Fax (313) 347-6643. In-

quin/#214

Other Neat Stuff

GVP Freebies

CVP recently announced that a

PD version of the Enhanced

Graphics System (EGS) is avail

able for downloading on

CompuServe. This demonstra

tion version is designed to run

only on Amiga systems using ECS

or AGA graphics. This will allow

any EGS application to run in

resolutions up to 640x400 in 16

colors on any Amiga, without

additional graphics hardware.

This demonstration version was

designed to allow anyone inter

ested in the EGS environment a

chance to experience the look and

feel of EGS. Since this version is

limited to native Amigas it will

not allow resolutions higher than

640x400 or color depths greater

than 16 colors.

GVP also announced a free up

grade to EGS-SpectraPaint vl.2.

The free upgrade is available to

all owners ofthe EGS 28/24 Spec

trum graphics board. The new

version, called EGSSpeclraPaint

vl.2, is available as an upgrade

electronically fromGVP's BBS or

GVP's CompuServe file section,

or may be found freely circulat

ing on area BBS's and Internet

sites.

Great Valky Pnniucts, 657 Clarke

Avenue, KingafPrussia, PA 19406,

(215) 337-8770, Fax (215) 337-9222.

Inquiry #215

Sounds Good

Audio-technica has brought forth

a lineof speakers and headphones

designed specifically for multi

media use. Their Multimedia

SpeakerSystem (MMS557S149.95

and MMS337 $99.95) are perfect

accessories for the multimedia

Amiga. These speakers are mag

netically shielded, line-cord pow

ered, and offer outstanding per

formance and value. The

Qmniphones—a new line of

headphones—play a special role

in multimedia presentations, or

even the creation of these presen-

NEW
IMtOIUCTS

an

tations. Omniphones provide

crisp, clear, rich sound and offer

the convenience of privacy and

personal listening comfort.

Ainiio-Technica U.S., Inc.. 1221

Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224,

(216) 686-2600. Inquiry #276

•AC-

Omniphones high-tech

headphones from Audio-

Technica.

April 1994 13



REVIEWS
Montage 24

by R. Shamms Mortier

LIKE MANY OTHER AMIGA artists. I

have used previous InnoVision products

for quite a while. First there was VideoFX.

an innovative text flyer from several years

back. Then came Broadcast Titler, intro

ducing raster-interrupt capabilities to

Amiga video titling. And now. after many

months of development, there is Mon

tage 24 and Montage for the Toaster. In

some ways, experienced InnoVision soft

ware users will be able to tell immediately

from where the Montage package

comes. Like its cousinware, Montage does

not multitask. None ofthe innoVision prod

ucts do. The design of the interface screen

also has that InnoVision look; sharply de

fined buttons and gadgets and a near-

intuitive approach.

Montage 24 comes in three flavors,

one for owners of OpalVision boards, one

for AGA users, and one for owners of

GVP's Impact Vision 24. The AGA version

allows you to save both 24-bit and HAM8

graphics, while the OpalVision version al

lows oniy OpalVision-sized screens. No,

you don't get to have both options, A

14 Amazing Computing
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selector appears at the start of the pro

gram that determines one choice or the

other. This is too bad, since there are

people who have OpalVision installed on

AGA machines. I would have preferred

being able to have both choices at the

same time, with perhapsa separate toggle

that allowed me to render to either. The

quality of the OpaiVison Montage seems

to be a bit better than that of the HAM8

renders, but the AGA 24-bit saves offer the

same quality. I ran Montage 24 on an

A2500 (68030 with 8MB RAM) and on an

A4000 (68040 with 16MB RAM).

Left: Figure 1. Literally hundreds of

layered transparent looks are possible

with the new text operators in

Montage 24.

Top: Figure 2. Here is an output screen

from Monrage for OpalVision. The

picture was scanned from a postcard

and overlayed with Montage 24 text.

The final composite meets the

requirements for a professional slide.

The Montage 24 Interface

The first thing you see when the pro

gram loads is a blank screen with the

Montage 24 menu staring at you. On the

screen is a border that helps you to deter

mine the best "live" video area. An L-

shaped movable cursor shows you where

the text will be placed as you type. The

top of the Montage menus shows a color

palette area on the left and a seven-unit

dither-options area where you can deter

mine how any two colors, or just one color,

will write to the face of the text. I hope

future versions will allow at least three

times this many dither designs, or better

yet, allow users to design theirown (spirals,

circles, diagonals, and three or more color

options).

Thereareeightseparate buttons that

aliow you to travel around the Montage

24 environment: Font, Edit, Layout, Back

ground,Transition, File, Render,anda Page

indicator,

Traditions

Montage 24 is a presentation pro

gram as well as a text renderer. Montage

24 renders ail screens in either a 24-bit

format or a AGA Super HiRes HAMS for

mat. All screens have to be stored in one

of these formats in a directory before they

can be made to obey an effect com

mand. There ore separate effects that

can be targeted to any sequenced Mon

tage 24 page depending on which ver

sion of the program is being run: AGA-13

effects, OpalVision-20 effects, IV24-2 ef

fects. I don't have an IV24 board, but the

special Cut Video effect allows you to

cleanly go from live video to a 24-bit

graphic, and looks like it would be great

for real-time editing. The OpalVision ef

fects are much more complex than the

AGA effects, and they are all different. Be

warned: if you don'tsave the backgrounds

loaded separately before initiating a tran

sition sequence, they will not appear in
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Images at your

fingertips!
Scan color images in a snap with

the Migraph ColorBurst™ color

liana1 scanner. This three-in-one

seamier scans in 18-bit color (up to

262,144 colors), 64 true greyscales,

and monochrome. So whether you

need new backgrounds and textures

for video/animation, greyscale

images for DTP work, or want to

scan text for OCR (Optical

Character Recognition) processing,

you can do it with the ColorBurst.

Save your images in IFF and 24-bt't

IFF/HAM-& formats for exporting

to the Toaster or your favourite

application.

♦ 6 scanning resolutions: 50-400 DPI.

♦ 5 scanning modes: Super Color, Color,

Grayscale, Color Dither Halftone and

Monochrome/Line art.

♦ Compatible with Workbench versions 1.3,

2.x, and 3. Supports new AGA chipset.

See your local Amiga dealer or

call Migraph direct to order your

ColorBurst scanner today.

Call NOW!

800-223-3729

32700 Pacific HwyS.ttU

Federal Way, WA 98003

Tel: 206 838 4677

Fox: 206 838 4702

Works on all Amigos (except A1000) with 2MB

RAM; 4MB and herd disk recommended.

the sequence. Through Insert and Ap

pend in the edit menu, you can continue

togenerate new screensin the sequence.

It's not the sequenced transition com

mands that take room to store; it's the

actual 24-bit image files, so make sure you

have enough hard drive space. Special

note to A4000 users: consider adding an

other IDE drive to your system.

The adjustments possible for the tran

sitions of sequences include the following:

Hold Time allows you to specify the time in

minutes, seconds, and 1 OOths of seconds

that a frame will remain on-screen

(99:99:99 is max); GPI Trigger Wait will wait

for a General Purpose Interface trigger

activation to go to the next frame in the

sequence; Play KeyWait waits for a

spacebar or return; Loop Sequence, not

available in OpalVision mode, does what

it says until keyed to stop, and is great for

Point-of-Purchase displays; Play Page and

Play Sequence are the two playback

modes. The sequence can then be saved.

Conclusions

I found one bug in the software that

crashed my A4000 when I tried to mini

mize the screen size of the menu that held

the Montage program while Montage

was loading. The screen went dark never

to appear again. This is no big problem as

long as I remember not to do that again.

I found that the OpalVision screens ren

dered measurably slower on my A2500

(68030) than did the AGA graphics on the

A4000.When1say "measurably." I meana

difference of about four times. Since my

A4000 is Toaster-equipped—and unless

you use a Video Slot Box from Digital Cre

ations, you can't run an Opal board and

a Toasterin the same machine—I have no

way of knowing whether this difference is

caused moinly by the 68030/68040 differ

ence, or by the fact that Montage 24

renders faster to AGA than to graphics

cards.

Montage 24 comes with eight

resizable fonts onboard. They also market

a special PostScript module (S199) that

should greatly expand the number of font

options and the creative use of this pock-

age. Never mind trying to incorporate

your massive library of BT fonts. I tried it with

no success. Montage 24 fonts are in a

special proprietary format. Serious users

can either opt for the PostScript converter,

or they may purchase a separate library

of Montage fonts (SI49) direct from

InnoVision. I am very happy with the way

that either a whole line of text or just a

single character can be altered and ed

ited, as well as the ease with which the

text can be moved about the screen. I

would also like to see a control that allows

the rotation of text. The 3-D dithering rou

tines are also quite effective as a way to

pop the text out of a backdrop.

The benefit that Montage 24 enjoys

over other graphics/text sequence play

ers is that it is truly a 24-bit animator. The

negative side of this is that it cannot ani

mate the separate lines of text as they

appear on a separate page,as can Scala

MM300 for instance. On the positive side,

when the screens move, you get abso

lutely no artifacting. This was one of the

strengths of InnoVision's Broadcast Titler

software, though qualitatively this is a far

more fine-tuned package. The inability of

the software to allow looping in the

OpalVision mode—the best mode as far

as my use is concerned—is something I

hope will be redressed in a future release.

On the plus side of the ledger, I am

extremely impressed with the quality of

the text that Montage 24 generates, and

especially how that text biends into an

OpalVision background image (see Fig

ure 2).

Montage 24

InnoVision Technology

1933 Davis Street, Suite 238

San Leandro, CA 94577

Phone:510-638-8432

Fax:510-638-6453

Inquiry #218

Circle 130 on Reader Service card.
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The advent of hard-disk animation

playback at 24- and 3Ofps is ushering in a

new future fo; Amiga desktop-video ap

plications. There is now a way to get

around the necessity of running to the

video editing room to stitch together an

animated sequence from a series of

smaller animation files, and the some

what expensive method of single-frame

recording of animationsmay itself be chal

lenged. The worst feature of single-frame

recording, beyond the expense, is that

internal looping and multiple cut/paste

operations targeted at specific frames is

impossible. With hard-disk animation sys

tems, choosing frames from an edit list

and manipulating them before setting

the final result to tape is as easy as using a

wordprocessor.

For over a year. Interactive Video

Systems of Garden Grove, California, has

been showing an animated sequence

captured from the film Sack to the Future

at Amiga expositions. Attendees thought

they were witnessing a video recording

routed through an Amiga monitor, and

were amazed when told that they were

actually witnessing a real-time animation

playback from a hard disk. IVS has finally

released the software that was able to

accomplish this magic as their

MovieMaker package, and this is only the

promised start of a modular movie maker

system.

ovieMctker

R. Shamms Mortier

First Considerations

Before you rush out and purchase

MovieMaker based upon what I'm going

to tell you concerning its features, it's best

that you know that this software needs a

very specific hardware configuration. You

can't hope to just pop the software into

an Amiga disk drive and start editing ani

mations. The initial consideration here is

speed. In order fo see animation frames

being written to your screen at 24- or

30fps, some itemized hardware needs to

be involved, which can be translated into

necessary investments on your part. These

speed considerations implicate your SCSI

controller, the CPU speed of your system,

chip RAM bandwidth,and your hard-drive

performance, capacity, and interface.

Don't worry, It's less complicated than it

appears. Let's take these one at a time,

starting with the hard-drive specs.

MovieMaker stores and edits all of

the sound and imagery in your animation

on a dedicated hard drive- Many hard

drives can be ruled out as too slow to be

of any use here. The speed at which the

hard drive must send the data to the

screen Is called the "sustained media trans

fer rate." given in megabytes per second.

The formula that allows you to determine

the sustained rate of your drive is:

Sustained Rate=Stani3ard Media Transfer Rate/10

The Standard Media Transfer Rate for

the drive Is In MegaBits per second. Adrive

with a media transfer rate of 20Mbits/sec

has a sustained rate of 2Mbytes/sec.

MovieMaker likes a Standard Transfer Rate

no lower then 16Mbits/sec.

Hard-disk editing demands that the

drives access time is also maximized, in

MovieMaker, the data isn't moved as cuts

and pastes are performed. Instead, the

drive is read in real time to compensate

for the new arrangement of data. The

heads of the drive have to move very fast

fo accomplish this. The drive you use has

to have an occess time below 20ms to be

used with MovieMaker. Luckily, most drives

that have a standard media transfer rate

of 16Mbits/sec and higher also have ac

cess times below 15ms.

MovieMaker mokes great use of the

DCTV box from Digital Creations. This box

allows you to get hundreds of thousands

of colors on-screen from what the com

puter thinks is an eight or sixteen color

frame. With a suitable 350MB drive, you

can get over three minutes of edited ani

mation (with sound!), while a nice fat

Gigabyte drive gives you over eight min

utes. Depending upon the drive configu

ration, the frame rate will be 24- to 30 fps.

(TheMicropolis=2112 1GB drive gives you

(continued on page 22)

Figure 1.

MovieMaker's

control

requesters: A.

The main

controller with

its cut & paste

icons & VCR-

like controls.

B. The 16-bit

audio card

controller. C.

The hard disk

utility

controller.
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Primera Color Printer Photo Realistic Dye

Sublimation Upgrade

by Merrill Callaway

IN ACV9.1 JANUARY, 1994 we looked

at fhe revolutionary new color wax ther

mal transfer printer by FARGO Electronics,

Inc.. the Primera Color Printer (list price

S995), but I had not yet received fhe

promised Dye Sublimation kit still under

development at press time. Kit list price is

S249.95 for the software driver and ten

sheetswithribbon. RefillsareS89.95per25

sheets w/ribbon (S3.60/prinf); $279 for 100

sheets w/ribbon ($2.79/print). This is the

promised continuation ofthat review, and

there are some very exciting develop

ments to report. The software replaces

the old driver, allowing either wax or dye

sublimation, and you must use special

paper and ribbon to print with dye subli

mation, changing the "density" in Prefsto

"4" to indicate dye sublimation option. All

other procedures are aswe discussed last

time.

What is Dye Sublimation?

When heat causes a solid to change

state directly to a gas, by-passing the

liquid state, it is called sublimation. In the

arctic, wet clothes freeze, but neverthe

less dry on a clothesline. This is an example

of sublimation. It is too cold for the liquid

state, but the sun [urns fhe ice directly to

water vapor anyway. In thermal transfer

dye sublimation printing, a heat element

sublimates dye from a plastic film into a

gas. The gas is deposited on a special

paper coloring a small area adjacent to

the heat source. Because a gas is much

more finely divided than drops of ink or

melted wax, dye sublimation has the po

tential for greater resolution. State-of-the-

art dye sublimation printers in fact attain

almost continuous tone renderings with

no patterns discernable unless highly

magnified. Then, the only pattern to

emerge is a series of fine but fuzzy lines

that all but completely blend together.

Top, left: Figure 1. This image is actually 3x2cm in size.

Left: Figure 2. Part of a picture of an orchid.the actual image

area is about 2x2 cm.

Top: Figue 3. The Toucan from the Brilliance poster. The actual

size of this area is about the same as that for the Iris: 3x2cm.

Above: Figure 4. The same image area printed with the regular

Primera wax thermal transfer (left), and the dye sublimation

process (right).
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Technical Writers

Hardware Technicians

Programmers

Amiga Enthusiasts

Do you work your Amiga to its limits? Do you do create your own pro

grams and utilities? Are you a master of any of the programming lan

guages available for the Amiga? Do you often find yourself reworking a

piece of hardware or software to your own specifications?

If you answered yes to any of those questions, then you belong writing

forAC's TECHl

AC's TECHfor the Commodore Amiga is the only Amiga-based technical

magazine available! We are constantly looking for new authors and fresh

ideas to complement the magazine as it grows in a rapidly expanding

technical market.

Share your ideas, your knowledge, and your creations with the rest of the

Amiga technical community—become anAC's TECH author.

For more information, call or write:

AC'S TECH

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722-2140

1-800-345-3360
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MOVING?

SUBSCRIPTION PROBLEMS?

Please don't forget to let us know.

If you are having a problem with

your subscription or if you are

planning to move, please write to:

Amazing Computing Subscription Questions

PiM Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722

Please remember, we cannot mail your

magazine if we do not know where you are.

Please allow four to six weeks for processing

Where Does the Primera Fit In?

To get a feel for how the Primera

stacks up, I studied actual prints from two

state-of-the-art color printers and com

pared them to the Primera's output. In

order for you to picture this comparison, I

scanned the output from the various print

ers at 600 dpi into 24-bit files. This level of

magnification shows the patterns in the

output. Keep in mind that these images

were further processed by the printers of

the magazine into color plates with a

pattern of their own. In every case the

actual prints look better than a reproduc

tion in a magazine, and of course, full size,

non-magnified images look best. The illus

trations show two high priced color print

ers' output compared with the output

from the modestly priced Primera. These

magnified views reveal the differences in

detail, but at normal scale, the perceived

differences are not nearly so evident.

Subjectively, to the unaided eye, the out

put from the Primera compares very fa

vorably with very expensive printers. Ev

eryone I showed actual Primera prints to

was astounded at how good they were.

Arguably the best color printers in the

world are the Iris ink jets. They are not dye

sublimation, but the Smartjet 4012 pro

duces ink droplets measuring 15 microns

in diameter, approximately the size of a

red blood cell. With microscopic accu

racy, the printer places from 0 to 31 of

these droplets per color - in whatever

CMYK combination is called for by the

image data - in a given pixel or dot. The

Irisprecisely varies the size of the individual

pixels that together form the printed im

age. This is equivalent to a printer using a

single dot size with a resolution of 1500-

1800 dots per inch. The Iris is compatible

with PostScript and uses PostScript Fonts.

The price? About S39,000. The quality of

the output is like a fine photograph to the

naked eye. The example Figure 1, magni

fied here is about 3x2 cm in actual size.

The Seiko Instruments Professional

ColorPoint PSH produces dye sublimation

thermal transfer prints at 300 pixels per

inch which Seiko claims is equivalent to

2400 dpi. The color resolution is 262.000

colors per pixel from a palette of 16.7

million colors. It uses PostScript and

PostScript Fonts. Its price is over SI0,000.

Figure 2, shows part of a picture of an

orchid. Actual size about 2x2 cm. There

are only fine lines and no dots in its dye

sublimation process,

Figure 3 shows the Toucan from the

Brilliance pninf program poster. The ac

tual size of the area is about the same as

that for the Iris: 3x2 cm. The Primera dye

sublimation print compares very favor

ably, especially considering the Iris costs

40 times as much, and the Seiko costs ten

times as much!

Figure 4 shows the same image area

printed with the regular Primera wax ther

mal transfer (left), and the dye sublima

tion process (right). The Primera Dye Sub

limation option certainly adds a dramatic

improvement to the picture's color qual

ity. Note the way the dye sublimation

handles the uniform sky blue color as op

posed to the dithering of the wax. The

area from each print is about 1 x 1 cm

actual size.

Resolution and Color Palette

The Primera prints with a resolution of

203 dpi. This is o lot less than the resolution

of the expensive printers and if shows in

the magnified view. The Primera contin

ues to produce "dots" rather than fine

lines in the dye sublimation mode. These

dots are not discernable until you magnify

the output or attempt to use it with a

halftone screen. Those who plan to repro

duce color output the old fashioned way

with screens will find that they produce

moire patterns. Any screening should be

donewitharandomscreentoavoidmoire

patterns. Those who plan to simply frame

the output will have no problem present

ing the dye sublimation output as a fin

ished product. Photographic enlarge

ments of the finished prints would be very

presentable as well, provided the magni

fication is not extreme.
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Good News / Bad News

Primera does not yet reproduce true

24-bit color. 4096 is the best palette ob

tainable so far, due to the way Commo

dore wrote the "printer.device" which

controls preference printers. 1 predict that

a printer this good and this affordable will

enjoy all sorts of custom drivers from de

velopers (ASDG has one on the way), so

it's a safe bet that its overall utility and

acceptance will only improve. There is

nothing inherent in the printer that prohib

its printing 24-bit color, so if Commodore

improves the printer.device, then the

Primera will keep pace.

What's the Catch?

Everyone wants to know what's the

catch? Whydoesthisprintercostsomuch

less than the expensive competition? As

faras I can tell, there is nocatch. There are

several shortcomings to this printer but

only if you must have PostScript font sup

port would it be necessary for a $9,000

upgrade to buy a different dye sublima

tion printer. Here's a list of the things I

don't like about the Primera printer. All

but one ore mere snivels compared to

how much I respect this printer's quality

output. The lack of font support may be

overcome by using FinalWriter graphic

fonts.

There is an occasional, undocu

mented problem with the friction of the

dye sublimation ribbon supply roller as it

turns against two plastic omega-shaped

clips on the ribbon cassette that hold the

roller in place. It seems that the roller on

the dye sublimation ribbon is plastic, but

the roller for a regular wax ribbon is card

board. The friction created by a plastic

roller bearing against plastic clips, being

higher than cardboard against plastic, is

enough to abort dye sublimation prints

unless you physically spring these clips

apart a few times, to relax their friction. I

was mystified as to why wax prints worked

fine, and dye sublimation prints some

times would not work until FARGO techni

cal support informed me of this simple if

inelegant fix. After performing this "clip

break in" the printer worked flawlessly.

A rapidly flashing "On-Line" button

indicates a mechanical problem. Press

ing it will "retry". If the light flashes and yet

there is no paper jam. try springing the

cassette clips. The friction should be just

enough to keep the ribbon taut, but not

enough to strain the ribbon winding. Slow

flashing indicates software or cable

troubles,

The second thing I don't like is the

lack of controls and feedback. There is no

way to know if the ribbon is out except to

look, or count your prints (a wide silver

band across the yellow ribbon section

indicates the end of the roll, even though

there appear to be more prints left). Could

the driver be written to keep count?

The printer does not produce the

same results with all programs. Dye Subli

mation doesn't yet work correctly from

ADPro. You must experiment to see good

results from different programs. Much of

this reflects the limits ofAmiga Preferences,

and/or developers' differences. I like to

print pictures from FinaiCopy or FinalWriter

by Softwood. Set every margin and edit

space to 0, and the graphics will print

WYSIWYG. Don't forget to set your Prefs

PostScriptto "pass thru" if you have been

using PostScript.

Paper/ribbon loading is kind of clunky.

You must insert ten sheets at least and it's

tedious to shove them in neatly, espe

cially since you cannot touch the surface

of the expensive dye sublimation paper.

There is no reset mechanism, Should your

print fail, you must manually rewind the

color ribbon to the cyan color of the next

print or the printer will not work. Ribbons

come in a cellophane wrapper with an ill

thought out gummed flap which, once

opened, immediately sticks to the ribbon

when you are trying to extract it without

touching it. If you cut off the wrapper, you

risk hurting the ribbon.

There is neither outline font nor

PostScript support. This limits printing of

true EPS and clip art. and it limits Primera's

DTP functionality to graphic word proces

sors such as FinaiCopy which support

graphics printer bit mapped fonts and

graphics. Primera will not work with

PageStream until SoftLogik writes a driver.

The lack of PostScript and outline font

support is the single most serious short

coming to the Primera, and undoubtedly

the largest cost saver, since PostScript

requiresan expensive license from Adobe

Systems, an on-board processor, and

memory.

Finally, neither the printer nor the

cassette is sealed against a dirty environ

ment. Dust, hair or dirt can get between

the exposed ribbon and the paper caus

ing white spots. A fairly clean operating

environment seems to be necessary.

Conclusions

Notwithstanding all of the above sniv

els, for the money, no other color printer

even comes close to printing photo-real

color graphics on the Amiga. Even though

the relative specifications don't reflect

this, to the naked eye, output seems to be

above 60% as good as the state-of-the-

art S39,000 Iris printer, but Primera's cost is

an incredible 3% of the cost of an Iris! I

know of no other printer that lets you

switch between inexpensive wax and

costly dye sublimation. Proofing prints in

wax before the final dye sublimation print

will save you hundreds of dollars in mate

rials. The Primera offers outstanding qual

ity and astounding value.

Primera Photo-realistic Dye Sublimation

Upgrade

Fargo Electronics

7901 Flying Cloud Drive

Eden Prarie, MN 55344

(612)941-9470

Fax: (612)941-7836

Inquiry #221
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—MovieMakcr continualfrom page 17

a 30fps rate, while the Seagate=2383N

350MB drive—the one I used to test this

package—-gets 24fps.) MovieMaker likes

SCSI drives more than IDE drives. The re

cent problems that have surfaced regard

ing the installation of the new Commo

dore 4091 SCSI controllers in the A4000

have caused IVS to suggest that the older

A3000 models with a built in fast SCSI

controller offer the best platform at the

moment for MovieMaker. Besides, you can

run up to seven SCSI drives on a system

controller, whereas the IDE drives , which

the A4000 addresses internally, are limited

to two. !VS is also constantly researching

what drives work best, so you may call

them for updated details.

As for accelerated machines, vanilla

68000s are too slow to process the data for

full-screen animation and sound running

from the hard drive, They have discov

ered that a 68030 or 68040 does it faster

and better by a factor of from 9 to 15! I use

MovieMaker on a 25MHz A3000 tower

(68030 based) with 16MB of RAM and the

Seagate=2383N 350MB drive. The A3000

and A4000 also offer the needed 32-bit

access to Chip RAM.

The Perisound Card

Along with the MovieMakersoftware,

IVS has added the Perisound 16-bit audio

card. It installs in one of the internal 100-

pin slots. Add-ons to this card are in the

works.includingafullSMPTE coder/reader.

The Perisound card gives you full 16-bit

stereo sound in your movies, which is first

captured, and then stored to hard disk. It

can be edited before being played back.

Audio files, like the MovieMaker video

files, are compressed in an IVS proprietary

format. When the audio is being edited, its

timeline can be synced with the on-screen

video timeline, so that targeted sounds

appear at the correct visual moments.

The audio can be cut and pasted to the

video timeline. At the moment,

MovieMaker's audio enhancement and

editing features are limited to correlation

with the video timeline, but a stand-alone

audio editing feature is being devised for

later release. A great way to add audio is

to score it using Bars&Pipes Professional

from Blue Ribbon Soundworks. This soft

ware addresses a 16-bit audio synthesizer

called the One-Stop Music Shop. This card

has stereo audio outs that address the

Perisound input card very nicely. I have an

A2000 with this setup that is used strictly to

generate soundtracks and sound effects.

and it is close to the A3000T that is outfitted

with the MovieMaker/Perisound package,

making the connection easy.

Since the Perisound board also has its

own stereo audio outs, the AES editing

software that addresses it can be used

separately from MovieMaker to assemble

audio tracks for non-MovieMaker-specific

video applications. This is useful when it

comes to adding scores to any video. The

software has PLAY controls for selected

highlighted audio segments as well as for

entire tracks. Before being tagged to

MovieMaker video timelines, the audio

files are stored in standard AmigaDOS

partitions as AIFF16 files. Full cut, copy,

paste, and replace functions are sup

ported. Five options are presented for

selectingSMPTEandothertimelines:SMPTE

30 (video). SMPTE 24 and 25 (film), and

two general purpose rates (in Samples

and Seconds). Samples is very useful when

the track being considered has a lot of

sound effects that need to be targeted to

specific video frames. Attentuation can

be set to Mute or to a Gain range of 46.5

decibels in 1.5decibelincrements, though

the Perisound card itself has a dynamic

range of some 85 decibels.

When recording an audio file,

Perisound allows you to choose the sample

rate (from a DAT quality of 48KHz, CD

quality of 44.10KHz. down to 17.64Khz).

and to allocate specified space on the

hard disk before the recording actually

begins. When the file is full, recording stops.

A MovieMaker Tour

There are four modules that make up

MovieMaker: Audio only Editing/Playback

only. Multimedia Editing (adding audio

segments to the video timeline). Media

Conversion (converting files to the

MovieMaker format), and I/O (inputting

various image characteristics and getting

the movie out to a recorder after editing

and composition). We've already cov

ered the audio sections, so let's move on

to the video-specific features.

It's best to dedicate a whole hard

drive, or as much as possible, to

MovieMaker files. MovieMaker is also

open-ended, inviting other future pro

grams to integrate into its environment.

There are common VCR-iike controls used

to play the movie so it can be recorded.

Using the DCTV box with its dedicated

composite out makesVCR connections a

snap. Audio connections are output from

the Perisound board.

A Scene module is first accessed to

allow the conversion of rendered and

saved frames into the MovieMaker for

mat. Real-time playback of standard

Amiga format frames is not supported,

though you can play them back at a

decelerated rate. The great news is that

an ANIM5 animation file can be con

verted as well as single frames, meaning

that compressed ANIM5 sequences can

be saved to disk with great space-saving

results. A Frame Conversion window ad

dresses all the needed parameters, in

cluding: number of frames in the anima

tion, their size, the rate in FPS, storage

space, and the display info (DCTV 3 or 4 In

interlace/no interlace are supported).

Another data area analyzes your hard

drive specs and determines what the

maximum FPS playback rate will be. Au

dio sampling parameters are entered here

as well.

When a new movie is loaded into

MovieMaker. it appears first In abstract

form as a timeline. Editing (cut and paste

operations) are performed on the timeline,

and this is then reflected in the sequence

of images. Several movies con be loaded

at the same time, so that cut/paste op

erations can take place among them

producing a final composited result. There

isaframeviewerthat can be moved along

a selected timeline for seeing the visual

data on selected frames. Single-frame

accuracy of images is supported. Play

back can be accomplished with the VCR-

like controls as Play Forward, Single Step

Forward/Backward. 4X Forward/Back

ward, and Stop. You can also go to the

beginning or end of the scene or the

entire movie and constrain the play to the

scene. Zooming in and out of the timeline

is supported foraccurate editing purposes.

An audio dubbing button accesses

edited and saved audio files for inclusion.

A separate MovieMaker Preferences

screen includes iis own options. From here,

the control panel can be interlaced, giv

ing you more space to view the actual

image display. You can also edit selected

scenes using only the scene markers, and

"lock mouse to current movie" attaches

the mouse to the selected sequence so

that the frame-viewer is locked, A special

DCTV auto-pass-thru mode allows you to

connect a second monitor to the DCTV

output so that the RGB display is used for

the data screen only. Obviously. DCTV

owners will want to attach the unit to the

system's RGB out connector beforehand.

Normally, you would choose an NTSC 30fps

frame rate output for both the video and

audio, though PAL (25fps) and film (24fps)

is also supported.
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Animation Considerations

Though you can reconvert a

MovieMaker formatted movie back to an

IFF file, it's probably not advisable. Better

to store to a tape backup system, so that

loading it again takes less time. On aver

age, it takes the conversion utility about a

second to convert 3Ofps lo-res frames,

while an IFF24 frame takes about 20 sec

onds per frame. That's a big difference,

and one which you might like to consider

when generating the animation in the first

place. New footage is appended to the

end of the footage already stored in the

MovieMaker partition until you fill up the

partition. At that point, you may have to

get another hard drive or enlarge the

partition using special functions of the

system. Converting a directory of files

converts all files, so be sure to remove the

icon files (.info) beforehand.

Conclusion

Be ready to invest in more then the

MovieMaker hardware/software (S895) in

order to be up and running, unless you

already have the needed extras. You may

want to consider the purchase of an

A3000, DCTV, a composite monitor, a hard

disk that can handle the MovieMaker re

quirements, and other paraphernalia as

necessary. What you will get in return,

however, is a bargain. You'll be able to

finally produce animations minutes in

length as opposed to seconds from your

Amiga workstation, and record them to

video or film with soundtracks attached.

This software is at the forefront of a new

age in desktop video, and the enhance

ments coming will surely push it far ahead

of what is even now possible,

MovieMaker/Perisound combo

Interactive Video Systems

7245 Garden Grove Blvd./Suite E

Garden Grove, CA 92641

BBS: 714-890-2822

FAX: 714-898-0858

Phone: 714-228-2040

Inquiry #219

The Imagine Companion v2.0

by Marc Hoffman

.

IMAGINE BY IMPULSE, INC., has long

had the infamous reputation for rather

Incomplete manuals. Although version2.0

came much closer to covering the pro

gram more completely, some still crave

more. The Imagine Companion, by David

Duberman. should help satisfy the Imag

ine user who needs more Information.

Through very methodical and logical or

ganization, The imagine Companion is

divided into three sections: the introduc

tion, a tutorials section, and a general

notes section on the various editors in the

Imagine program. It is on these three sec

tions that this review is based.

Computer 3-D graphics is a rather

challenging art medium with which to

work, and can be especially intimidating

to the beginner, Probably the largest fear

in the beginning 3-D artist's mind is not

knowing just what computer 3-D is. The

Imagine Companion tries to alleviate this

fear by giving some general background

knowledge on Imagine, including its his

tory and how it evolved into the program

that is used today. The introduction also

suggests ways to approach Imagine, with

emphasis on experimentation and sources

of inspiration.

Before I get into the summary of the

different tutorials in The imagine Com

panion, some genera! statements are in

order. One of the best ways to learn to do

something is by trial and error, and this is

the philosophy this book pursues in its tuto

rial section. Sometimes the tutorials will

intentionally lead the reader to perform

an incorrect action, and then explain why

the action was wrong. In trying and failing

and trying again, the beginner, as well as

the experienced user, learns how to use a

programlike Imagine. Anotherpoint about

the tutorials section is its habit of actually

explaining why a certain action is taken.

or how Imagine performs certain func

tions. If a book just tells the reader to do

something without teiling why this action

was taken, then it becomes difficult to

apply the techniques, if the book de

scribes the processes so that the reader

understands how things work, then it be

comes much easier to experiment and

apply the techniques in new and interest

ing ways,

The tutorials in this book range from

the very basic to the very complex and

interesting: using thespin function in Imag

ine tocreateacup, applying bumpmaps,

learning the differences among the vari

ous light source types, extruding a fluted

column, making an animatedclown face,

simulating depth of field, and animating

fog spilling from a box are just some of the

examples. I rendered d sample scene

from the supplied disk for the depth of

field tutorial, as shown in Figure 1.1 must

say that I found this one very clever.

The last part, the general notes sec

tion, assumes the task of doing "cleanup"

work on what might have been missed in

the introduction or the tutorials, The topics

range from the simple to the complex, as

is the same philosophy in the tutorial sec

tion. Some of the topics include: general

brush/texture mapping, creation of bev

eled edges on extruded objects, the little

known functions of Fracture and Taut in

the Detail Editor, general tips for anima

tion setup, and an extensive seven-page

chapter on the Cycle Editor. This last chap

ter elaborates on the general workings of

the Cycle Editor; how the Detail, Cycle,

and Action Editors can be used In coop

eration; and general creation of objects

within the Detail Editor for the Cycle Editor.

After reading this book cover to

cover, I found the material very interest

ing and very helpful. Clearly, the author

knows his subject. But this review wouldn't

be complete without a few problems that

turned up.

Actually, I encountered only three

minor problems. The first one is due to the

mechanical structure of the book's writ

ing. For the most part, I found its construc

tion very well done, with the exception of
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a few typing errors and one or two sen

tence run-ons. To be sure, though, these

errors were few and far between. Gener

ally, the book was very well written.

The second problem was due, ironl-

caliy, tothe explanation of Imagine's Con

formations functions; specifically Conform

to Sphere. As the author explains every

thing else in excellent and easy-to-under-

stand wording, I would have liked to see a

more thorough explanation of the Con

formations functions. The point could be

made in the book's defense, however,

The Imagine Companion is not meant as

a replacement for Imagine 2.0's original

manual, but instead it is meant to comple

ment and enhance it.

The third problem concerned the

depth-of-field tutorial. In the text, the book

states that a finished picture, called

"Blurry," is included on the accompany

ing disk. But when ! looked for "Blurry," I

couldn't find it anywhere on the disk. A

quick call to Motion Blur Publishing an

swered the question. Due to an oversight,

the image was left off the disk, but I was

assured that the problem would be cor

rected.

In conclusion, I would recommend

The Imagine Componionio anyone using

the program — beginners to hard-core

professionals. With its clear organization

and explanation, very cievertuforials.and

included companion disk, this book would

make an excellent addition to any Imag

ine enthusiast's arsenal of tools,

The Imagine Companion

Support for both Amiga and MS-DOS

Motion Blur Publishing

915A Stambaugh Street

Redwood City, CA 94063

(415)364-2009

Inquiry #220

Questions

or

comments

about a

review?

Write to the

author:

c/o Amazing

Computing

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA

02722

Figure 1: A sample scene rendered from the supplied disk for the depth of field tutorial.
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amiga telecommunications

Ah, April. The month of spring cleaning and spring showers.

What do these things have to do with telecommunications? Read

on.

Spring Cleaning

In an earlier column I alluded to the following subject as being

the next month's topic. Unfortunately, after writing the column, 1

realized that the subject did not justify a complete column, sc we

will clean up the desk a bit, and include the essential parts here.

If you spend very much time on BBSs, you'll soon notice

seemingly random punctuation and strings of letters. These often

take the form of ROTFL,:-). This is a form of shorthand used to

convey ideas and even emotions through a non-graphic medium.

Since few people want to type, or read, .1 long-winded discourse,

abbreviations are used wherever possible. The letters ROTFL mean

"Rolling On The Floor Laughing." Some other common phrases are

1MHO, "In My Humble Opinion," and BTW, for "By The Way."

While many of the abbreviations used are easy to figure out,

such as FYl (For Your Information), some can be downright obtuse.

For example IAKAL means I Am Not A Lawyer, and usually

precedes advice that may land you in jail if followed. GD&R, which

usually follows a snide remark, stands for Grinning, Ducking, and

Running. Requests for information often include T1A, {Thanks In

Advance), and sometimes begin with PMJI, {P.irdon My Jumping

In).

Whal about the odd punctuation? These are known as smileys,

or emoticons. Turn the magazine sideways, so that the colon is at

the top. No, this is not a Rorschach test, but you should notice a

strong resemblance to a face; two eyes, a nose, and a grinning

mouth. One of the great things about smileys is lh.it, with a minor

100 50 '
AIR SPEED -
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Jaeger Software

Sky Target Surface Panel Arch Gauge Towers Deck

■ \Jtruu\l
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Figure 1: The Fighter Duel Pro 2 Demo from Jaeger Software is available on line.
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.literatiiin, thi? entire meaning or emotion the user is trying to

convey can change. For instance, change the ")" to a "(", and your

smile turns into a frown. Using a semicolon instead of a colon adds

a wink,;-). If you want to show amazement, either real or sarcastic

depending on the context, type :-O .

The Important thing here is that smileys can impart a subtlety

to the communication that you would get in a face-to- face

conversation with someone. For instance, suppose someone's

message reads "I heard Commodore is launching a muiti-million

dollar advertising campaign.;-/." You could tell from the winking

eye and lopsided grin that they didn't intend for it to be taken too

seriously.

On line conversations also have their own rules of etiquette.

For instance, make sure that the Caps Lock key on your keyboard is

off. Otherwise, EVERYTHING YOU TYPE WILL LOOK LIKE THIS,

AND PEOPLE WILL ACCUSE YOU OF SHOUTING. An important

thing to remember is the old adage, "Keep your words sweet, lest

you have to eat them." This is good advice for any conversation,

but on line it is especially appropriate. It is very easy in the heat of

the moment when something has really ticked you off, to let go

with a blast of venom on line. After all, the computer isn't going to

reach out and slap your face, so it's easy to get things off your chest.

This is referred to on line as flaming the object of your comments.

Remember that others reading your comments almost certainly

won't share your wrath. Indeed, YOU probably won't feel as hot a

few hours later, and may regret what you said. You should also

remember that people of all ages and opinions read the messages

you post. [NOTE: Many on-line services have ruies regarding the

use of strong and/or threatening language. L'se of such language

many result in the loss of access privileges.]

April Showers

They may bring May flowers, but they also can produce

thunderstorms with lots of lightning. I can tell you from personal

experience that it does not require a direct hit for iightning to cause

a lot of problems. This is because of the phenomenon known as

induced current. A lightning bolt passing near a telephone line can

set up a large induced current in that line. This is what happened at

my house one night. The current travelled through the phone line

to rav modem, where it caused every capacitor to explode. The

current then continued on through the serial cable to my A-500,

destroying two integrated circuits on the motherboard.

None of the other phones in the house were damaged. None of

the other electronic devices plugged in were hurt, only my

computer and modem. While there are surge protectors for sale that

protect phone lines as well as power lines, none of them are sure

protection from the power of a iightning bolt. The simplest

protection is to unplug the modem from the phone jack. This

isolates the most direct route for lightning to enter your computer.

Since that incident, I plug in the modem only when I am getting

ready to go on line. If a thunderstorm moves into the area while I'm

on line, I disconnect from the BBS, and unplug, knowing that an

aborted file transfer Is a lot less expensive than a new modem and

computer.

Files of the Month

GEnie file number 21933, called FDP2DEMO.LHA, is a demo

of a commercial game that should be out by the time you read this.

Fighter Duel Pro 2, from Jaeger Software, is the latest upgrade to

their flight simulator. (Figure 1) This demo will give you a chance

to try it before buying, as it is a fully playable version, with certain

features disabled. New here are additional planes, keyboard

controls, and a fix for the long-standing gun problem. The tracers

now curve in response to your plane's motion and gravity. This is a

large file at 497,536 bytes, and at 2400 bps will take about 41

minutes to download. You might want to check local BBSs first. In

order to be run, the demo, as with the game, requires Kickstart 1.2

or higher, 2MB of Chip RAM or 2MB of Fast RAM. Increased

performance results from more memory, faster processors, or the

AGA chip set.

How much would you be willing to pay for the ability to

locate the issue of Amazing which had the review or article that

you skimmed at the time, but now is vitally important? If you have

the database program MicroFiche Filer, a modem and a GEnie

account, it will cost only a short download. File # 21986, appropri

ately titled AMAZING.LHA, is a 33,152 byte file containing

references for every article or review in every issue through January

1444. At 2400 bps it can be yours in less than three minutes.

That's all for now, remember my addresses are:

GEnie: RHaysS

CompuServe: 72764,2006

U. S. Mail:

Rob Hays

P.O.Box 194

Bloomington, IN 47402-0194

Please remember to include a SASE if you need a personal reply.

Next month we wiD continue our tour with a look at

CompuServe. See you on line!

•AC'
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tips

hints

bytes

by John Steiner

Applied Engineering RAM Card and Workbench 2.0

Clete Baker of Omaha, NE writes with a question on compat

ibility with his memory card and Workbench 2.0.

/ finally decided it was time to move on to the l.n version of

Workbench a couple of month* ago, bought the package and tried to install

it, but discovered that my Applied Engineering 8-MB RAM and not only

doesn't work with it, it draws the buss down cold so that the machine will

not boot at nil... / get nothing but a blank gray screen. Ofcourse, Applied

Engineering responds with "oh, we slopped supporting our Amiga

products prior to the release of 2.0" Has anyone to your knowledge worked

around this by re-writing his own firmware for the board to get it to talk to

the 2.0 ROMs?

Have any hardware hackers tackled this problem? If you have

any suggestions, let me know I'll pass it along.

First rule for successful installation of hardware and

software

Adam Szymczak of Toronto, Ontario, Canada contacted me

with comments for Keith Christopher and Bob Devries. Adam

graciously offered to communicate with Mr. Devries via E-Mail. He

also commented on installation of hardware and software with

some very good advice.

The first rule of installing anything should be: do not install more

than one thing at n time, either software or hardware. Install one thing

first, make sure everything works, and then install the next item on your

list.

Workbench 2.1 Gurus

Bob Devries' mention of guru problems was the subject of a

letter from Eric Myers of the Bronx, NY. He writes:

After upgrading my A100Q to WB2J via The Rcjuvciwtor, I now

have 2 MB chip RAM and 512 KBfast RAM. Installed are both the 13

and 2.05 KS ROMs. I do not yet have a hard drive, just an external floppy

drive. 1 started getting 80000003 ami 80000004 gurus right after the

upgrade. They are more or less random and unpredictable and have

occurred in almost every program I have—commercial or PD. I can

always invoke the guru with a program called Apassisl Ian AmigaGuide-

like program by Black Belt). It also happens when manipulating windows,

and believe it or not, it once happened during the animated 2.1 boot screen

before I inserted my WB disk! Also the de-archivers Ix and lha 1.38 seem

to guru much morefrequently.

As a heavy BBS user this is not good. There is a whole topic on this

in a Genie RT. I believe it is called '2.1 problems'. After rending nil of the

messages pertaining to this problem, it seems that users with a wide array

of configurations are getting thisguru. Only WB2.1 and the guru

numbers are common to everybody. 2.1 nlso seems to have introduced

'read/write errors on track 880'for manyfloppy users usually during

write operations. Users have had success solving this one by changing

drive parameters with a program like Nicprefs. Others replaced their

drives, CIA, Paula and/or Gary chips. The C= setpatch update that is on

the boards states that it is supposed to solve the guru andfloppy r/w

errors, among other problems, but it is for 2.0 users. 2.1 users have an

even later version ofsetpatch. I manually installed the 2.0 setpatch fix on

my 2.1 am/way and still had the above problems. I've fried just about

everything and as a last resort I'll soon replace at least the Gary chip. Any

knowledge and investigation into this problem will be greatly appreciated.

Vertical Pin striping Problem on A4000/30

Jim Hansen of St. John's, Newfoundland writes with a

problem that affects AGA high resolution modes on his A4000.

/ make 4x5 negative and positive transparenciesfront my monitor

and, in high resolution modes such as Productivity and Super 72, they all

show a faint vertical pin striping in flat areas of the pictures. This appears

to be some sort ofhardware fault. Is there a fix?

Mr. Hansen did not mention whether or not he has asked a

Commodore service agency about his problem. My local

dealership's service tech did not know of ;i widespread problem,

and has heard no complaints from users in Fargo. He recommends

taking it in for service. Have any other readers noticed this

problem?

SETPATCHMRGCOP Problems

John Houghton of Collingwood, Ontario, sent copies of letters

written to Digital Creations and Adspec Programming. Though the

details of the letters are much to long to reprint here, John wanted

to pass along the information in case others are having problems

similar to his. After installing a DCTV unit that he uses for title

generation and animation graphics, he began experiencing system

crashes when running several applications—especially Aladdin 2.3.

He struggled with the problem, blaming bugs in several of his

programs, until, while analyzing his startup sequence, he discov

ered the DCTV program installed and automatically executed (at

bootup) a program called SETPATCHMRGCOP. He removed the

reference to this program from his startup sequence and ail

spurious gurus have disappeared. He writes:

1 don't know what this patch does but many ofmy guru errors

indicated a COPPER LIST CORRUPT.

He also noted that DCTV still seems to work OK without the

patch.

Temperature Problems With A500

Harry Kelly of Seattle, WA writes about an unusual problem

with his A500, purchased in 1989. It has 1 MB RAM and one

external floppy diskdrive.

Lust winter I found my A500 would not hoot up correctly if the air

temperature in the room was under 70 degrees. The room is an unhented

old bedroom. During the colder months, I keep the door closed to save on
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the halting bill. On my days off, I am frequently in there so I leave tin-

door open. Once tlw temperature wanned up lust spring (and ill! the rest of

1993), I experienced a normal boot up. Yesterday it was 60 degrees in this

room when 1 opened the door and attempted to boot up.! would try again

every time I saw a degree or two rise. It look over two hours and countless

tries before success. It was 71 degrees!

The boot up will stop after the third line and a System Request will

appear. Nothing happens ifyou click on Retry. When you click on Cancel

the System Request leaves the screen. The error message reads, Drive dfl:

not found. Addbuffcrs failed returncode 20.

He notes contacting Commodore provided no help in solving

the problem. I would recommend ih.it the unit be taken to a service

agency. Chances are that a technician can find a component,

possibly the chip that controls floppy drive access, that fails at low

temperature by using a commercial circuit cooler. This product,

available in aerosol cans, contains .1 chemical that immediately

cools a component by several degrees. Simply booting the

computer with the cover off {while it is warm enough to boot

properly), then methodically and slowly cooling components one at

a time, and then trying to access dfl: might identify the defective

component. Also, cooling components, one at .i time, between

reboots may identify the culprit.

Questions on the Auto-configuration process

Mark Gilliland sent E-Mail via Portal with questions on the

Auto-config process. Here's another question for the hardware

hackers.

/ would like some genera! information on the auto-config process.

Specifically for an A2000 motherboard using 2.x ROMs and 2.1 OS.

I am trying to debug a problem with board conflicts (boards run

separately, but not together! - information I have comes from

SHOWCONFIG utility.

The problem seems to be at address ECXXXXXX. (The "next"

available config address after a CVP CPU card, its piggy-backed RAM

board, and a GVP Scries I! SCSI controller.)

The boards having trouble (the only ones I have tried to plug in):

- PP&S DoublcTalk network card

- Al L1VE200Q

-Retina 4 MB

Each runs OK by itself. But when any two are plugged in at the same time

there seems to be an addressing conflict. Sometimes neither board gets

recognized. Sometimes only one board does (but not always correctly -

such as seeing only 2 MB on the Retina). Ami sometimes the machine just

hangs and won't boot. It all depends on which boards, which order in the

spare slots, etc.

From what little! know about the auto-config process, I'm assuming

the boo! POST routines signal each slot in turn, perhaps indicating

addressing map at that time? Since I thought code in Motorola CPUs

should be easily relocatable, I am further assuming there is not a software

problem, but perhaps a hardware problem (either a bad trace or solder

joint, or a faulty I/O port pin?).

Two of the cards mentioned are no longer supported by their

manufacturers (either out-of-business or out-of-the-AMICA-market). But

the Retina is brand new. I have not gotten much help from MiicroSystems

on this. They recommend speaking to the other manufacturers. The board

is a revision 4B, and I'm not sure if Us a faulty motherboard or perhaps a

bad IC.

If you have any comments or suggestions, send them on, I'll

pass them along.

GVP Hard Card and NEC CD-ROM Drives

Mark also sent along a compatibility note regarding the Series

II Hard Card + from GVP.

What rev 4.5 FastROMfirmware does not work with NEC CDR-74

or CDR-74a CD-ROM drives? I have recently sent a drive to CVP

technical support folks for them to plai/ with and figure it out.

He went on to note that it'll work as long as the CD-ROM i>

the only device on the SCSI chain!

Online! Platinum Script File Workaround

Max Voder of Arlington, VA writes with a question for anyone

who has some experience with Online! Platinum, the terminal

program from the now defunct, Microsystems. Software. He writes,

Although my capture buffer works perfectly while using the mouse, 1

have never been able to activate it from a script file, as described on pages

S7-SS of the manual. Does mn/one know of a solution? Arc the three "..."

necessary after "MENU BUFFER OPEN"?

ToolManager 2.0 and Quarterback Incompatibility

Ted Hyatt of Bronx, \Y writes with a problem he noted on his

A3000 with an internal high density disk drive and an external low

density drive. He noted thai when running Quarterback v5.04

through Tool Manager version 1.5, he only had one problem, a

requester for volume Progdir: to be inserted. After canceling the

requester, the program runs fine. When lie installed ToolManager

2.0, the requester disappeared. However, when attempting to

retrieve compressed files saved to high density disks, Quarterback

began asking for disks as if they came from a low density drive. He

re-installed ToolManager 1.3, and the problems with Quarterback

disk access disappeared. He wonders if there might be some

work-around for this problem between ToolManager 2.0 and

Quarterback 5.04. If you have any comments, drop me a line, and

I'll pass them along.

That's all for this month. If you have any work-arounds or bugs to

report, or if you know of any upgrades to commercial software, you

may notify me by writing to:

John Steiner

c/o Amazing Computing

Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722

...or leave EMail to

John Steiner on Portal

73075,1735 on CompuServe

Internet mail can be sent to

John_Steinei@cup.portal.com

FAX John Steiner at (701)280-0764

(8:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. Central time, Monday-Fridav)

■AC-
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Feedback
Letters to the Editor

Is there too much Amiga video?

CD32 receives high praises from a new user.

Why don't we hear more from U.S. Commodore Executives?

"Have you seen the CD-i infomercials? Even old junk sells if you do some advertising.'

Addressing Address It! Review

In the January 1944 issue ofAC, our product. Address III was

reviewed by Mr. Kick Manasa. There are a few important notes that

should be made in response to this review.

The latest release of the program is version l.ld, which

corrects the bug listed in the problems section of the review. An

update has been forwarded to the reviewer, and other owners of

older versions of the product should contact us directly for upgrade

information.

Most importantly, Mr. Manasa experienced problems using

his laser printer with Address It!. The problem is simply that the

program is unable to work with proportional fonts. By setting a

taser printer to a non-proportional font such as Courier, all

problems lining up items disappear.

Otherwise, the review was fair and complete. The "Wish List"

section of the review is important and useful to our development

team. Products can't be improved if it is unknown what users want.

We encourage all Amiga owners to write to us with their sugges

tions.

Syd Bolton

President, Legendary Design Technologies

Thank You,

Yourfeedback is also important to AC. It helps us tremendously

when a developer responds to an article with new information.

Commodore Executives Should Be Heard

I have seen, in European Amiga publications, a section

allowing a spokesperson from Commodore to answer questions

and provide information to the Amiga community. Have you ever

thought of doing something similar? In this section, you could let

Amiga users know what Commodore is doing to promote the

Amiga here in the U.S. This could allow Commodore to develop a

relationship with its user base, and improve its image. To me.

Commodore U.S.A. is virtually non-existent. What are they doing

to promote CD-"5- or (he rest of the Amiga line? By having a section

in the magazine devoted to Commodore maybe these questions

could be answered.

Doug Libby

Chico, CA

AC continually offers Commodore executive* an opportunity to

speak openly about their goats and expectations. The February 1994 issue

of AC carried a large interview With Lew Eggebrecht, Vice President of

Commodore Engineering. He discussed Commodore's long term research

and development as well as possible new products for release early this

year.

Unfortunately, you tire requesting information on Commodore's

marketing plans for the United State* ami this is a different problem.

Rarely have we been able to get CBM executives to address this need.

When they have offered information for publication, we have immediately

published it. We have accomplished this by quoting their speeches (see the

CF.S coverage in the April 1994 AO or their press releases whenever they

hare been available.

AC has made several maneuvers of its own over the pastfar months

to bring readers more information on Commodore's plans. Check out our

new CD^- column and watch for more show reports. AC has always

brought the most information to its readers from all sources.

"Most Amiga owners are

NOT video freaks."

Our offer to Commodore executives remains open and we hope they

will one day offer the same open communication for publication we have

seen from their European counterparts. Until then, we will continue to

bring our readers interviews with Commodore executives as available and

special features from trade slum's and other e-ooits on a regular basis to

keep the Amiga community up to dale.

Too much video

I believe that Commodore is wasting its time with the video

market. The future is in the business sector. Consider:

"The video market is a "niche" market, important to

some consumers, but not to most.

"Many, if not most, video consumers would like their

expensive video computers to do more than edit

video tape; a little word processing or database

management would be a nice return on the invest

ment.

*Most Amiga owners are NOT video freaks. Do they

persevere because of the Amiga's superior graphics?

No, the IBM or Macintosh offer graphics at least as
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good as the Amiga's. How about sound? Nope,

both the IBM and Mac offer 16 bit sound with add-on

sound cards. Price? Sorry, Commodore has fallen

behind in this area too. Games? IBM has the lock on

this one.

So why does the Amiga warrant a corps of dedicated

followers? MULTITASKING, that's why!

Commodore needs to:

'Ensure, by sponsorship or subsidy if necessary, that

the Amiga has wordprocessor, spreadsheet, and

database programs that are equal to those available

on other platforms (Final Writer and ProCalc are

good examples). Further, these programs must be

able to read and write files in major IBM and Mac

formats.

"Establish a networking standard for the Amiga. Too

many Amiga programs are not networkable; this is a

killer in today's business market.

"Dump the 880k floppy and "optional" hard drive. The

high capacity floppy drive and standard hard drive

are minimal equipment in a business computer.

*Cut their prices to the bone.

"Commodore has

another chance to

establish itself as a

major player in

computing."

What will Commodore have then? Price-competitive

machines that can work with tiles in any computer format,

multitasking all the while! A sort of computer chameleon that can

be advertised as the perfect business computer with the added

advantage of video editing capabilities!

Sincerely,

Jeffrey T Powell

WestCovina, CA

There is an old sailing thai could well apply here, "Front your lips to

Cod's ear." In this case, you can exchange "Cod's ear" for the ear of

anyone in power at Commodore International.

CD32 Excitement

I received my CD"'2 on Christmas live. I couldn't wait for the

official US release and ordered mine from Canada. This machine is

everything a game console should be. Commodore has another

chance to establish itself as a major player in computing.

I also enjoyed your feature, "CD5" Special: CD!: Has Landed"

in the February 1994 issue. Besides reviews of CD1; software, I

would like to see articles on networking this device to other

Amigas. Many owners of older systems will prefer to do this

instead of purchasing a new Amiga system. It is an excellent stop

gap until the AAA-chip set begins to appear.

Keep up the good work!

Sincerely,

Terry W. Moore

San Antonio, TX

We have no information concerning the feasibility ofnetworking

Amigas to CDU at this time. However, AC is always searching for articles

and we openly request anyone with ideas for CD^: articles or projects for

CDS (or the Amiga) to write us.

Famous Amiga uses, et al

It is good to see David Tiberios' List of Famous Amiga Uses,

for it is at least some consolation against the fact that PCs and Macs

are used for about everything else. Jeff James' article preceding the

Feedback section admits much the same: "AGA... Too Little, Too

Late?"

Maybe we Amigans can slough it off most of the time, yet

there must be moments when each of us despises the image of the

Amiga fighting for its rights as a minority, as if the Amiga is not

really a true, general purpose computer, but only a game and video

anomaly. Perhaps the general public can take some of the rap for

being so ignorant as to buy something besides an Amiga, bul

Commodore gets to take the brunt of it. Over the past decade

we've watched Commodore watch everybody else do their

marketing right. What does the general public see when they walk

into Wal-Mart, Sears, Radio Shack, Circuit City, Etc? Everything

but Amigas. People don't know about independent dealers - what

few of them there are.

If you did not become an Amiga convert back when the A1000

first put PCs and Macs to shame, then you've probably got little

incentive to be an Amigapiiile nowadays. Have you seen the CD-i

infomercials? Even old junk sells if you do some advertising.

1 wouldn't expect Commodore to ever get the picture. And so

it is that this is why, as Mark Twain pointed out, the spider will

find it safe to spin its web in Commodore's door, knowing it will

not be disturbed. Most people will never know about the Amiga

because its not "in their face".

Sincerely,

KenDahlstrom II

Calhoun, GA

Commodore has made some rich promises concerning CD'-' (see the

CES article in last issue), yet good strong marketing for the entire Amiga

line has yet to be addressed. This has been a coiisistent story with

Commodore, but one that should be placed "in their face" at every

opportunity. Your teller will be forwarded to the offices ofCommodore

International.

Send letters to Feedback

c/o Amazing

Computing

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722 -AC-
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CanDo:

An Interactive Authoring Tool
Part 8 — AppEvents and Graphics Printing

by Randy Finch

While trying to decide what type of program to write for this month's topic, I

realized there is a program I have been needing for some time that would be

perfect. I can use the program every time I write an installment for this CanDo

series.

I create the figures for my articles using DeluxePaint. Once I have all of the

figures on disk, I like to view them in slide show fashion to check for mistakes

before printing them. This is just begging for a custom Workbench utility program,

and CanDo is up to the job. The program is entitled PrintPics.

The Program Design

The user interface for PrintPica is shown in the upper-left

corner of Figure 1. The program allows multiple icons representing

IFF graphics files, such as those in the CDoVHelm window in the

lower-right corner of Figure 1, to be selected and dragged to trie

interface window. The selected filenames are then displayed in the

List object. The View button activates a slide show of the pictures.

The Print button is used to print the pictures to the current

Preferences printer. The O_uit bullon allows the user to exit the

program. Finally, the long button at the bottom of the interface

window executes the PrinterGfx program in the Prefs directory

{Figure 2). This allows the user to quickly change the printer's

graphics settings before printing the files.

PrintPics consists of two cards. One is named WBlnterface. It

is the user interface described above. The other card is named

Picture and is used for displaying the picture files while viewing or

printing.

4. Select the Available Modes button in the Normal Window section

and make sure the number of colors is set to a number that is less

than or equal to the number of colors on your Workbench screen. I

use a four-color Workbench so that is what 1 have selected. If you

have eight or more colors, you can use a larger number of colors. If

the number of colors selected is larger than what is available on the

Workbench, the window will not appear on the Workbench, but

will remain on its own custom screen. The size and position of the

window can also be set at this lime; however, since the window has

a drag bar and a sizing button, these parameters can be set by

moving and sizing the window on the Workbench. (IMPORTANT

NOTE: The position can be changed while in Design mode whereas

the size can only be changed while in tJrowse mode. Beware that for

some strange reason, if you open the Window/Editor requester and

then select the Cancel button, CanDo will not allow the size of the

window to be changed even in Browse mode. To correct the

The User Interface Card

The first thing that must be done when

creating the PrintPics deck is to change the name of

CanDo's default blank card to WBlnterface. The

window type of this card must then be changed to

Workbench. This can be done by bringing up the

Window/Editor requester from the Main Control

Panel as shown in Figure 3. There are several

things that must be done within this requester.

1. Change the title to "View/Print Pictures".

2. In the section labeled "Open the window

onto...", select "the Workbench screen."

3. Select the Object button in the Attributes section

and make sure all five objects are checked. These

include Close Button, Depth Button, Drag Bar, Size

Button, and Visible Borders.

Fisure 1. User Interface for PrintPics CanDo Deck
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Figure 2. After Calling the PrinterGfx Profs Program

Title (Ji»«■Trint Pictures

Open the uindou onto...

. our tun private screen.

/ the Workbench screen.

Public Screen

the current screen.

Httributes...

Objects Options Colors

Origin X" J Y

Honul Kindw

Scripts...

Resized flctivated Deact ivdted

Ok

Figure 3. The Window/Editor Requester for WBInterface

problem, open the Window/Editor requester again and select the

OK button. The window can then be re- sized in Browse mode.)

5. Click on the AppEvent button in the Scripts section and add the

script that is shown in Listing 1 for the VVBlnterface card's

OnAppEvent event. OnAppEvent is activated when the user drags

icons from another window on the Workbench to the VVBlnterface

card.

The OnAppEvent script added in the last step simply creates a

document named AppEventList and puts the contents of Argl into

it. When an AppEvent occurs within a CanDo program, the list of

filenames associated with the icons that were moved into the

window is assigned to the system variable Argl. Each filename is

separated by a line teed character (ASCII 10). By typing Argl into

the document, the latter will contain all the selected filenames, one

per line. Document AppEventList is associated with the List object

on the WBInterface card. Thus, whenever the document is updated,

the filenames in the List object will be updated also.

The User Interface Objects

The WBInterface card contains five objects: a List object and

Gpui TextButton objects. The List object, named AppEventS, is

simply used to display the names of the files to be viewed and/or

printed. Therefore, it has no scripts associated with it. As men

tioned earlier, the document associated with this object Is named

AppEventList.

The first TextButton is named View and is used to activate a

slide show of the files listed in the AppEventS object. The second

TextButton is named Print and is used to print the files listed in the

AppEvents object. The third TextButton is named Quit and is used

to exit the program. The fourth TextButton is named PrintSettings

and is used for changing the printer's graphics preferences. Each of

these four buttons has an OnRelease event script that executes

when the button is selected.

The OnRelease script for the View button assigns the string

"View" to the variable named Command, moves the cursor to the

start of the current document (AppEventList), and then goes to the

card, Picture. The OnRelease script for the Print button is exactly

the same except the variable, Command, is equated to the string

"Print". The script for the Quit button simply executes the Quit

command. The script for the PrintSettings button executes CanDo's

Dos command with the string "SYS:I'refs/PrinterGfx" as its

argument This tells CanDo to execute the program named

PrinterGfx in the SYS:Prefe directory. This program is included

with AmigaDOS. It allows the user to change various graphics

settings for the currently selected printer.

The Picture Card

The Picture card can be initialized at design time to any

resolution because it will be changing based on the resolution of the

pictures being displayed. The Window/Editor should be used to

turn off all available objects via the Objects button in the Attributes

section. These objects can interfere with the display of the picture

files.

When the View or Print button is pressed on the WBInterface

card, its OnRelease event script activates. Each script activates the

Picture card after assigning a value to the variable, Command, and

moving the cursor to the top of the AppEventList document When

the Picture card is activated, its AfterAttachment script executes

after the card is displayed.

Following through the AfterAttachment script in Listing 1, the

first thing that occurs is that the variable, TheLine, is compared to a

null string. TheLine is the string in the current line of the current

document. If this string is not null, meaning that at least one file has

been dragged to the WBInterface card, the ShnwPicture command

is executed with TheLine as an argument. The ShowPicture

command loads the file specified by its argument and associates it

with the current card. Picture. It does not matter if the file contains

a picture of a different resolution or depth than the Picture card,

CanDo will automatically change the card's resolution to match the

file. The ScreenTo FRONT command then displays the picture.

Next, the script determines which button the user pressed by

looking at the contents of the variable, Command. If this variable is

equal to "View", then the script pauses for five seconds, otherwise

(the only alternative is "Print") the PrintWindow command is

executed. This command prints the current window to the user's

Preferences printer using the current graphics settings. After either

pausing or printing, the current document's cursor is moved down

one line, which places it on the next filename in the list, and the

script is exited.

Once the AfterAttachment script finishes execution, the one

and only object on the Picture card activates. The object is a timer

set to go off after zero seconds. Therefore, its Occurred script

executes immediately. This script checks to see if TheLine is null. If

it is, there are no more files in the list to view or print, so the

program goes to the WBInterface card to await more user input. If

TheLine is not null, the Picture card is activated again causing its

AfterAttachment script to execute again. The Timer object, named

Timer_l, must be used because the GotoCard command cannot be

issued from within an AfterAttachment script.

Some of you may be wondering why 1 didn't just pass the list

of filenames from the OnAppEvent script to the Picture card bo

using Argl as an argument and then creating a loop within the

AfterAttachment script to display each picture in turn. Good idea! I

tried it. it doesn't work. The first picture displays fine, but when a
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Friendly & Knowlegable!

Authorised Amiga Dealer for 7 Years!

Low overhead, Low markup, Low prices!

Dedicated to delivering the best values!

Computer Answers C?0°)
917 - Central Avenue. Prince Albert. Sask.. Canada S6V-1V2

Sj1«: (?O6i764-2SHS Fas:i?06i 764-O0S8 BBS:(?«.|764-OX(«

() Jst?r??T?9:30 AM-fcOO PM (CST)

Amiga CD-32

World's first 32-Bit CD-ROM

Twice as fast as other CD's

Upgradeable into a computer

Over 262,000 Colors on-screen

Optional card for CD Movies

Amiga 1200

68020 CPUrunning at 14 Mhz

2MB RAMMemory

Upgradeable to 68030 CPU

Over 262,000 Colors on-screen

80OX600mode on a 1942s!

Amiga 4000 /030

68030 CPUrunning at 25Mhz

4MBRAM&3 120MB HD

Upgradeable to 68040 CPU

1.76MB High Density Floppy

800X600 mode on a 1942s!

Amiga 4000 /040

68040 CPU/FPUat25Mhz

6MBRAM&a 120MBHD

Upgrades hie to 33 or 40 Mhz

1.76MB High Density Floppy

800X600 mode on a 1942s!

CD-32'ahave been in stock■£ shipping in Amiga 1200's arc in-stock in Canada & Amiga 4000/030'sare la-atoct ta
Cntindn mince Dec/93! Lots oftittes! available for shipping now.' Canada tC- available for shipping now.'

CD-32 & 4 Games] A1200 & 8 Games

$399 $399MPEG Card

only $2*9*
- CD-32 Game Console wiTh ~T~ A1200 Computer with Conabip,
SleepWalker, Arabian Knights, Pinball Test Drive 2, Over-Kill, Toyota Celica GT,

Fantaiies & John Barnes Euro Football ' Ultimate Golf, Gazza2, 5//i»arnf <£ Zool.

You can receiveyour new A1200 or CD-32 atyour door for on ly $19*

(Includes shipping handling& import fees. Askfor details.)

4000/030 & 240mb

$1699*
- 68030 CPUrunning at 25Mhz

-4 MBRAM

- 240MBHard Drive

Amiga 4000/040 a are available at 33 or

40 Mhz& with Fast SCSI-2 buitt-ia!

4000/040 & 240mb

$2299*
- 68040 CPU/FPUat 25Mhz

- 6MB RAMMemory

- 240MBHardDrive

Brilliance (AGA)

$89*
■ The best 24-bitpaintprogram

Fastest & mostpowerful

Bestprice anywhere!

A1200&60mb

$499*
68020 CPUrunning at 14 Mhz

2MB RAMMemory

60MB Hard Drive

You can rcccivs your newAmiga 4000 system atyour door for only $39*

■ ■ (Includes shipping handling& import fees. Ask for details.)

A1200@40Mhz

$999*
68030 CPUrunning at 40Mhz

6MBRAMMemory

120MBHard Drive

A1200& 120mb

$599*
68020 CPUrunning at 14 Mhz

2MB RAMMemory

120MB Hard Drive

Mac/IBM/Amiga

$1999*
■ 68030 CPUrunning at 25Mhz

■6MBRAM&al20MBHD

■ Emplan t Card for Mac & IBM

CD-32 Gamcs& Movies! Call for

the latest list of updated titles!

A4000@33uhz

$3299*
68040 CPU/FPUat 33 Mhz

10MBRAM(Exp. to 146MB)

270MB Fast SCSI-2HD

A4000@40Mhz

$3899*
68040CPU/FPU at40Mhz

■ 20MB RAM(Exp. to 146MB)

345MB Fast SCSI-2HD

A4000@40Mhz

$4799*
■68040 CPU/FPU at 40Mhz

30MBRAM (Exp. to 146MB)

525MB Fast SCSI-2HD

Call for information on systems uith lime base correctors, audio boards & for Wccanprnccssyouronk-rwithpayincrtby

digital non-linear editing. We can custom configure a system to your needs. VISA, MasterCard or Money Order

CD-32 Games $34"
Winter Sporu. SurfNinjas. Reach for the

Gold. Legacy of Sort sil Lotus Trilogy,

Zool, Dangerous Streets. Whales Voyage,

Robocod, Deep Core, D Generation,

Diggers, Trolls, Chaos Engine. Exile,

Syndicate, LAbrioth of Time, Humans,

Beavers, Utopia, Castles 11, Pirate Gold,

Morph. Liberttion, Overkill, Jurassic Park.

US Football, Microcosm, Uridium. Donk,

Kara te, Atiea Breed & More

CD-32MPEGMovies $29*
The Firm Naked Gun, Fatal Attraction,

ApocshpscNow, Black Ruin, Patriot

Games, Posse, Star Trek 6, Sliver, Hunnt

for Red October, Indecent Proposal, Top
Gun, Billy Ray Cirus, Sting. Eric Clapton,

Bryan Adams, Bon Jovi & More.

Toaster 4000/030

$3699*
68030 CPUrunning at 25Mhz

10MBRAM&al20MBHD

Toaster 4000 Card (version 3.1)

Toaster 4000/040

$4699*
68040 CPU/FPU at 25Mhz

14 MBRAM& a 340MBHD

Toaster 4000 Card (version 3.1)

Toaster @40 Mhz

$6699*
- 68040 CPU/FPU at 40 Mhz

- 30MBRAM& 525MB SCSI2

- Toaster 4000 Card (version 3.1)

Animate @SOMhz

$3999*
68030 @25& 68882 @50Mhz

•6MB RAM, 120&500MBHD

Personal Animation Recorder

Video Hardware
Personal TBC 3 $675*

Personal TBC4 $799*

Personal V-Scope $699*

Personal Anim Recorders1,499*

PARecorder/SOOMB $2,199*

Toaster 4000 (3.1) $1,899 *

Toaster Y/CAdaptor $399*

Retina 24 Bit Card $369*

Picasso II $449*

GVP Spectrum (2MB) $499*

Merlin 24 Bit Graphics $599*

VLab (30/ps recording) $399*

Toccatta 16Bit Audio $489*

Amiga LinkNetwzrk S99*ea

Special Software Purchase SpecialModem Purchase \ SpecialPrinterPurchase SpecialMonitor Purchase

Brilliance (AGA) $89*

Final CopyII (AGA) $39*

Zool (AGA) $14*

Overkill (AGA) $14*

14,400BaudModem with FAX High Speed 24 Pin Color Commodore 1084S $179*

Caller-ID <fi Voice/Fax Snitch . 250 CPS with 100's ofColors Commodore 1942S $369*

Only$149*
* Sow for the fine print The U.S. prices shown are bawd on the L'SS-CdcS
tianiactioai are conducted in Canadian fundi. If you are w)l Canadian, vour hank

lihtl (ll I h l%) Skh id dd 4% I'ST &

A Computer Answers exclusive!

g rjte at of aCd ciulion, and air shoun for com tun son purpoic* onlv. Sio;e we are a Car-id un compuny, all
automatically convert to foregin fundi v.bea vou pLi» an orter & uc aulhoriic vourcard, therefore, acluj] riricct
di id dd 7* GST W d ll h idl fdl iff T dd

If y re wl Canadian, vour hank ill automatically convert to foregin fundi vbea vou pLi» an orter & uc aulhoric ourcard, therefore, acluj] riricct
may vary tliehtly (usually Ie*« than lii%). Saskatchewan resident! add 4% I'ST & Canadian reiidcnu add 7* GST. We do sot colloa any othtr pro\indml iCxto cr federal taxta or nrrifft. Ton add
refiecu products & pricing available to ui as of }*nu*ry 27ft4. When you read this in the April 94 Utui, things nay have changed, to give ut a call for the hwett cuneotpric*. Special oitJcr itemi are
J^»lJE''t in on ptc-paid order* & ibippeuJ in lot quantities, so please allow 3-4 week* for delivery. There will 6e a l5% restarting fee on orders returnedAxmcellcd/refused. All equipemnt isNTSC'120
Volt/ 60 111 Some items are very popular A demand exceeds supply, so order early to avoid dissapoinimejit. Items out of nock will be special orded & hid wh avilabl IT l

y of this please ask for de&ili Sorry but w can not b ibl f l l di bi' l d!
y pp A deman exceeds supply, so order early to avoid dissapoinimejit. Items out of nock will be s

any of this, please ask for de&ili. Sorry, but we can not be rmpoaiible for tlMiiiMge or lots during ibipp'mg, to pleate wnirc your order!
ered & shipped when available IT you are unclear on
Hey, bare I mentioned Utely that'the Amiga Ruhr,.'

Circle 120 on Reader Service card.



picture Hint is not the same resolution as the first is encountered, it

does not display properly. It will appear using the resolution of the

first picture. Thus, if the first picture is high resolution interlaced, a

subsequent picture that is high resolution non-interlaced will be

squashed vertically. This bug was verified by a technical support

person at INOVAtronics. They plan to correct this problem in a

future release. As an interim work-around, the Picture card must be

activated between each picture. This reinitialization allows the

card's resolution to be changed via the ShowPicrure command.

The Home Stretch

Well, that was .short and sweet. I like programs that are useful

yet do not require too much effort to develop. Do you have any

utilities created with CanDo? If so, I would like to see them. You

can write me care of this magazine.

Listing

Listing 1. PrintFica CanDo Deck

Deck "PrintFics"

Time 19:49:07

Dace 12/32/93

Card(s) in deck.

Card "Picture"

Card "WBInterface"

2 Card(s). 2 wore printed.

Natural order- □£ Ca

Card "WBInterface"

Card "Picture"

There are no Global routines in this deck.

Card "Picture"

AfterAttachment ; used to be AfterStartup

If TheLineo""

ShowPicture TheLine

ScreenTo FRONT

I£ Command""View"

Delay 0,5,0

Else

PrintWindow

EndIf

MoveCuraor DOWN

EndIf

EndScripC

Window "UoerWindow"

Definition

Origin 0,0

Size 320,200

Title ■■

NumberOfColorS 32,69632

windowColors 0,1,0 ; Detail, Block, Background

WindowObjects NOME

MindovFlags ACTIVATE BORDERLESS SEPARATE5CREEN TO7R0KT

EndScript

EndObject

OneShotTimor "Timor 1"

Definition

Duration 0,0,0 ; Minutes, Seconds, Jiffies

EndScript

Occurred

If TheLineo""

GotoCard "Picture"

Else

GotoCard "WBInterfaca"

Endlf

BndScrlpt

EndObject

End of Card "Picture"

Card "HBInterface"

Window "DserWindow"

Definition

Origin 50,30

Site 340,280

Title "View/Print Pictures"

NumberOfColorB 4,69632

WindovColora 0,1,0 ; Detail, Block, Background

WindowObjests CLOEEBUTTON DEPTHBUTTONS DRAGBAR SIZEBUTTON

WindovFlaga ACTIVATE TOFROhT WORKBENCH

EadScript

OnCloseButtoa

Quit

EndScript

OnAppEvent

MakeDocument "AppEventLiat"

Type Argl

EndScript

Endobject

List "AppEvents"

Definition

Origin 29,26

Size 264,158

Font "topaz",B ; FontName, PointSize

PrintStyle plain ,2,3 i Style, Penl, Pen2

TextColora l,0,JAM2 , PanA, PenB, DrawMcde

Border DOUBLEBEVEL ,2,1 ; BorderStyle, MainPen, ExtraPen

Document "AppEventList" ; where the text cornea from

EndEcript

EndObject

TextButton "Viev

Definition

Origin 27,208

Pont "diamond",20 i FontHan*, PolntSlie

PrlntStyle SHADOW ,2,3 ; Style, Penl, Peo2

TextColors l.O.HORHAL ; PenA, PenB, DrawHodo

Text " View "

Border BEVEL ,2,1 ; BorderStyle, HainPen, ExtraPen

Highlight COMPLEMENT

ButtonFlags NONE

EndScript

OnKelease

Let Cosmand>"Vlew"

KoveCursorTo STASTOF DOCUMENT

GotoCard "Picture"

EndScript

EndObject

TextButton "Print"

Definition

Origin 127,20B

Font "diamond",20

PrintStyle SHADOW ,2,3

TextColors 1,0,NORMAL

Text " Print "

Border BEVEL ,2,1 ; BorderStyle, HainFen, ExtraPen

Highlight complement

ButtonFlags NOKE

EndScript

OnReleaee

Let Command""Print"

HoveCurflorTo STARTOF DOCUKENT

GotoCard "Picture"

EndScript

EndObject

TextButton "Quit"

Definition

Origin 227,208

Font "diamond",20 ; FontNane, PointSize

FrintStyle SHADOW ,2,3 i Stylo, Penl, Pen2

ToxtColors 1,0,NORMAL i PenA, PenB, DrawMode

Text " Quit "

Border BEVEL ,2,1 ; BorderStyle, HainPen, ExtraPen

Highlight COMPLEMENT

ButtonFlags NONE

EndScript

OnRelease

Quit

EndScript

EndObject

TextButton "PrintSettinao"

Definition

Origin 28,244

Font "garnet",16 ,- FontNane, PointSize

PrintStyle BOLD SHADOW ,2,3 ; Style, Penl, Pen2

TextColors l.C.NOHHAI. ; PenA, PenB, DrawHode

Teit " Chance Printer Gfx Settings "

Border BEVEL ,2.1 ; BorderStyle, MaioPen, ExtraPen

Highlight COMPLEMENT

ButtonFlags NONE

EndScript

OnRelease

Dos "SYSiPrefs/PrinterQfx-

EcdScript

EndObject

End of Card TBInterface"

FontNane, PointSize

Style, Penl, Pen2

PenA, PenB, DrawMcxIe
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A Shell Glossary, Part 1

Quite often, while I'm writing my articles, I find it necessary to resort

to a glossary of computer terminology to make sure that I'm using the

correct terms. Also, since I use IBM compatible machines at work, some

times I confuse terminology that is not the same among MS-DOS ma

chines and Amigas. I thought it might, therefore, be helpful to define

clearly some of the terms which I commonly use in my column. I will not

concern myself with AmigaDOS commands, but with other terms related

to the use of AmigaDOS. I'll proceed in alphabetical order and define one

term per paragraph, beginning with active.

Active refers to the window which is currently selected; tli.it

is, the one in which you are working. If you move back and forth

between various windows (isn't multitasking great!), you will

notice that you need to click in a window to make it active. You can

not work in a window that is not active.

AmigaDOS is the operating system used by the Amiga. Each

computer system uses a different version of DOS (disk operating

system). For example, most of the IBM world uses MS-DOS, which

stands for MicroSoft. The operating system is the system of

commands and instructions that actually run the computer.

An application is a type of software that performs a task. For

example, word processors, spreadsheets, and databases are all

applications. Many computer systems divide all software into two

groups: application software and systems software. Systems

software is the software needed to run the system, such as those

commands contained in the V directory of Amigas.

An argument is a piece of information needed in some

command lines to complete the command. For example, to see a

directory listing of drive rffl from the command line, you would

type a command, D1R, and an argument, dfl:. Not all commands

require arguments.

One concept many users have trouble comprehending is

ASCII. This is an acronym for American Standard Code for

Information Interchange. When you produce a document using a

word processor program such as ProWrite, that document can only

be read or changed (basically) by ProWrite. However, most word

processors today have an option which allows you to convert such

documents to text files. These texl files are, in essence, ASCII

format. ASCII allows a!l computers, whether IBM, Macintosh,

Atari, etc., to be able to share text files. Texl files found on computer

bulletin boards are normally put in ASCII format so that users of .ill

systems can access them. Files that I create al work on my IBM

compatibles can be read at home on my Amiga because of ASCII.

Of course, since the two machines have different operating systems,

I can't put an IBM diskette into an Amiga computer; however, I can

upload to a bulletin board from my IBM and then download that

file to my Amiga once I get home.

Two terms which are very similar are backup and back up.

Please notice the spacing of each. Backup is a noun and refers to the

extra copy made of a disk or file. Back up is a verb and refers to the
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The Intelligent, Intuitive Tax Preparation Program

TmBreak, the easiest-to-use preparation tool

for four personal computer. Tan return prepa

ration can be frustrating and confusing.

TaxBreak provides you the tools to speed up the

process, and minimiie errors. Best of all,

laxBreak allows /on to load two returns simul

taneously to see which particular tax scenario

will save rou the most money.

■ Perform What if calculations with multiple retims

am) estimated amounts

■ Use mouse or keyboard lor versatility

■ On lino context -sensitive help

■ Pnnis IRS acceptable facsimile printouts

■ Easy movement between lorms. schedules, worksheets

and Inn tterruaMns is standard lor TaxBreak Just click

wi the applicable Ine and the back-up form appears

■ itemization back-up available lor each line item

■ Pre-defined worksheets lor backup to schedules

■ Zoom in or out of high and low resolution.

■ A constant display of the "bottom line' helps you

analyze yoir tan status as you prepare your return

■ On screen look-alike forms and schedules

KJXXl inc.

$79.95
Updates Irom previous years

$29.95

Post Office Bo. 90309. Long Beach. CA 90809-0309. USA

Phone 13101 437 1237 • FAX (3101427 0371

Forms and Schedules

fully Integrated with

Ta»BreakB3:

Fflrn 1040

Fora mini

Sclwdile It Hemmed Deductions

5cMile I: Interest and Dividend
Income

Schedule C: Profit or loss from
Business

Schriuli 0: Capital Gains 6
Losses

Setafrit E: Supplemental Income
Schedute

ScMaft F Farm Income &

Expenses

Set*** It Credit (or the elderly
or Disabled

Sckttale Sfc Social Security Self

Employment i

Tm fern 4512: Oepreciauon S
Amortization

Fir* 2441: Credit for Child &

Dependant Care Expenses

Ftra tttfc IRA. Non Deductable

Contributions Basis. S Nontaiable
□istnoutnns

Fora 2106: Employee Business
Eipenses

Fora 3903: Moving Expenses

Fora BS15: Computation of Tax for

children Unden Age 14

Fora 4ISI: Application for

Automate Emersions

Circle 159 on Reader Service card.

action of making an extra copy of a disk or tile. Whenever you

purchase a now disk containing a program, the first thing you

should do is make a backup of that disk and then store the original.

The only time you should over use the original again is to make

.mother backup. Likewise, if you have a hard drive, you should also

back up your hard drive every so often in case you have a system

break down of some sort that causes files to be lost or become

irretrievable.

When you format or copy a disk, you may have seen the term

block appear on the screen. A block usually is 512 bytes functioning

as a single unit either in RAM or on a storage device. Usually, the

entire unit is bound together, not separated. A block can also refer

to a group of related commands in programming.

When you turn on your computer, you actually boot it up,

When you boot your machine, the files and commands needed to

operate it are loaded and read. Not all disks are bootable. If they do

not contain system commands and instructions, such disks will not

cause the computer to become ready to operate. By selecting

appropriate commands and files, it is possible to make a system

disk which will start the machine. Simply because a computer is on

does not mean that it is ready to operate. Sometimes when a

program fails, it is necessary to reboot your machine. There are two

ways to do this. First, you can give it a cold boot (or reboot) by

turning the machine completely off, letting it reset for a lew

minutes, and then booting again. The second way is by a warm

boot {or reboot). 1 once saw this method described by a writer as the

"Vulcan Death Grip" because it requires holding down the Ctrl key,

the Alt key, and the right Amiga key at the same time.

At times, it is necessary to use keyboard combinations. Some

of these were discussed in a recent column about the features of the

Shell. In keyboard combinations, you use more than one key to

perform a funtion. For example, many combinations require the

Ctrl key and another key. The Alt key is also often used.

CLI is Command Line Interface. Today, this term is being

replaced by Shell. Both the Shell and the CLI are the same thing, but

the CLI came first. It is a method of controlling a computer from the

keyboard by typing in specific commands and arguments. The Shell

is simply an advanced version of the CLI. This is becoming a

widely used term, for MicroSoft is now including the DOS Shell in

its system software packages. I do not know where the term

originated.

A command is an instruction given to your computer so that it

will perform a task or function. Commands are programs them

selves. They perform routine tasks such as copying, deleting, and

renaming.

The Amiga Shell has a command history. This allows the

Amiga to remember various commands that you have executed

from the Shell and recall them by pressing the up and down arrow

keys. This feature saves the user a great deal of typing. 1 described

this feature more fully in a recent column.

The command line, of course, is the actual line of text you type

in at the Shell or CLI prompt. This line of text consists of com

mands, arguments which are necessary, and other information such

as switches and parameters.

The current directory is the directory in which you are

currently working. In my classes, I have learned that this is one of

the hardest concepts for people to learn. Imagine that you are in a

multiple ston building with numerous rooms on each floor. If you

move to office 211, then you can only see what is in that room and

you can only work in that room. If you want something from the

lounge on floor six, you must physically go there. The same is true

with a computer. If you are in the 'c' directory, you can only see

what is in that directory. If you want something from the 'systems'

directory, you must instruct the computer what you want and how

to get to that director)'.

Ne\t month, I'll continue this glossary, picking up with tin1

letter 'D'. Remember, this is not an all inclusive computer glossary;

rather, it is restricted to terms used in connection with the Shell.
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want quality, but it must be economical. Finally, and most important...you have to find a service

bureau that recognizes your AMIGA file formats. Your search is over. Give us a call!

We'll imageset your AMIGA graphic files to RC Laser Paper or Film at 2400 dpi (up to 154 lpi)

at a extremely competitive cost. Also available at competitive cost are quality Dupont

ChromaCheck™ color proofs of your color separations/films. We provide a variety of pre-press

services for the desktop publisher.

Who are we? We are a division of PiM Publications, the publisher ofAmazing Computingfor the

Commodore AMIGA. We have a staff that really knows the AMIGA as well as the rigid

mechanical requirements of printers/publishers. We're a perfect choice for AMIGA DTP

imagesetting/pre-press services.

We support nearly every AMIGA graphic & DTPformat as welt as most Macintosh™ graphic/DTPformats.

For specificformat information, please call.

For more information call 1-800-345-3360
Just askfor the service bureau representative.



Computer Cafe

Serves up the

SHASTA Story
by Robert Van Buren

Can-a-Mation

Using copy points from the sponsoring agencies, the Com

puter Cafe team conceived, storyboarded, modeled, animated, and

rendered the first Diet Shasta 15-second TV spot in just 18 days—

just in time for its national airing during the 1993 Freedom Bowl.

The full length 30 second spot was completed ID days later.

Animators David Ebner, Jim Arthurs, and Tom Williamson worked

a round the clock to meet the tight deadline.

The Computer Cafe team greatly appreciated the extra

support by vendors like RCS, GVP, DPS, and Warm and Fuzzy

Logic. Creative director Jeff Barnes comments, "we were under a

heavy deadline and the extra support we received from the vendors

made it possible to meet our timeline. We sincerely appreciated

their help."

Five 68040-based Amigas were put to the task of full-time

rendering at the Santa Maria based company, three extra machines

:

ot
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averaging 30-50 minutes per frame were provided by MG Software

in San Diego.

"Between freelance animator Jim Arthurs, from Colorado, and

Mark Miller, in San Diego, we were modeling scenes and Par

testing animations 3 or 4 times a day. The holidays provided heavy

phone line traffic so we constantly had to drop from 14,400 to 9600

bps to minimize modem errors. Because we were using a number of

machines at different locations, it was important to keep a tight

watch on all the computers for scene consistency throughout the

process."

Modeling

To create the cans, geometry was modeled at 3000 polygons

for manipulations with Bones and image-mapped at 3300 lines of

resolution for the lighter shots in the animation. The girl can scene

was lifted from the animation to be used for the outdoor portion of

the campaign. The frame was rendered at print resolution and

required high-detailed image maps for output to the billboard

design company.

Arthurs and Williamson laid out the animation for the main

characters with the Y axis at zero; the top of the refrigerator shelf

was also strategically set at zero. Since some of the shots contained

as many as 140 to 160 objects, it was more practical to parent

sections to null objects so that scenes could be separated down and

worked on several systems at once. This also helped to quickly

move excess geometric data out of the way.

Effects

Basic object motion was animated in Lightwave's Layout, then

the movement parameters were shaped and enhanced with Bones.

The object's deformation could have been a laborious task using

other 3-D packages, but the Bones feature made the project

manageable in a short deadline.

The realism of the balloons was achieved using a previously

rendered reflection map and an extra-wide angle lens aiming down

(POV of the balloons) and in front of the cans on the shelf; this

helped to create a realistic ray-traced effect.

Blasts of confetti were layered on top of the rendered end tag

with the help of a custom version of the Sparks Particle Animation

program donated by programmer Jon Tindall of Detroit.
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The soda spray bursting from the cans as they popped their

tops was rendered separately and blurred using ADPro. This effect

created a more natural blending of the spray edges and gave a

distinction in the denseness of the liquid.

Three sizes of image maps were used on the soda cans, in

addition to two polygon detail versions. With over thirty cans in a

single shot, it was unnecessary to use 3000 phis image maps on

every can, so the higher detail maps were used on the cans in the

foreground and a lower resolution map was piaced on the

remaining cans to speed up rendering.

Conclusion

The crew at Computer Cafe noted that although the deadline

was tight, it was a pleasure dealing with the people at Shasta and

the associated agencies. "We hope that we can work with them on

projects in the future. For now however, we are very proud of our

work on the Can-A-Mation project and our ability for a quick

turnaround. A special thanks to all the people from Creative

Computers and all the animators and support people involved in

milking this a successful project."

The Future

1994 already appears to hold exciting prospects for the

Computer Cafe team. General Partner David Ebner, "We're

negotiating several contracts at the moment for some very exciting

projects. Several companies are talking to us about doing effects for

upcoming feature films, CD-ROM programs, and graphics for 3DO.

We like the challenge of entering uncharted territory with our

graphics. Interactive presentations, for example, is an area that

we've been experimenting with for a couple of years and I think we

have some great ideas that will be implemented very soon.

For more information contact:

Computer Cafe

3130 Skyway Drive #603

Santa Maria, CA 93455

(805) 922-9479

Fax (805) 922-3225

Inquiry #239
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exx
TWOYEARS AGO THIS MONTH, I showcased a program with its own Graphical User Interface (GUI).

That program, The ADPro Scale Utility, was very popular, but it had a level of complexity such that few if

any readers used it as a tutorial on how to write a GUI for an ARexx program. Most people simply

requested the disk and used the program directly. Since that time, people have asked me to present a

more beginner-oriented approach to creating a graphical user interface for ARexx programs. 1 like the

rexxarplib.library v3.0 by Willy Langeveld, an ARexx GUI-building freeware library available on BIX and

other BBS's, on Disk I of The ARexx Cookbook, on the ARexx program disk from Bill Hawes (Wishful

Thinking Development), and from Fred Fish. This library is a set of functions available to ARexx that

provide so-called "hooks" into the AmigaDOS GUI, which has Commodore's trademark name "Intu

ition". Think of rexxarplib.library functions as "ambassadors" that give ARexx programs two-way

communication with "foreign" (Intuition) routines in the operating system (not otherwise directly acces

sible by an ARexx program). The library functions let an ARexx program build up a graphical interface

from the low level pieces provided by Intuition. The library functions also allow these graphic objects

{such as string gadgets) to send messages to any ARexx port. We are going to "retrofit" an existing

program with a GUI, but first we need to learn how a GUI works.

The Relationship of GUI to Program

GUI hikes input from Ihe user and calls programs to solve

the problem, and routines to update the GUI display to

correspond with program output. In general, a GUI is simple

to use and hard to code. It can be rather obtuse and abstract,

because it accesses low level system routines that are nothing if

not cryptic. The conception of the GUI, therefore, frequently

gets losf in the details of the code.

The entire Amiga system is built around the paradigm of

messages and replies being sent to or received at message

ports. Message ports are software's way of communication

with the user's world of GUI and Shell console, or the system's

world of device drivers, libraries, and so on. ARexx is no

exception. ARexx ports and message packets, though different

from system ports and message packets, accomplish simitar

things. ARexx messages usually pass through the ARexx

interpreter, rexxmast, which acts as a sort of "Post Office"

distributing "mail" (the messages) to "addresses" (the message

ports of currently running software).

Loading the rexxarplib.library adds a new set of functions

to the set of ARexx built-in functions. The rexxarplib.librarv

functions allow us to build a GUI program that runs and then

exits, leaving behind active Intuition graphical objects such as

screens, windows, and gadgets. These objects wait for certain

"events" to occur.

How to Make

A

Graphical

User Interface

for Your

ARexx

Program

by MerriH Callaway
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One class of events are called IDCMP (Intuition Direct Communica

tions Message Port) events, and represent various GUI activities, for

instance a mouse click on a window close gadget. These graphic

events adhere to the message/port paradigm. A window may have

several IDCMPs specified such as "CLOSEWINDOW" and

"GADGETUP". If these two events are specified as the IDCMP tor

a window, then if we click the window close gadget, the IDCMP

message "CLOSEWINDOW" is sent. "GADGETUP" is the IDCMP

message if we click and let up on the left mouse button over a

gadget, or press [Enter] inside a string gadget. The user need not

worry about how the system handles these messages. Just be aware

that we need to let the system know the list of IDCMP events that

we require. This IDCMP list is an argument to the

rexxarplib.library function OpenWindowQ, and enables various

events in our window to send messages.

The operation of the GUI centers around the fact that each

gadget can send a message string to the "notify port", (an ARexx

port) whenever user specified IDCMP events occur (such as a

mouse click). This message string can contain arguments such as

the mouse position, the content of the string gadget, the height of

the resized window, and so on. The notify port takes in this

information and the program, whose port it is, processes the

information.

If we want the GUI to replace the Shell window (the console

device) for entering information and for receiving output results,

we should set the notify port to "REXX". Then the program needed

to process the information can be very much like our original

program before we wished to give it a GUI, except that instead of

using a PARSE PULL to get user input from the console, it uses a

PARSE ARG to get the argument list sent to it by the GUI.

Once the user input is completed in the GUI, e.g. pressing

[Enter] in a string gadget, or clicking on a button with the mouse,

that IDCMP event triggers the sending of an ARexx message. The

message goes to the notify port, "REXX" where rexxmast (the

ARexx interpreter program with the port name "REXX") handles

the input exactly as if it were input from the console device.

Similarly, instead of using SAY to output the results to the console,

our modified program might use the rexxarplib.library functions

This prosraM buiIds

the GUI.

tut Create our very a
tut Me should use the
*■* This imnJdl!

This uindou

REMOVEGADGETO followed by an ADDGADGET() to update the

contents of a string gadget hack in the GUI. The initial program to

build the GUI, and subsequent calls to functions to update the GUI

objects send messages to the "COKTROLPORT", an ARexx port

name for the GUT itself. The "CONTROLPORT" is determined in

the first step of building the GUI, as we shall see.

Using rexxarplib.library, there are four steps to coding ,m

ARexx application with a GUI. There is a natural first step that

must be coded before anything else. The second through fourth

steps are not entirely sequential. For instance, in the second step

below, a gadget is created to send a message, but the actual

message argument may be left as a null "" until the physical

alignment of the gadget and other graphic chores are completed.

The message string may he filled in later.

The Four Steps to GUI Applications

First, create the ARexx Host using the CREATEHOST()

function. This opens two ARexx ports for the GUI, one to "listen

to" and one to "notify" (or send messages to). Without these ports

there is no communication to or from anything. This first step is

abstract and invisible, but essential. The correct way to call the

function is subtle. One correct form is

ADDRESS AREXX "'CALL CreateHoat (CONTROLPORT,NOTIFYPORT)'"

We must use the asynchronous port "AREXX" rather than the

more typical "REXX" default port. The interpreter, rexxmast has

two ports, "REXX" and "AREXX". Addressing "AREXX" allows

the program to continue rather than wait for the routine to finish

(essential in a GUI). Asynchronous is equivalent to "running in the

background". Note the correct way to use the combined single and

double quotes. Nothing will work without these double quotes!

CONTROLPORT represents a name we use for our GUI (I use

"HEXHOST" in my example). It should be unique to the session

and it is case sensitive. If you name this port all in CAPS, then you

won't have to quote it every time. ARexx converts non-quoted

strings to UPPER case. The NOTIFYPORT is where we are to send

our messages from the GUI. If we were making a GUI for a host

application program's ARexx

commands, we might simply

make some buttons which sent

host command strings to that

application's port name.

However, I like to set "REXX"

as my NOTIFYPORT in order

to do logic, update the GUI

display, and so on. By using

"REXX" as your

NOTIFYPORT, you can bounce

messages back and forth

among several programs

(including other GUIs) and

write small, modular routines

that are easy to debug because

you are invoking rexxmast to

process all the messages. It is a

good idea to write your

programs in modular sections

with rexxmast central to all of

them.
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Second, create the look of the user interface by adding objects

such as gadgets and buttons and menus to a screen (optional) with

one or more windows. Each and every object is added, removed, or

modified through the listening or control port opened in the first

step. We have mentioned the way a window wails for certain

1DCM P events to occur so that it can send a message, but the actual

look of the window is controlled by "flags", which set characteris

tics such as a "close" gadget, a "resize" gadget, "depth" gadgets,

and so on. These flags are set at the time the window is created.

Flags may be concatenated together as were the IDCMP events to

specify more than one window characteristic.

Third, customize the properties of the objects added to (he

interface. This step includes all such things as highlighting gadgets,

reading the contents of a string gadget, recording the mouse

position, putting up requesters if errors occur, and all sorts of

"graphic housekeeping". Physically, this code may be in the GUI

or in other programs that update the GUI display.

Fourth, attach the ARexx problem-solving code to each object.

This is where the actual work is done on the data. This is (he

program we modify to handle GUI events/updates instead of She!!

input/output. As you can perhaps tell, this part seems simple now

that we have seen the complexities in the GUI!

Hands On

I want to focus on writing a GUI instead of on the details of

the program it accesses, so I picked a program that is well docu

mented, and one that lends itself to the GUI treatment. The

February, 1992 ARexx column presented a little program,

HEX.rexx, to translate characters into their codes in several

different number bases, and vice versa - finding the character

associated with a certain number code. This type of information is

always useful to programmers, and those who need to know the

escape codes for special characters. HEX.rexx is also described in

The ARexx Cookbook, and on Disk I of that book.

The "Converter" GUI Design

Our project is to make a GUI window containing five string

gadgets; one each for entering/displaying Characters, Hexadecimal

numbers, Binary numbers, Octal numbers, and Decimal numbers.

Beside each string gadget is to be a button identifying the type of

gadget it is. Character, Hexadecimal,... etc. The buttons are to

serve the dual purpose of starring the conversion process as if we

had pressed IEnter] in the associated string gadget. The string

gadget will also start the process of conversion if [Enter] is pressed

while the cursor is in the string gadget. We want one further

button, a CLEAR button to erase all the entries. Behind the scenes,

we need to handle errors such as invalid characters entered in a

number string gadget, or a character string that is too long for the

built-in ARexx conversion functions to handle. We will add some

text about authorship to the window directly. Finally, we want an

icon for the Workbench to launch the Converter program.

The operation of the GUI is simple. We enter (or modify) any

string in any of the five string gadgets, and press [Enter] or click the

button next to the string gadget. If our string was valid, the other

four string gadgets fill with the equivalent of the input string

expressed in the other four formats. If our string was invalid, we

get a requester informing us of the type of mistake. The warning

requesters have an OK button to make them go away, and we can

then change the mistake. If we click on the CLEAR button, the

display clears to all blank strings, except the one for Decimals

which contains a single 0 (A null string is an invalid decimal

number. See the listing of Converter.rexx for an alternate way to

CLEAR.). Our GUI window has a close gadget to exit the program

and clear away the display.

The Listings

There are three listings. Converter.rexx controls the GUI setup.

Hexconvcrt.rexx is the replacement for the original Hex.rexx and is

derived from it. Hex.rexx is the original program in case you do

not have the references. It is instructive to note the differences

between the original "stand alone" program run from the console,

and a program called from a GUI. As an exercise, can you rewrite

1 lexConvert.rcxx so that it functions either way, from a console or a

GUI? The gadgets in the GUI are all symmetrical. They all pass

their contents, the gadget ID, and the mouse coordinates as

arguments to the same program, HexConvert.rexx. Therefore, we

wil! only focus on the GUI window and the program flow from and

to one gadget.

Converter.rexx The GUI

The first thing we do is load the library. Next we call

CREATEHOST(HEXHOST,REXX) to enable communications as we

discussed above. We use a WAITFORPORT HEXHOST (ARexx

command utility) to wait for the port name to open up. Next, we

assign the IDCMP and FLAGS as variables equal to the concat

enated strings of window events and attributes, respectively. The

FLAGS are mostly self explanatory. Step one is completed with a

CALL OPEKWIHDOW(HEXHOET,0,11,440,210,idcrap.flags,windo«title)

The numeric arguments are the x,y coordinates of the upper

left corner of the window, followed by the window's width, height.

The last argument is the text to put in the window title bar. The last

argument (omitted) is the name of a public screen, which, if

omitted, our window opens on the Workbench. ! chose to eliminate

the complexities of a custom screen and open the window on the

Workbench. The next call is to the MODIFYHOSTf) function.

Normally the message sent to the notify port would be the name of

the event, or "CLOSEWINDOW". That would be meaningless to

rexxmast at the notify port "REXX", so we modify the message with

the MODIFYHOST() function to CALL QUIT(HEXHOST) which

cleanly closes down the GUI window. The next block

/• Character string input */

CALLADDGADGET(HEXHOST,10,20,CHA,"",,

-•call HEXCONVERT.REXX '■%g",%d,%x,%y'".2?0,RII>3EBORDEH)

/* Convert character button */

CALL ADDGAKET(HEXHOST, 290, 20,CHA1," Characters ",,

-■Call READCADGET(HEXHOST,CHA)'")

adds one string gadget and one button to the window.

ADDGADGET() is used to both add a gadget and to update a

gadget. The argument list is the

C0NTR0LFORT,x,y, ID, "default text", message,width,RIDGEBORDER.

X and y are the upper left corner coordinates. Note that if the last

two arguments are omitted, it becomes a self-sizing button instead

of a string gadget. 270, RIDGEBORDER, turns it into a string

gadget 270 pixels wide. In the message of the string gadget we use

escaped characters "%g" to substitute the contents of the string

(case sensitive, quoted - hence the doubled single quotes) for

argument 0, and %d to substitute the string ID as argument 1. The

mouse coordinates %x, %y are substituted for arguments 2 and 3 in

order for the error trapping process to put up a requester exactly

where the mouse pointer is. The ADDGADGET{) for the button
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sends a message to the string gadget to read its string and send its

message using a READGADGET() function. If you have entered

"A" in the string gadget for Characters, and pressed [Enter] or

clicked on the "Character" button, and your mouse is at (100,200)

on (lie screen, the message

"Call HEXCONVERT.REXX 'A',CHA,IOC,200"

is sent to rexxmast at "REXX". Rexxmast processes this as a

command: a call to the program HEXCONVERT.REXX with the

argument list as shown. Once HEXCONVERT.REXX opens, it uses

parse ARG answer, option, x,y

instruction to divide and assign the input: answer='A';

option=CHA; x=100; y=200. The SELECT block changes the new

information into the old variables so that we won't have to rewrite

tne old code. Now it's business as usual exactly as if the informa

tion had been entered at the console. Whenever an error message

needs to be displayed, instead of SAY, we use a

REQUEST(x,y,message,,OK) to display a one-liner on the Work

bench. The omitted arguments are for string gadgets and Cancel

text (See docs for rexxarplib.library). The last GUI related task is to

update the string gadgets in our GUI once HEXCONVERT.REXX

has done its converting. There is no "write gadget" function

available, so we first must remove the gadgets with

REMOVEQADGET(H£XKOET, id)

then we ADDGADGET() the exact gadgets back into the GUI

except that instead of a blank string as the default, we put in the

results from the conversion calculations: chastring, hexstring, etc. If

we don't remove gadgets before updating, we simply write

duplicates on top of old ones (not cool). HEXCONVERT.REXX then

exits. The GUI is still there waiting for another user input cycle.

Note that we have removed the DO FOREVER loop of the original

HEX.REXX program. The GUI takes its place.

The Icon

Copy or make a "Project" type icon of your choice. Name it

"Converter", and set the default tool to "RX". Be sure that the two

programs are in a directory on a search path.

Listing One

I* Hex.rexx Number £ character translator ■/

DO FOREVER

SAY 'Input string [Rtn] option (x or b or o => hex, bin, oct).

Quit-[Rtn]IRtnl.'

PARSE PULL answer, option .

option*UPFER(LEFT(option,1)1

IF option=='H' THEM option='X'

IF answers" THEN EXIT 0

IF Option=" THEN IF DATATYPE (answer) s'lTOM' THEM option*'D'

IF option*'*' THEN IF -DATATYPEIanswer,■*'] THEN DO

SAY 'Invalid hex number. Try again.'

ITERATE

END

IF option='B' THEN IF -DATATYPElanswer.'binary') THEN DO

SAY 'Invalid binary number. Try again.'

ITERATE

END '

IFoption-'O1 THEM IF -octallanswerl THEN DO

SAY 'Invalid octal number. Try again.'

ITERATE

equivalent to:'

SELECT

WHEN option='D' THEN DO

cha=d2c[answer]

hex=d2jt{ answer]

bin=c2b[d2c(answer))

oct=b2o(c2b(d2c(anawer)M

SAY 'decinal numbsre'answer '

SAY

SAY 'characters'cha 'hexadecimal^'hex 'octal='oct 'binary-'bln

SAY

END

WHEH option*'X' THEM DO

cha=x2c(answer)

dec*ic2d (answer I

bin»c2bIx2c(answer]I

oct-b2olc2b(x2c (answer)))

SAY 'hex number='answer 'and is equivalent to:'

SAY

SAY 'characterscha 'decimals'dec 'octal = 'oct 'binary='bin

SAY

END

WHEN Option«'Bp THEM DO

cha=b2c(anBwar)

hex=c2x(b2c(answer))

dec=c2d(b2c(answer])

oct=b2otanswer)

SAY 'binary numbers'answer 'and is equivalent to:'

SAY

SAY 'characters'cha 'decimals'dec 'hexadecimal^'hex 'octal='oct

SAY

END

WHEN option='O' THEN DO

bin=o2b{answer)

cha=b2c(o2b<answer))

hex=c2x(b2c(c2b(answer))]

dec=c2d(b2c(o2b(annwer))]

SAY 'octal number:'answer 'and is equivalent to:'

SAY

SAY 'character-'cha 'decimals'dec 'hexadeciial= 'hex 'bir.ary= 'bin

SAY

END

OTHERWISE DO /■ characters */

dec=c2d(anBwer)

bin=c2b(anawer)

oct=b2o(c2b(answer))

SAY 'character string:'answer 'and is equivalent to:'

SAY

SAY 'decimal='dec 'hexadecimal='hex 'octal='oct 'binary='bin

SAY

END

END

/■ check for valid occal number */

octal: PROCEDURE

PARSE ARG octmm

DO WHILE octnura-=''

PARSE VAR octnum 1 first 2 octnun

IF first>7 THEN RETURN 0

END

RETURN 1

/' convert octal number to binary *l

O2b: PROCEDURE

PiiRSE ARG octnum

X=l

DO WHILE octnum-'''

PARSE VAR octnum 1 nun.k 2 octnum

k»k+l

END

k=k-l

n=k-l

DO i=l TO k

aum= (num. i) ■ IS"n] tsum

n=n-l

END

binnum=c2b (d2c I suit) )

RETURN binnum

/■ convert binary to octal */

b2o; PROCEDURE

(continued on page 53)
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Aladdin4D3.0

a by R. Shamms Mortier

Aladdin 4D 3.0 has arrived. More than the expected upgrade to the previous versions, this

package sports some new tools never before available to Amiga artists and animators. In

comparison to the original version, which added revolutionary features like multi-texturable

gas objects as well as animatable waves and an intuitive camera-target system, the new 3.0

version adds another level of newer tools as well as adjustments and upgrades to the inter

face itself. The biggest news? Aladdin 4D is now modular, meaning that new tools can be

added as they are developed and literally plugged into the interface. Some of these modular

tools are already being developed for distribution on Adspec's Aladdin's Lamp newsletter

disk. To promote the development of customized tools, a programmer's development kit

will be available to owners of the program at no extra cost.

A brand new manual accompanies the software, rewritten and

illustrated in many cases from the ground up. Speed increases in

the rendering routines, especially those that incorporate shadow

generation, range from 10 to 30 percent over previous versions.

Aladdin 4D 3.0 is now hardware key-protected through the joyport.

Render farm users can purchase additional hardware keys by

contacting Adspec. Instead of describing all of the 3.0 features,

allow me to touch upon those thai represent unique new attributes.

If it is mentioned that a tool is external, that means it is a separate

modular program outside of Aladdin 4D itself. Aladdin 4D is now

in a position to add unlimited new tools through this external

modular concept.

New Internal Tools:

Splines

New to A4D 3.0 is the capability to

design polygonal shapes using B-Splines.

With splines, your 3-D creations can be

much smoother, leading to the sculpting of

more organic 3-D shapes. The actual

rendering is still accomplished by targeting

polygonal surfaces, and for that, A4D has a

special SPOTOPOL tool. A new freehand

spline gadget as well as a companion

freehand poly gadget appears on the A4D

main editor screen. The SPOTOPOL tool

brings up a requester that allows you to

determine the resolution of the polygon the

spline will be converted into and the angle.

If the tool is used to refit a spline to a poly,

there are tolerances that can be set that

address the "fit" of the result. As a visual

reference that allows you to see the results of

some different settings, the manual contains

a number of specific poly/spline examples.

Figure 1. A sphere was created and

mapped with a texture list containing

two procedural bump textures. Two

concentric gasses were then added,

partially obstructed by the moon.

A4D has had the capacity since its first version to input

splined (vector) drawings created with other Amiga software

(ProDraw, PwVcctor and Art Expression), as well as PostScript files

saved from other packages. All of this is still possible, but now in

addition you can create those smooth shapes right in A4D,

transform them into a smooth polygonal surface, and then create

extruded or swept (lathed) 3-D shapes. This gives you the possibil

ity of importing EPS fonts/ draw ing outlines and converting the

vectored shapes to smooth polygonal shapes with far fewer points

than the original imported vector (splined) shape. You could also

use the spline controls to radically (or subtly) alter the imported

shapes, all within A4D 3.0.

Grid Snaps

Grid snapping, overlooked in previous A4D versions, allows

you much finer control of lining up edges of polys as they are either
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CUSTOMER SERVICE iai2> 962-053!

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS
10 a.m. ■ 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday

Orders Only USA & Canada

1-800-258-0533

INTERNATIONAL

ORDER LINE

412-962-0567

FAX ORDERS:

1-412-962-0279

Am***

Call for latest products

and prices!

^iPrimera
Printer

MORE EFFICIENT
«?' r.s i; :i tzj imss faster man fj

• SejiBresro Crying time, uniSffiii* jet

Blrtfnates winkling ami 'meiring.

• Easy to use witti only two buttons-

On/Off and On line.

SEE THE RESULTS FOR YOURSELF

SAMPLE print- (5 (refunded on purcnasei
send your Picture on an Amiga Disk i we will

return to you a onrit ofyour picture.

SEND TO: PHI HERA OFFER- CO Compute'
Basics inc. 1499 N. Hermitage Rd..
Hermitage. PA 16W6

#:

NEC MultiSpin 38 \tl00. $389

NEC Thplespeed 3XP $499

texel 3028 internal $399
• All units are Amiga ready ■ SCSI Interface required

• includes asim CD software •

CO SOFTWARE SELECTION:

GRAPHICS BESOURCE

CONWSiUOltTCCUICTiON

MEUOIC AH SPACE RIGHT

UiTIM«TE WOD COLJCTION

S19

$19

,S51

S19

$22

S19

COLOR MACK

MEGA MEDIA
■OX-IlMO i*S Mop t 'iM

MULTIMEDIA

SUPER SPACE
■TO BGJtl M i-0 "-tra i;*

GUTJNEEHC, PROJECT

$19

xE29
$29

$35

$19

$29

CALICARI BROADCAST
Uo to 3(500 x BOM pixel resolution.

Direct support fo- single frame
controllers. JO Studio ana Wavefront

file compatible. Anlmataote.
Deformations. IFF 21 output, and

mucf] more.

CALIGARI24
Modeler, renderer, ana animator

employing virtual reality technology. Full
object coiling functions Including point

edit, real-time feerjQack using a virtual
reality Inter-face, fast rendering of

pnotoreaustic Images, aga, iff support
for tenures and output.

FASTLANE

Up to 256Mb RAM

IMOUSE - BUTTONS!

Red ■ Slack Blue -stack
Black - Black LADY BUG '
RED-WHITE- BLUE

• Ergonomlc anfl Artistic Design

• Well-structured ball cavity
design, giving smootn rolling

1 precise control

• Stream-lined Buttons give

more comforacie Hicks

XLDRiVE- HIGH DENSITY
High Density External Drive for

any Amiga • Formats 1.76MB witn
standard HP Disks • compatible

^m^~- -fa for PC Disks
,-„.■■■ • Requires

a Worfc Bench

A 2.1 or above

\AW.i Su '
MAIN BOARD

J2Q Bit Graphic Card

Video

Processor

Plug tws card into tfie Mam Board ana
sO3 3 ■.veaitn of saflltlonsl features: a

2d-Bit framegraDMr. genkxicer

cui'on'zaD'e Distal Video SgtSg
EHttS 3n3mucnmote. EJJeJHS

Video Suite <§(
Ai9°lncfi ra'k'iiojntaoifi Sr
vdeo/audio mlilng switcnlnganc

transcoding wvice wnffl corneas

3 r«cv to tM video Processor

Three scanners in one! Scan color, true grayscale

and monochrome line art. Perfect for video,
multimedia, desktop publishing and more.

■ a Scan MM«: 262,W colors. aW6 Colors;
M true oraticjlei monocnrome ten!

■ SO-©] 031 iMied on mn motif 5[ltcif3'

■ Ceicrii.r islraiie ■ ou« iccuraie sc

: i.e IFF. >-sv ■ -".124 Bit IFF

MONOCHROME

HAND SCANNER
with

* Touch-Up v3.
(ACA compatible)

" OCR Jr. text reader

PROFESSIONAL PACE 4.0
Automatic Genie hinzz'fii incm:* ires: rcurne C53= lavcutand DTP
tasks Page Cenles automatically create custom page layouts Function

cenies provide new ease of use ana user customization of program New
feature! Include: undo Dutton. irregular te« wrap, enhanced colcr

separation ana under color removal algorithms, auto-tlling for output of

PROFESSIONAL DRAW 3.0 a"*e"*^
An obiect-oriented colorgraphic design and illustration tool now has

dynamic not link to Pro Page 3.D. and more than 30 automatic function and

tool Genies lor fas:, effortless creation of prolesstonal ouaIitv artwork
Over 275 we™ ccmmsrias tiam user is edit cr createGerfet Ten and

both for a low

price of...

W/2MB

PROFESSIONAL CALC II
Professional Business spreadsheet i

graprrics package. Over 12S statistical.

trigonometric, financial I user definable
functions. Graphic interface.

VIDEO DIRECTOR
Complete system for quicU easy

ec-iting of video-tape, includes

software, universal remote, ana serial

port interface For VCP. or camcorder

MBit Frame Buffer and workDencn

Emulation Analog PCS outDUt. 830x600

full 2HBit 16 7 million color disoiay

Non-Interlaced Full workbench Emulation with resolution such as 1O2«<768

or 128OHO24 In 16 colors or even more! up to 2400x1200! Paint program

comes witn Retina, me Retina can still be used to display MBit graphics whie

emulating Workbench. Requires the 2 0 or greater operating system

Retina Video Encoder

S-VHStComposite Out....$12fl
1034 adsptfr S24

Internal for the A2000.

3000. AND aOOO.

2& Bit Rearrime video

Digitizer AGA Support

Digitizes Full Frame

in 1/30 of a second

TOCCATA
me Toccatta Is a full 16Blt audio digitizer with
J stereo inputs, digitize at up to 43 Hz in iceii
and SBit dirBCt to harOdisl. PlayOacK from

HardDlsk up to 16 channels in i6Bit. 63 times
Ouerstamping. 16 same ling rates. Freq.

Response 1D Hz to 20 kh; Simultaneous

piayoacv from HarflDnve

ReguIrK An Department Professional

or MorohPtus t ABeu -SnvgaDoS 2.W or higlwr

Mutilizer for ADPro n l composiling/layerlng

interface for udeo piafessionals! artists using
ASDG's ADPro program as a compKiting engine.

improves ADPro s impressive array of com
positing function;. Control up to 100 Layers.

SPARKS™
s:sns,irti Particle and Be

Xinematic animation System for
llghtWaveBD J.D

■

FINAL
COPY II

For Won duality
ennt-outs of cerssn.n

and business
documents comDmes tradlilonaI won)

processing features with state of-me-art
ormling technology includes Jl outline
nnefaces a 1 s million wo'O speller, a

i^=^ 141 mo synonym thesaurus

S"WjF« witn definitions gracd'CS
# ga supportimore.

TV PAINT 2.0
I True state of the art in

MONTAGE
I MONTAGE fO" 2.0 iO

i Toaster MM! The

first nigh end titling

application to

dlrectlvsworttte ^-^S^d m
i.more.Aiso L ■»,"

m Manioulaiion Draw

■ Tools. Ed ting Tools.
Jy EmDoss Sharper

S „, if,!1 fJt

PROWRITE3.3 BARS_&JIPES PRO 2
W3-C srecesser ms _ ^mmr**T*m morovMnotai

print prwiew K
automatic ten flow ■

around graphics. m
vertical rulers. I

das Hotiinks support

so you can Interthange your

documents witn otner

apciicationsfo-integra:ea

wcra process ng and DTP
Amiga DOS 2.0comwtiWe

■ rut jidL^ui uicwi

Amiga ;a bit paint

packages Tnemany

features of TV Paint 2 0

Include image
Manioulaiion Drawing A powerful and Intul

Tools Ed ting Tools

.....JCtl

apnic moaes- 2i-bit

256 color, anB a tit HAH 1mb RAH mill.

more rKOmmenoeo Support; g-apvc
modes of the A1200 anaAiCCO

ONES
MUSIC
SHOP
16-Bit :i voice.

Fully digital
stereo audio auB

5cundflieffOM.E-MuGi5
proprietary D5P. 30 hz to

201M freouenq response.

2 stereo outputs at =aaBM
intoeooonms integrated

MIDI interface

t notation

display I editing

revised icon/feel

groove auantize. drum

napping, sequence

trigger Toaster

:crural, much more.

Power Tools Kit

Performance Tools Kit SS4

Create accompa

niments, sound

tracks, styles 1

grooves quickly I

easily. Stereo
TurBoSounas!

octave cnorOs.

visual volume s

turn

Get PageStream 2.2 now, and

receive version 3.0 free when
It's released! PageStream is

Amiga World's Experts' Choice
and Amazing Amiga's Users'

Choice. PageStream 3.0 can

even load ProPage documents

and it's aga compatible!

ART EXPRESSION

Create bitmap

and outline fonts

for all your

programs!
convert and edit!

Full-feature0 omlins

Illustration Diogr.irr

Create comoiei, artistic Illussrotions.

scale. Dime 1 objects togetner or color
ana line Style; GroupVUngrauoS,

IMlts/unlrcM. flics ana aligns obiecti.

Rotares oCieas. Sucporc AnoBe Tvoe i
outline fonts.



I inlDrmatlan • Servica Tips
i- ant) much nun!

TEST
9-g weekdays

Orders Only USA t Canada
10-8 Saturday

1-800-258-0533 12B

THIS EXCLUSIVE A1200 PACKAGE IS
ANOTHER GREAT AMtCAMAN VALUE ...
Package includes an Amiga 1200 computer
w/nowersupplv. mouse ana TV adapter plus these gre.it
software titles: PlnbaB Dreams arcade plnball simulation.
Trolls AGA. and Oukk write word processor.

CALL
FOR CURRENT PRICE? ^iUfi

TBIy

High speed
68030

Accelerator
W/32 Bit RAM Board up to 128 MB RAM. Math chip

option, includes Realtime Clock

50MHZ 68030w/MMU flOMHZ 68EC030

40/0/0 £

j;! 40/33/0

50/0/0

50/50/0$

MBX 12OOZ
MATH CHIP 32-BIT WIDE RAM And REAL TIME
CLOCK FOR THE NEW AMIGA 1200
FPU 32-Bit Memory,w/Clock Calendar & Bat for the 1200

14MHz 68881 25MHz 68882 50MHZ 68882

|J MicroBoticsJnc

FASTEST MODEM ON THE AMIGA
Two models Amiga internal and RS-2J2 Erterrtal «vitfi metal case and nower
internal Modem 19 worts in A3K0 AiKO ana MQCO Frees user from

□epenoence on We native Amiga serial port
External Modem 19 works with any serial oort ccmouter.

DATAFLYEH

EXTERNAL

IDE CASE

init.iii vour Favorite

IDE J.5 HARD DRIVE

includes AH uwet and c

Single Bay open or closed front sgg

Upright Case for single J 5HD i i rjg

Dual Bay for Ihatf height HD's siog

Four Bay own front

}ur Number One Source
:or the World's First 32
JIT Graphic Multi Media
and Entertainment

Console!

1320 AIRBUS

AUEN5 3

ALIEN BREED I

ALfREDCHCKEN

ARAOANNCHTS

ASMSa IHEEMPH

..JAS1N SPECIAL EDmON

AIHAINH.CONST.SET

AVBB HARRIER ASSAULT
B-17 Flung Fokt»ess

BABT VS THE WOBLD

BATTLE ISLE 93

BEAST LORD

BIRDS Of PREY

BLADE OF DESTINf

BLASTAR

BUM

\ZJ

2 MB RAM

14 mhz 68EC020 Processor

Dual Speed CD ROM Drive
11 Button Handheld Contoller
with Connections for Optional Mouse,
Joystick and Keyboard

video out to TV or Monitor

now available: MPEG Module for movies

Call for pricing

Now In Stock!
ARABIAN KNIGHTS

TROLLS

□'GENERATION

DEEP CORE

MEAN ARENAS

NIGEL MAN5EL

ROBCOD:JAMES POND

WHALES VOYAGE

ZOOL
LIBERATION

CA5TLE5 II

OSCAR
FIREFORCt

$25

S39

S39

S39
n;>

$39

J39

S39
$44

S39

$39
$39

$39

January Releases
ALFRED CHICKEN

CHDAS ENGINE

DANGEROUS STREETS

DIGGERS
BEACH OUT FOR THE GOLD

SURF NINJAS

TFX

TV SP0BT5 DUO
WINTER SUPER! SPORTS

JURASSIC PARK

LEGACY OF SOfl ASIL

LOTUS TRILOGY

LABYRfNTHOF TIME

S39

539

139

S39

S39

*39

139
$19

139
$39

$39
S39

CAU.

SCALA MM 210 MUSIC-X2.0 CEARWORKS
Gur Worts'" is Ifie mosi unn__.

name to hit ihe maiket n ytars. in Gur

worts'", you will conne:i various gears
together in orflei to transloim T^flve

Wonflers of the Ancient and Modern World
into lime pieces You build the inner

mechanisms 0/ linking tcgethei gears vrfiiha

racing against Tims and !irjMtng Irenon.

Watch out for ttie Porfns. two gremlin-like

creatures, that will frustrate your progress.

T CUIDTC ALL SHIRTS AHE 50' =
I'jnlKI J COTTON, 50=3 POLYESTER

AMIGA
POLO SHIRT
White Sports Shirt

fo* Casual weak

Bouhosg Ball asd

Shark logo. Siiesj

M. XL

AMIGA

MOUSE MAT

AMIGA

JACKET tea
Americas Mice 9B
HtAiinEIJHT NYLON

Best Quality Ljsed

Wisteb Sports Jacket,
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Top: Figure 2. This figure's construction was a bit more

involved. Ttiled "Clock Works," it was designed by

Greg Gorby.

Above: Figure 3. New attributes and requesters accent

the A4D interface.

constructed or reworked. The A4D Grid Snap tool opens a Grid

Defaults window. The size of the grid can he adjusted on any and

all axes, and the grid can be aligned with any selected point. If grid

snap is on when you move an object, it will snap to the next grid

point position.

New and Upgraded External Tools

Just to remind you, the use of the term external tool indicates a

tool that is actually based in a program outside of A4D, and opens

the way for the creation and distribution of an unlimited number of

new tools in the near and far future. Aladdin thus joins the

traditions set by ProPage with its Genies and Li$litW<u<i'3D with its

macros. Some of these external tools have been moved from their

previous placement within A4D, and they are represented by a

Named Tool List under the A4D icons. Added to all of the external

tools is a togglable help screen that describes in great detail what a

tool does and how it does it.

Scale (upgraded in 3.0)

New attributes to Scale include being able to select either the

poly center or the Attach Point as the place from which resizing

operates. Previously, selected polys or objects were resized from

their centers alone, making certain delicate resizing operations {and

especially alignment) somewhat difficult. There is also a new Scale

Deforms toggle that allows the automatic resizing of animation

deformations to occur along with the resizing.

Conforms

Conforms allows you to deform any selected polys to a

predrawn splined shape. When activated with the RMB, a Conform

Default window opens up. In it are several parameters to set,

including scaling and power functions, scaling from a center or an

Attach Point, far or near scaling, and a radial setting. The real magic

takes place, however, when you access this tool with the LMB,

which makes its operation interactive. By moving the LMB while

holding it down, you can see the selected shape conforming itself to

the splined shape. Letting up on the LMB creates the new shape.

What are some of its uses? With a little practice, you could deform a

sphere into a shape that could be used as the basic structure for a

sculpted 3-D head, a teardrop, or another organic element. Your

experiments are aided by the fact that you can see all of this

happening in front of your eyes. A series of drawings showing the

results of using this tool with various settings is included in the

manual, making the learning curve much gentler.

Interactive Rotation of the View

This represents an upgrading of the View Rotation option. In

addition to being able to use the number pad keys to rotate the

view screen around a selected axis, an interactive option that places

a bounding box around objects on the screen now allows you to

rotate the view interactively {a comparative function to a similar

attribute in LightWave and CtiHgari, sometimes referred to as

Virtual Reality rotation). First you click on the ChaView (change

view) tool in the external tools listing. All polys are then boxed

according io their group number. Holding down the mouse button

will move the view on any axis, adding the shift key will zoom in or

out, or adding the alternate key (Alt) alone will move the view from

side to side or up and down. Added to all of this is a new togglable

perspective grid akin to that in Caligari and LightWave that gives

you a reference for movements of objects.

DPaint

DPalnt has been included to demonstrate how easy it is to add

external tools that will activate other programs from within A4D

for multitasking operations. You can do a listing of this tool in a text

editor to observe that it is a simple CL1 command. You could just as

easily design a similar tool called "ADPro," "ArtExpression," or

another named program to turn it on, as long as your memory is up

to par for multitasking with it. Even at a fairly basic level, users can

begin designing external modules that A4D can incorporate.

Point Control

The Point Control menu supplements the Point-Add/Point-

Delete icons allowing much finer control over the addition and

deletion of points in a polygonal shape. It works on either all polys

selected or one poly at a time. You can add points between two

selected points in either a forward or reverse direction. If points are

to be deleted, then you can select the minimum angle, in degrees,

that determines a boundary for deletion operations. Any number of

points can be automatically added.

Primitives

Primitive library lovers, wait till you see this! Other Amiga 3-

D/4-D software offers you the opportunity to tap into a primitive

library to add pre-structured primitive objects, but the primitives

are very limited in quantity and scope. A4D 3.0 gives you two

separate Primitive generation menus. The first is called Platonic

Primitives. The initial release of the program offers only four

platonic solids—Icosahedron, Dodecahedron, Octahedron, and

Tetrahedron. As this tool is upgraded through new modular

releases, other Platonic solids will be added. You can vary any or all

of the XYZ size defaults.

The second Primitive nu-nu involves the creation of Quadratic

Primitives and includes additional parameters that can be altered.
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Sidebar:

Interview with Greg Gorby

It's always interesting to look into the mind of Amiga

developers, to see what makes them tick and to discover the

sources of their creative energy. With that in mind. 1 visited Greg

Gorby (Aladdin 4D's creator) at his home in Salem, Ohio in

October of 1993.

Mortier: What is your background os an Amiga programmer...how

and where did you learn your craft?

Gorby: It must have been in '83 or '84 that I decided to learn to

program. I bought the books and an early compiler for the Amiga

1000 and learned. There was. literally, no one in the area who

knew anything about C or assembler, so books were my only

companion for a year or two. There were times when I hung my

head and told my wife, Beverly, that I must be mentally deficient, I

"would never get this." Well, with a lot of persistence. I finally

became an (arguably) efficient programmer, I first wrote a few

games (marketed by another developer). These taught me to use

the hardware as efficiently as possible. They were about one

thing. Speed. When I began writing productivity software, I

actually had to learn to slow down, to be completely friendly to

other tasks running at the same time. The latest version of Aladdin

AD is actually several tasks all running simultaneously.

Mortier: Aladdin 4D seems to be an artist's and animator's tool that

isn't wed to a specific look, meaning that each users work can be

very unique as compared to another's efforts. Can you comment

on this, and where does this adaptability originate?

Gorby: As an artist, when I saw a painting, I usually recognized It

by its style. I would say "That's a Dall," or "(that) must be a

Vermeer." When I began to write 3-D programs, I had noticed

that I was saying 'That is a Sculpt," or "(that) must be a Siiver."

Everyone doing work in a particular program seemed to lose their

individuality. The program was the creator, and the program's

user was. in general, unrecognized. 1 was determined to find out

why this unforgivable state of affairs existed. I tried the three most

widely-known 3-D programs of the time and found out in a hurry. I

found that the programs were written as a set of solutions to a

well-defined problem, phrased as an engineer's question. And as

with any such question, the solution was searched for and found.

This was then given to the user. When he drew in the program, it

was usually from a set of predetermined objects. Attributes, etc.,

were also limited to a given set, with even the variations available

very well defined. The net result was that the renderings per

formed had the flavor, or style, imposed on them by the originat
ing program, not the intent of the artist.

This has changed in many of the newest 3-D programs, at

least to some extent. When I now see a 3-D rendering, I am often

unable to tell what program generated it. It is becoming increas

ingly important who created it, instead of what program. This was

achieved in most part not only by giving the user an extended

number of options in object creation and attributes, but in the

very nature of how the original questions are phrased.

I am quite happy to say that we have come as far as

anyone in achieving this goal, perhaps even farther. Many of the

animations we have received, done by our users, have a very

unique look. We have shown tapes of these animations to

professional studios, and without fail, they think they are gener

ated on SGI machines, they just can't say on which renderer. They

often think it was done on a new version of one of them. When

we tell them it was done on the Amiga with Aladdin 4D, they

can't believe It. We tell them it doesn't matter. It is more important

to know who made it than with and on what.

Mortier: In terms of hardware, what, in your opinion, does the

Amiga need to remain in the running as a professional graphics

and animation platform?

Gorby: i see three main things thai would insure the Amiga's

future. First, and above all, advertising. After all. you can sei!

anything with the proper advertising, And the Amiga is still a jewel

of a machine. It still has the most efficient and up-to-date

operating system hardware combination available. Second, we

should update the hardware in two ways. Have 24-bit display as

standard, keeping the HAM modes for opcode 5 animation. Then

use the more efficient RISC processors in parallel configuration.

These goals are not only achievable, but exist on not only other

platforms, but even for available peripherals. Third, we must

rekindle the enthusiasm Amiga owners have always had and

which seems to be fading. Without this loyal dedicated enthusi

asm, the Amiga—with its poor advertising and support—would not

be in existence today.

Mortier: Aside from your software, what other Amiga packages

have motivated and influenced your development over the

years, and how?

Gorby: In general. I don't like software that is full of features when

none of them work extremely well. I would prefer to use separate

pieces of software, each with a specific purpose, each of which

perform very well. The first software that really impressed me on

the Amiga was the original DPaint. It was a very solid, fast,

responsive oiece of work, even if its display modes and feature set

were somewhat limited. The second software that really im

pressed me was the Amiga's operating system—especially its

multitasking kernal. We can be very proud to have such an

operational base to run our programs in.

Mortier: What are your favorite new features in A4D 3.0 and why?

Gorby: I love using the 3-D splines. With them it is so easy to draw

smooth, rounded forms. They also make generating smooth paths

for motion really simple. Along the same lines are the control

splines. With them, there is complete control of changes occuring

during the animations that is graphical and intuitive. And the new

wave types and instancing which the paths can do are quite

interesting. I have really only just begun to understand what the

instances can do. and have gotten some wonderful surprises. And

of course, my favorite of all is the new open-ended editor. With it

we can write new tools that are almost full applications in

themselves and they are fully interactive.

Mortier: Can you give us a few teasers concerning where A4D

might be going in terms of new tools or concepts?

Gorby: The new external tools show our direction, both present

and future. In 3.0, we have opened the editor to external tools,

written both by us, and by Individual owners as well as third

parties. In a future version, we will open the rendering side. This

means you will be able to choose from several rendering engines.

Perhaps a super fast, faceted renderer—the type we use now—

and a full raytraced renderer. Not only the ones we provide, but

others written by those companies that only want to write

rendering engines without doing a modeler. We may also allow

external texture tools to run so these can be written by third
parlies.

Included are all of the quadratics: Ellipsoid, Hypcrboloid of one

sheet, Hyperboloid of two sheets, Torus, Elliptic Cone, and an

Elliptic Hyperboloid. Various parameter settings have their results
copiously illustrated in the manual.

The New Path Extruder

Path extrusion is the extrusion of .in object along a path, and

A4D's Path Extrusion tool has some extensive new capabilities not
found in earlier versions. Used in combination with the spline

drawing tools, the Path I-xtrusion tool can create the most intricate

curved surfaces with ease. Creations could include railroad tracks

that follow curved surfaces. By multiple-selecting a number of

objects at a time, extruded polygons can be used to create multiple

curves targeted to a path that itself curves in all three dimensions.

Looped wires and cables, curving railings for stairways, twisted

hanging vines and related objects are now easy to generate by using

this exquisite new A4D tool. You can rotate and resize all elements
with C-Spiines {Control Splines).
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As told by AC Tech #3.4 and Amiga World Aug. '93...
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his new package represents the fourth major upgraded release
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AREXX port, PAL and ECS/AGA chip

set support...Free technical support.

This is the FAST one you've
read so much about!
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1.3,2.0,2.1 and 3.0

F-BASIC 5.0™System $99.95
Includes Compiler, Linker, Integrated

Editor Environment, User's Manual, & Sample

Programs Disk.

F-BASIC 5.0™+SLDB System
As above with Complete Source Level DeBugger.
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Available Only From: DELPHI NOETIC SYSTEMS. INC. (605) 348-0791
P.O. Box 7722 Raprt) City. SD 57709-7722

Send Check or Money Order or Write For Info. Call With Credit Card or C O.D.

Fax (605) 343-4728 Overseas Distributor Inquiries Welcome

New Items in the Editor Menu:

Lens Flares

These are listed simply .is Flares in the menu. NcwTek's

LensFlare option is no doubt going to be compared to A4D's like-

minded tool. But A4D's flares have some new expanded capacities

as compared to those of EightWave. LightWave's algorithmic tens

flares are capable of generating variable astcrized effects. In A4D,

flares are not algorithmic. To make them appear in a .scene, you

must first design their components in a paint program, or import

them from an included A4D library. What they add, however, is

infinite variability. A4D's lens flares take their look from bitmaps,

including any animated ones, targeted to them. They can also be

composited, leading to all sorts of interesting and bizarre effects.

You merely construct a picture or brush you like in a paint program

and then choose it as a lens flare. A4D's flare components con also

be grabbed from live video. One option is to save an A4D gaseous

structure as a painting, grab it as a flare-brush, and then paint

instant stars in your cosmic backdrop. Or even better, create

animated flares from an imported series of pictures. Because they

use bitmap lists (texture lists), they can take on all of the features of

the list: transparency, Strength, color levels, offset positions,

flipping, etc.

Mechanical Waves

Mechanical waves move the points on a polygonal object's

surface so you can create true rippling surfaces—ocean waves,

waving flags, etc. With the opening of a new Wave window, you

can appreciate the complexity of this tool. The selected polys

should be triangles, as the associated poly normals can be severely

displaced by this operation, known as "tripling" in LightWave. You

can animate the polygonal surface by displacing any axis along

another axis by set frequencies, phases, ranges, and angles. This is

not a tool you can begin to appreciate through verbal description. It

requires dedicated experimentation. After a session of experimental

play, you will want to document the results achieved to get a better

grasp of the possibilities. Here, A4D accomplishes a process with

ease; a process with which other packages struggle.

Instancing

Bound to become a tool that will be emulated in all of the

other serious Amiga 3-D/4-D packages, A4D's Instancing tool is

going to allow you to do things you never dreamed were possible

on an Amiga, as it was previously available only on very high-end

systems. What instancing does is to replicate selected polygons (2-D

or 3-D objects) along a path so that you can easily create animated

effects like snakes and other undulating elements that automati

cally follow each other at user-definable distances, spaced out in

grids or along a path. For example, make just one tin soldier and

wind up with a whole platoon. The grouped soldiers need not

march in unison either, but can move each to his own drummer.

The cloned instanced objects can be set to move according to

different lime parameters during an animation. By setting the angle

of rotation of instances, you can make perfect rotational clones

around a central point, like flower petals opening and closing. You

can use one polygon to create an entire multi-polygonal object in

this manner. Experimentation with it is very addictive, and I expect

it will add a whole list of new possibilities to things like logo

generation and animation.

Control Splines

A4D's C-Splines, like those in Caligari Bmtirfaizt and

LightWave, replace the ease-in/ease-out and delays that are used in

other programs including previous versions of Aladdin. Any

temporal aspect that can be used during an animation is now

controllable by C-5plines. C-Splines can be loaded and saved to

disk, and the program comes with a ready-to-incorporate listing of

several. C-Splines give you a visual indication of object accelera

tion/deceleration. You can finely tune the rate of change of an

object's temporal motion using C-Spline controls.

Conclusion

In this article, 1 have focused on the new attributes of Aladdin

4D. Those of you new to this software will want to be advised that

the features 1 have discussed represent only a fraction of its power

and variability. The new modular approach will expand its use far

beyond what it now contains. It remains a top choice among Amiga

3-D/4-D artists and animators. The upgrade cost for previous A4D

owners (2.0, 2.1, or 2.3) is only S99. Previous owners of the Dmw-4D

series should call Adspec for pricing details. You can also upgrade

from any other Amiga program for £219 (Sue Adspec for details).

•AC-

Aladdin 4D 3.0

Adspec Programming

P.O.Box 13

Salem, Ohio 44460

(216)337-1329

Inquiry #217

Please Write to:

Name Name

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722-2140

Amazing Computing



-ARexx continued from page 46

PARSE ARG binnum

k=l

DO WHILE binnun-^ ' '

PARSE VAR binnum 1 nun.It 2 binnuo

k-k*l

an

tlnnlnumi''

DO Uk TO 1 BY -1

sum-0

DO n-0 TO 2

IF DATATYPB{nun.i).CaAR THEM LEAVE

iubi Inum.i) • (2"n)-suo

1-1-1

END

finolsum=sumlIfinalsum

1-1 + 1

END

RETURN finnlHira

Listing Two

/• HexConvert.rexx v

OPTIONS RESULTS

PARSE ARC answer,option,x.y

SELECT

»HEN option='HEX' THEN option*'Xr

WHEN optlon='BIN' THEN option='E'

WHEN optlon='OCT' THEN options'0'

WHEN option*'DEC THEN option.'D'

OTHERWISE options'C

END

/* Nmaber & character tranBlator •/

IF option-'D' THEN DO

IF LENGrH(answer)>10 THEN DO

daLENGTH(answer)-10

RESULT.REQOESTIx,y,'String too lono by' d'.',,OK)

EXIT

END

IF -DATAT¥PE(anawer,'w' ; THEN DO

RESULT-REQUEST(x.y.'Invalid whole number.',,0K)

EXIT

END

END

IF option»'X' THEM DO

IF LHHCTH(answerI>a THEN DO

d-LENGTHIanswerl-B

REEULT=REQUEST[x,y,'String too lono by' d'.',,OKt

EXIT

EKD

IF -DATATYPE(acBwor,rx'1 THEN DO

RESULT-REQUEST(x.y, 'Invalid hex number.',,0K)

EXIT

END

END

IF option.'H' THEN DO

IP LENGTH(answer)>33 THEN DO

d-LENGTH<answer)-33

RESULT.KEQDESTIx,y.'Strins too lono by' d'.',,OR)

EXIT

END

IF -DATATYPElanawer,'binary'l THEN DO

RBSULT.REOUEST(x,y,'Invalid binary number.■,,OK)

EXIT

EMD

IF option='0' THEN DO

IF LEHGTHIanEwer)>ll THEM DO

d-LENSTH(answer)-11

RESULT-REQUEST!x.y, 'Strino too lono by <}■. r,,OK)

EXIT

END

IF -octal(answer) THEN DO

RESULT-REQUEST!x.y,'Invalid octal number.',,OKI

EXIT

END

END

IF option. 'C THEN IF LENGTH(answer)>* THEN DO

d-LENGTH(ansver)-4

RESULTcREODESTIx. y. 'String too long by' d'.',,0K)

EXIT

END

SELECT

WHEN option.'D' THEN DO

decstring.anaver

chastrico.d2c(answer)

hexstring-dJx(answer)

binstring.c2b(d2c(answer}}

octstring=b2o(c2b(d2c(anawerj))

END

WHEN option.'I' THEN DO

hexstring.answer

chastring«x2c(answer)

decHtring.x2d(answer)

binstrlng=c2blx2c(answer))

octfltring=b2o(cJbU2c(answer)))

END

WHEN option.'B' THEN DO

binatringcanswer

chaotringnb2c(answer)

hexstringnc2x(b2cI answer))

deeotring.c2i3(b2c(answer))

octatring=b2o(answer)

EKD

WHEN optlons'O* THEN DO

octatring.answer

binstring-o2b[answer]

chaBtrlng-b2c(o2b(answer))

UexBtring.c2x(b2c(o2bI answer))I

decstrina.c2d(b2clo2b(answer)))

END

OTHERWISE DO /• characters •/

chastring.answer

decstring.c2d(answer)

heitstring-cSx (answer)

binstrlno-cSb<answer)

octstring-b2o(c2b(answer))

END

END

/* remove gadgets before rewriting contents */

CALL REHOVEGADGET(HEXHOST,CHA>

CALL REHOVEGADGETIHEXHOST, HEX]

CALL REMOVEGADGETIHEXHOST, BIN)

CALL REK0VEGADGET{HEXH0ST,OCT)

CALL REHOVEGADGETIHEXHOST, DEC)

/" rewrite gadgets-output •/

CALLADDGADGET(HEXHOST,10,20,CHA,chastrinB,,

"Call HEXCONVERT.REXX ■ '\g" ,VJ, Vt,\y' -, 270.RIDGEBORDER)

CALL ADDGADGET(HEXHOET,10,50,HEX.hexBtring,,

-'Call HEXCONVERT.REXX ' •\g'■ ,*d,*xAy'",270, RIDGEBORDER)

CALLADDGADGETIHEXHOST, 10,B0,BIN,binatring,,

-'Call HEXCONVERT.REXX "\g" .VJ,\x,V ", 270,RIDGEBORDER)

CALLADDOADGETIHEXHOST, 10,110,OCT,oct»tring,,

-'Call HEXCON-/EHT.REXX ■ 'Vj" ,V),VlAy ",270, RIDGEBORDER I

CALL ADDGADGETfHEXHOST,10,140,DEC,decstring,,

"Call KEXCONVERT.REXX ■ '%g' ■ ,M,Suc,\y'", 270,RIDGE8ORDER)

/" check for valid octal number •/

octal: PROCEDURE

PARSE ARG octaum

DO WHILE octnam-.1■

PARSE VAR octnura 1 first 2 octnum

IP £irst>7 | -DATATYPE{first, ■«■) THEH RETURN 0

END
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/* convert octal number to binary */

02b: PROCEDURE

PARSE AHG octnum

k=l

DO WHILE octnum-=p'

parse var octnuns 1 num.* 2 octnun

k-fc+1

END

n=k-l

sum=0

DO i-1 TO >.

sun=(num.i)•(8*'n)*aira

n*n-l

END

binnum=c2b(d2c(sum))

RETURN binnum

/* convert binary to octal */

b2o: PROCEDURE

PARSE ARB binnum

fc-I

DO WHILE binnum-=''

PARSE VAR binnum 1 num.lt 2 binnum

k«k+l

END

finalsumi''

DO i-k TO 1 BY -1

sum=0

DO n=0 TO 2

IF □ATAT¥PE(num.i>=CHAR THEN LEAVE

aum=(num.l)-(2-*n)->Bum

i = i-l

END

finalsum=sual Ifinalsum

i = i-l

HND

RETURN finalHim

Listing Three

/• converter.rexx GUI for HEX.rexx •/

OPTIONS RESULTS

/* setup Loads library */

lib='rexxarplib.library'

/* intuition, windows, gadgets */

IF -SHOWf'L'. lib) THEN CALL ADDLIBUib, 0, -30, 0)

IF ~SHOW('L',Ubl THEN EXIT 20

Create our very own host application.

We should use the asynchronous "AREXX" port.

This window GETS its messages thru "HEXHOST".

This window SENDS its messages to "REXX".

The window opens on the "Workbench" screen.

ADDRESS AREXX '■ 'CALL CREATEHOST(HEXHQST, REXX) '■

/* wait for our new port to cone on line */

WAITFORPORT "HSXHOET"

/• Amiga Intuition parameters for the window and gads V

/• for gads •/

idccp="CL0SEWINDOW GADGETUP"

/• for window */

£lags="NOCAREREFRESH WINDOWCL03E WINDOTORAG",

" HINDOWDEPTH WINDOWSIZING SIZEBOTTOM ACTIVATE"

/• open the window with the parameters we want */

CALL OPENWINDOWfHEXHOST.O,11,4*0,210,idcmp,flags,,

"Character/Number Converter")

/" what to do if we click on the closewindow gad */

CALL MODIFYHOST (HEXHOST, CLOSEWINDOW, "' CALL QUIT! HEXHOST)'")

*■ Add the primary gadgets to the window.

I£ the gad is clicked, the last string is sent to "HEXX"

Here, they are calls to the other programs.

I* Character string input */

CftLLADDGADGET(HEXHOST,10,20,CHA,"",,

"'Call HEXCONVERT.REXX ■ ■%$■ ■ ,%l,%x,%

/• Convert character button */

CALL ADDGADGET(HEXHOST,290,20,CHA1," Character

"'Call READGADGET(HEXHOST,CHA)'")

,270, RIDGEBORDER)

' ". 27O,RIDGEEQRDER)

/* Hexadecimal number input "/

CALLADDGADGET(HEXHOST,10,50,HEX,

"'Call HEXCONVERT.REXX "%g" ,%d,9

I* Convert hexadecimal button */

CALLADDGADGETfHEXHOST.290.50.HEXl," Hexadecimal ",,

■"Call READGADGETIHEXHOST, HEX)")

/* Binary input ■/'

CALL ADDGADGETfHEXHOST,10,80,BIN,"" , ,

"'Call HEXCONVERT.REXX ' 'hg".%d,%x,%y'",270.RIDGEBORDER)

/• Convert binary button */

CALL ADDGADGETfHEXHOST,290,80,BINl," Binary

"'Call READGADGET(HEXHOST,BIN) '")

/• Octal input ■/

CALLADDGADG£T(HEXHOST,10,U0,OCT, "",,

"'Call HEXCONVERT.REXX ■'%g",hd,%x,%y■",270,RIDGEBORDER)

/■ Convert octal button */

CALL ADDGADGET(HEXHOST,290,110,OCT1," Octal "..

"'Call READGADGBTIHEXHOST.OCT) '")

/• Decimal input ■/

CALL ADDGADGET(HEXHOST, 10, HO, DEC,"", ,

"■Call HEXCONVERT.REXX ' ■'sg" ,Sd,HxAy■", 270, RIDGEBORDER)

/• Convert decimal button •/

CALL ADDGADGET(HEXHOST,290,140,DEC1," Decimal

"'Call READGADGETIHEXHOST.DEC)'")

UEe one or the other of the lines below for the CLEAR

gadget. Juat "comment out" the line you don't use.

The second alternative is commented out now.

Ths first way :o CLEAR is to send a null '' from the

CHA string gadget. This blanks all but the DECimal

gad, which is set to "0", because a null "■ is an

invalid number. The second alternative sends a "0"

froa the DECimal gadget, which loads all the numeric

gadgets with 3trings of 0's. Thia method of clearing

shows that eight O'b in binary = two 0'a in hex, three

0's in octal, one 0 in decimal. If you are comparing

single characters, this method of clearing will help

count the place holders for you.

/* CLEAP. gadget leaves all blank except DECIMALS V

CALL ADDGADGET(HEXHOST,290,170,CLR," CLEAR ", ,

•■Call HEXCONVERT ,CHA'")

/ • Alternate clear.. .uncomaient to use...

I* CLEAR gadget puts 0's in number gadgets. */

CALL ADDGADGEHHEXHOST,290,170,CLR," CLEAR

"•Call HEXCONVERT O.DEC'")

...remove Alternate line and this one to uncorsient 'i

/• Window Text V

call windowtext (hexhost, ,

■\\\U\UUU\\U\\(c) 1994 by Merrill Callaway')

2XIT 0

•AC-

Please Write to:

Merrill Callaway

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722-2140
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AC Interview

Jim Sachs
Amiga Artist and Game Developer

If there is one person who stands out as the premier artist for the

Commodore Amiga, it would be Jim Sachs. Mr. Sachs' artwork has

been seen on the Amiga since its earliest stages. However, Jim

began his career as an architectural major at Cal State LA and then

he studied Air Force ROTC at USC. He was an Air Force pilot,

flying Cl4Vs for six years, until the Air Force wanted to change his

posting, "They wanted to make me a flight instructor in Lubbock,

Texas. I wasn't about to do that so 1 got out of the Air Force. I

already had my house at Lake Arrow Head. About 4 years later i

got married.

I was just sort of casting around for some ideas as to what to

do for a career. I knew nothing about computer^, so I decided to

buy a Commodore 64 because the price was low and it looked like

a good way to enter the field.

After a month of typing in programs from magazines, I

discovered that I had a flair for computer programming. I decided

to do a little artwork on the 64, although it meant programming

the picture in hexi-decimal arithmetic since there was no such

thing as an art program at that time.

I created a backdrop of Washington IX and my wife

suggested that 1 make that into a game based on the old movie

Earth Vcrtus the Flying SUUCCTS, So I did. I put in flying saucers which

destroyed the buildings and your job was to destroy the saucers. 1 decided to

market that game directly from my house through mail order. It did

relatively well. It paid for the advertisements I had in most of the major

magazines. The game got good reviews but I didn't make any real money on

it because piracy was really rampant in those days.

With that game ami winning Commodore's first graphics competition, I

had enough of a name in the industry to get developer status on the Amiga

right away. I drew a few screens using Graphicraft, which was a very

primitive paint program (but light-years ahead of what I was used to). 1 took

these first few drawings to a Commodore show in San Francisco in February

of I486, and was immediately hired by Cinemaware and Aegis. 1 guess that's

pretty much the early story.

AC: When you went to Cinemaware, the first thing you worked on was

Defender of the Crown?

}S: Yes. About four years after 1 started with the 64,1 switched to the Amiga.

AC: How long did it take you to create Defender Of The Crown.

fS:Seven months at twenty hours a day average. There was a tremendous

amount of pressure from Cinemaware to get it done. They would call me in

the middle Of the night to make sure I was still working. At the end of the

project 1 needed to go to twenty-two hours a day and I cracked. 1 had a

nervous breakdown at that point.

Cinemaware hired one of my apprentices, Rob Landeros to do the last

screen in the project - Robin Hood by the campfire. After that, he became the

Art Director for Cinemaware.

I could not go into my computer room lor a month. I went through a

little psycho-therapy, and slowly started to come back. ! worked on the house

fora while and did some real manual labor. 1 got my bearings again. Hut, I

really didn't want any part of Cinemaware after that. 1 never did any other

projects for them.

I went to work for Aegis Development. I did some artwork and demos

using Aegis Animator and Aegis Images. Then I did the artwork for Ports; Of

Coll.

Ports Of Call was submitted to Aegis by a programming team in

Germany as a finished product. But the graphics were so bad that it could not

have been released it in that form. Of course, they were hoping that I would

take pity on them and redo al! the graphics. Which I did.

The game needed very little programming after that, because the

programmers had done the game in such a way that it called up IFF images.

As long as I resaved my artwork under the same names, their game would

run with my artwork instead of theirs. It was very easy to get that product on

the market. It was a big hit in Europe, and did relatively well over here loo,

but Aegis didn't push it as well over here. After Aegis went out of business

and The Disc Company took it over, it became a bundling deal, packaged

with Amiga 500s.

AC: Any other projects?

IS: 1 did another project for Aegis which I hesitate to name because it turned

out so badly. But it was written in BASIC and it was very slow. It was called

Arizolfs Tomb, 1 believe I saved the graphics on it, but nothing could have

saved the programming.

1 did a lot of magazine covers, book covers, and ads for Aegis. I did

.shchs

graphic;, for Commodore to use in advertising and demos for early Amigas.

Eventually 1 got disillusioned with Aegis and quit. Soon afterward, everyone

else did too and they went under.

At that point, I started Twenty Thouxaul Leagittv under the Sea with Disney.

However, 1 had some trouble with Disney at that time. The deal fell apart. With

each new management regime at Disney 1 would present the case to restart the

project. Only in the last few weeks has that been successful.

I did a lot of game development for the Mattel Powerglove on the Amiga,

even though it was pretending to be done on the Nintendo. I did television

advertisements for them where a kid is playing Nintendo games on a giant

"People felt computer art would replace

traditional artists. Not true, it just gave the

artist an extension of the tools available."

screen, but the images were actually coming from an Amiga. I helped design

the first couple of games that came out for the I'owerglove.

AC: The artwork was done on the Amiga?

fS: Yes. All of it.

AC: And they ported it over?

JS: They were able to port over two of my concepts to the Powergiove - the

two simplest ones. But the one that really sold the Powerglove to retailers

was a variation of Time Crystal, a demo I had done on the C64.1 did an anim

of that on the Amiga and that is what they used in all of their advertisements

to gel the investors. We knew at the outset it was going to be impossible on

the Nintendo, but it really got a lot of interest at CF.S (Consumer Electronic

Show). They paid well and I had a pretty good working relationship with

Novak, the head of that department at the time. He quit Mattel and went on

to form his own company doing SEGA games. Since then, I haven't had any

contact with Mattel.

I also did all the book covers for the series of books by AmigaWorlil. The

Ami^u VUion book, the cover for Rob Peck's book, and AmigaDos 2.1 also did

some covers for Commodore Magazine until they stopped publishing.

AC: After that you were still working with the Amiga.

IS: Yeah, 1 have never quit. I did some game artwork for Novalogic and

Electronic Arts.! worked on Centurion. Kellen Beck designed that. He was the

designer of Defender Of The Crown when he was at Cinemaware, then he

quit to form his own company with Will Vinton, the guy behind the

California Raisins, and he recently joined Trilobyte. He's a talented game

designer, and I expect to see some great work from him in the future.

1 also taught a lot of seminars where I would travel around the country

and give lectures. I did some for AmiEXPO, The I lunter Group, and some on

my own. My own seminars were entire weekend affairs where i charged

about S35 per person and I gave eight hours Saturday and eight hours

Sunday of Computer graphics, animation, music, and basically everything

that I was involved with.

Those went over very well until the Video Toaster came out and then

everyone only wanted to talk about the Toaster. 1 wasn't involved in that, so I

stopped doing the seminars.
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AC: Did you ever use the Toaster?

JS: No, 1 never have.

AC: Any desire to use the Toaster?

IS: I have never had a chance to get into .1-13 rendering, and have preferred

using 2-D paint programs to simulate a 3-D look. In the past I'd always used

Deluxe Paint, but now 1 am on very good terms with Digits! Creations and 1

have helped them somewhat with the development of Brilliance. Mainly 1 did

the package cover artwork that they are using in all of their advertisements.

AC: Was that a straight deal or a commission/royalty arrangement?

/S: Straight deal. They gave me equipment to do the job. They Rave me an

A4000 before the general public h.id their hands on one (one of the original

black front prototypes), a l%0 monitor, a Supra 1-WOO baud modem, and a

bunch of really nice state ol tin- art equipment so that I could do the project

and modem it back and forth to them. That took about 3 weeks to do the

original picture and then they kept wanting more and more fish added to it.

More fish, more fish. Over the next 3 months or so I kept adding more fish

and it finally got to a state where they were able to use it. I began that screen

about a year and half ago so that's a long project They've been really nice to

me and sponsored my attending the show in Toronto and I just kind of helped

them (Hit in the booth a bit. I'd like lo see them come out with .1 machine

which can do what the Toaster can do - even mure, really. They've been

working on something along those lines for several years now and I'm very

hopeful that it will finally come to market. They really put all their resources

into the Brilliance. I'm behind them and their program 100"".

AC: Some of the people you taught have gone on lo do other things. You

mentioned one gentleman who apprenticed for you who did the final screen

lor the Defender of the Crown.

]S: Yeah, he became the art director of Cinemaware when I left, Rob Landeros.

He was already an accomplished artist, a scrimshaw sculptor. When

Cinemaware went under, he went to Mastertronic which became Virgin

Games, then he quit to form his own company with Graeme Divine, called

Trilobyte. They developed The 7th Guest and The Eleventh Hour, A really

talented group. Steve Quinn was another apprentice of mine during my

Defender of the Crown days. I le went on lo become the art director of Park

Place Productions, which was a major development company until Sony stole

most of their employees to form their own game company.

The third fellow I 'discovered' was David Mosher, who is now an art

director at Interplay. He did graphics for Battle Chess and is working on the

Star Trek games.

AC: You've had a lot of impact on the Amiga. I mean your artwork is seen on

almost every demo the Amiga does for any new product.

IS: Yeah, Commodore usually hires me to do graphics or do the whole thing

for the demos. I did the whole A500 demo, [he original one that was given out

to ail the dealers. I did the CD™ demo, the one with the dinosaur and the jets.

Usually I work in conjunction with Silent Software, where they do most of the

programming and 1 do everything else. I did all the ROM graphics for CDTV -

the user interfaces, start up screen, the preferences, and the audio panel, and it

went over very well and made a big impact. Unfortunately the machine itself

didn't. I was hired to do it all over again for CD1-', but I'm very disappointed

with how that turned out because it was changed so drastically after 1 turned

it in.

AC: Did they give you any reason for changing it?

JS: No, they never really did. 1 can't really think of any excuse for changing it.

One of the programmers mentioned that it was hard to program into the

ROMs, but 1 still have a version which runs fine when booted from a floppy.

AC: You're a programmer as well as an artist?

]S: Yes, but I only deal in machine language. Almost everything these days is

written in C and I've never been able to learn C. 1 only speak machine

language. Defender of the Crown U is written in The Director. I didn't have time

to program it in machine language so I worked very closely with Keith Doyle

who (wrote The Director) and got him to make a tot of changes in his

program, and to give me sections of source code, so that I could make changes

too. I'm really sorry to see that The Director is not really being supported

anymore, it was a heck of a good environment for game development.

Jim Sachs has left his imprint on the

Amiga with art appearing on product

covers, magazines, and startup screens

such as CDTV and CD3!.

AC: I low long did it take you to reprogram Defender of the Crown II?

]S: It ended up taking about 2 years but most of that was because of changes

Commodore was making to the platform. The game had to be done in 5

different languages so it could be a worldwide release. Initially Commodore

hired translators to translate my text but a lot of that didn't turn out well at

all. So I had lo hire oilier people lo redo a lot of that. The Italian version and

German version were the only ones that I was able lo keep from Commodore.

1 had to redo the Spanish version and French version and 1 did all the English

version from scratch. The guy I hired to do the English version also spoke

French, but with an English accent. Some French people are not thrilled that

the narration had an Lnglish accent, but the game is set in England so they

just have to live with it, 1 guess.

Suddenly Commodore decided that CDTV would use the 2.0 operating

system, so 1 had to completely redo the game. The Director wouldn't run

under 2.0 initially so there were a lot of changes in The Director, in animation

speed and things like that. Of course, CDTV never made it to the market w ith

2.0 chip in it. I've probably got the only one with 2.1) chips. Instead, they

switched everything to CD1-". Now its a whole new ball game, so 1 had to redo

the game, optimizing for 681)20 microprocessor, more available memory and

several other things. Time after time CBM kept coming back with a whole

new groundwork for the platform that the game had to run on. Well, it's

finally on the market and I'm pleased with the way it turned out.

I cleaned up a lot of the screens and redid a lot of the artwork. There's

probably about 2 months of redo in the artwork and 3 months to write all

new music. There's 5000 lines of code for each language, 25,000 lines all

together. Then I had to convert all the title screens to other languages. I don't

really like doing conversions. It's not as enjoyable as original work.

AC: Speaking of original works, you're starting to work on 20,000 Leagues

under the Sea again?

}S: I'm 90% sure it will go through this lime. Marc Teran, the new head of

Disney software, seems to have some real vision. There are still many parts of

the deal which have to be ironed out, but the moot.) is very positive this time.

The game will really set precedents in many areas. Its a huge game.

There will be many different islands you can explore and they're all real

islands, the Seychelles, for example. Those islands have very distinctive rock

formations and you will be able to tell which island you're on by this. This

involves a tremendous amount of research, and il will be geographically

correct for circa 1868.

A C: Will you have to spend lime down in the islands?

JS: I wouldn't mind a couple of working vacations in Bermuda or Hawaii.

Most of it will come from books and magazines. I have been collecting

material for several years in anticipation of this project.

AC: 1 low long do you think this will take?

/S; We're shooting for the Summer of 1<W5 hut this may slip a little. Disney

seems very realistic about time. We'll need a good staff for this project, and

I'm really going to have to delegate and not try to do it all by myself.

AC: You basically work out of your home, will this project affect that.

}$: No, I have a very well equipped home office. Of course, there is a lot of

work which has to be done elsewhere. My friend (and sometimes partner),

Reichart Von Wolfscheild of Silent Software just bought a new facility

including a tremendous barn structure which is perfect for a simulated movie
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studio, and this is just like making .1 movie.

AC: I assume you use a lot of your architectural background in what you do

and you like to play with light. Do you start with a white background, black

background, or what.

JSi If I'm drawing characters or objects that .ire going to be put into a game, I

start with a neutral background. Most people tend to draw these objects on a

black background, but that usually gives a false sense of contrast. When the

object is placed into the real scene, it often looks very washed-out. So it it is

going to be in the ocean I set it on a blue-green background, or if in the sky,

light blue. Artists create a lot of problems by not putting enough contrast into

their art initially. They set middle values of color and no real bright whites or

dark blacks and things just don't show up. They try to compensate for this by-

going WAV too intense on the saturation (vividness) of colors. ! always tell

my students to use high contrast, but low saturation.

Anti-aliasing, which is smoothing the jagged edges so they're not

visible is also very important. Many people think the artwork in Defender of

the Crown is hi-res, but it's all anti-aliased lo-res.

AC: Any other tips.

IS: I like to lay things out directly on the computer, not on paper first. The

computer is a great br.iinstorming tool. You can cut and paste and erase

things at will.

In laying out a scene, light is the main thing. Picking the light source

and sticking with it is probably the major tip I could give a budding artist.

Too many don't understand where the light is coming from in a scene, i.e.

sun or a lamp, and where the shadows should fall. For instance, using clip

art, they'd clip out the Golden Gate Bridge and maybe put it into a picture of

tile Rhine River. Now, the image of the bridge has a light source coming from

one direction and the river scene has the light coming from another direction,

,M\ii it doesn't look realistic. If they would just flip the bridge over, the light

sources would match and it would look realistic. It's such a simple thing, but

can make an enormous difference. Keeping track of where the light should be

coming from - that would be my biggest tip tor novices.

AC: Why do some artists resist the computer?

IS: Some very accomplished artists have trouble making the transition, have

trouble with the mouse, have trouble visualizing an image as light instead of

dark. They view things as colors they've applied to a white paper instead of a

black canvas that you're painting on with points of light. People experienced

with photography seem to have an easier time making the transition. They

are used to thinking in terms of light.

AC: Your form of art lends itself very well to Brilliance.

IS: Absolutely, 1 find it very hard to go back to DeluxePaint. I'm very spoiled

with Brilliance and its unlimited undos. I'll immediately start in drawing

something without thinking, 'Should I be saving right now?1 In DeluxePaint

you only have one level of undo and I'm constantly being bitten by that now.

AC: You have a wide vision of what is going on in the marketplace, what do

you see in the direction of software?

}S: More games like the 7th Guest. Uill Gates called that one the future of

interactive multimedia, so it's getting a lot of notice. I'm going in that same

direction with 20,000 leagues, but with even more depth and realism. I want

you lo really feel as if your under water - you'll see it. hear it, feel it.

People seem to be worried about virtual reality, that you won't want to

leave your home pretty soon, that there won't be a life outside of computer

games. I have just the opposite view. These games open up new experiences

which make you thirsty lor more knowledge of that subject. People are

always afraid of new technology, but each slick, high-lech invention creates

even more demand for it's opposite - rough, cobby, handhewn. Do people

wear dirt-free Teflon jumpsuits? No, they wear the same thing they wore 150

Commodore has just

released Defender Of

The Crown II for CD".

Jim Sachs created new

scenes such as the

Finalle view (above)

and updated old

favorites like the

courtyard (right) with its

brilliant use of light and

shadow.

years ago, faded blue jeans.

People felt computer art would replace traditional artists. Not true, it

just gave the artist an extension of the tools available. Computers will never

replace reality, they will make you want to experience the fresh air or see a

real babbling brook that is not computer generated. Virtual Reality can be a

valuable tool in designing buildings, practicing surgery etc. But it will never

replace reality.

AC: So we'll be a lot more creative in the future.

jS: 1 think so. Computers open up this creativity to the common man. Soon,

you'll sit down with your $2,000 home computer and create something like

the movie Trim. Do all the music and graphics without hiring actors or

renting a studio, right in your own home, and open up all sorts of opportuni

ties for creativity to people who used to work at MacDonald's with no hope

of breaking into the entertainment field.

AC: With the multimedia explosion what does Commodore have to do to be

a part of that. Is CD1- the answer?

]S: Its an interim answer. But Commodore has to get people thinking about

CD'' and the name Commodore. They've got to get the word out, ADVER

TISE!

AC: Hut the hardware is there?

IS: The hardware is there. Its a good machine for the next 3 years. Its also a

good TV cable box. It can do MPEG decoding and it can do overlays of

graphics onto a signal. It can do anything Time Warner or Viacom would

want from a set top box. Even- existing box in the country is going to have to

be replaced in the next few years, and CD':'s price and capabilities are right.

AC; Geoff Stilley quotes that there could be 40 million installed by the end of

the year. That's how fast it could be. I asked him what this does to help the

Amiga market.

IS: Well it helps the market by having the name Commodore on every kid's

game machine. The parents think, 'If this little game box can do this, imagine

what the A4000 can do.' I know a lot of people in the industry don't like the

fact that it's a game machine, if it gets the name of Commodore on the lips of

kids, the parents notice. That's how Apple did it—all the kids see the

machines in school and go home and tell their parents to buy one. Apple

blitzed the educational market.

AC Isn't CD'-' whatever you put into it? I mean its a game machine, if that is

all you play on it, but if other software is created it could do other things.

IS: Oh yes, it's a powerful machine, and will be expandable with keyboards,

disk drives, etc. If enough units are sold, then I'm sure manufacturers will

come up with external versions of Retina boards, digitizers, networking

systems, etc. It would be nice if Commodore could come up with some seed

money to get both hardware and software projects started, and also really

advertise the machine, but I don't see any sign of (his yet. I think some drastic

changes in the company's philosophy are needed, and very quickly.

•AC-
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Desktop Publishing

With Special Papers and Supplies
by Dan Weiss

Looking back over the articles in this series, there is one area

that's been touched on many times but never really looked at in

depth, using specialty papers and supplies. This is an area that is

of great interest to fledgling and cost conscious publishers. By

using preprinted color papers, you are able to achieve stunning

results without incurring the cost associated with color printing.

Even for those with the budgets and inclinations for color print

ing, it is still impractical for short runs.

Paper Direct offers a

wide variety of

specialty papers for

desktop publishing.

Their sample kit

features material from

all of their paper lines.

Laser and ink-

jet compatible

labels are also

available and

come in a

variety of sizes

and styles.
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Over the past few years, a new market has developed for high

quality preprinted paper. Catalogs from Paper Direct, Queblo, and

Beaver Prints cross my desk on a regular basis touting new designs

and supplies. I notice that "seasoned" desktop publishers tend to

brush these off as amateurish, but they're not. More and more I

receive direct mail, invitations, and everyday letters on these

papers and they stand out as quality pieces.

Standing out is what publishing i.s about. If your piece is just

going to be ignored, then why print it? You and your customer

want results from your work. Using the special papers, and other

supplies, offered in these catalogs, can improve your image and

your customer's. This month we will look at some small projects

that work well with specialty papers.

Business cards that are remembered

The first project is the all important business card. Let's face it,

black type on a white card makes for the most boring, and

forgettable, business card imaginable. In this day and age, your

business card sells you. If it looks good, you look good. The

problem is that color printing of business cards is not cheap by any

means. Here is the first place that preprinted paper can come to

your rescue.

Paper Direct of Lyndhurst, NJ oilers 2.1 styles of husiness

cards, including the awful pure while version discussed above.

Each of the designs can be coordinated with other supplies Paper

Direct offers to create a complete company image. The business

cards come in sheets of ten (two across by five down) and are

micro-perforated to break apart without looking like they were

torn. A box of paper will yield 500 cards and cost twenty dollars.

Now that you know what paper you can offer, what services

can you offer? Fonts aw very important. You should create sample

sheets of all your fonts so that you can present them to the

customer. Make a point of the wide range of fonts you offer at no

extra charge. Try to get some logo clip art. Many business cards

feature standard logos for different types of businesses like

wrenches, hard hats, books, or computer disks. Most of this stuff is

pretty boring, but some customers like it.

If you own a scanner, even a hand scanner, or know a friend

that does, offer the service of including existing company logos on

the cards. Try to get as big a copy of the logo as possible to start. If

they only have a small version, use a photocopier to blow it up and

then trace it to make a clean crisp version. Take the clean version,

scan it at a low resolution, and print it small. Printing a 72 dpi scan

at 300 dpi will generate surprisingly good results. Don't try to scan

a large logo at 300 dpi and further reduce it. This just creates a big

scan and doesn't gain you anything. Adding custom logos is a good

way to earn an extra fee.

A special trick you can offer cheaply, is to customize the cards.

Normally every card in a run of five hundred must be the same. But

since you are printing the cards in sheets of ten, you could easily

run 10 different designs (one for each card). If the company is small

you could offer some of the cards witli different names. Don't offer

to make runs of less than 500 cards total as there is no room for

profit. However, combining runs in blocks of 50 cards to total 500

cards is no problem. Each card on the sheet could be completely

different for all you care.

Another trick is to give each card a different serial number.

Combine this with a small register (like you have in a check book)

that you print separately and the customer can record the name and

I notice that "seasoned" desktop publishers tend to brush these off

as amateurish, but they're not.

More and more I receive direct mail invitations, and everyday letters on

these papers, and they stand out as quality pieces,

This is not cost competitive with cheap one color printed

business cards. Prices for plain cards are around S18 - S20 for 500.

Remember you have to make some money on this or there is no

point in being in business. To make money you need to offer nicer

cards with more features. By using preprinted papers, adding logos

and clip art, and offering a wide range of designs and fonts, you

can charge higher prices. In the St. Louis area, high quality cards

can run as much as $60 -S70 for 500 cards which shows there is a

market.

To help out, I suggest ordering the sample paper kit from

Paper Direct. This kit contains a sample of every kind of paper that

they sell. Use this kit as your sales tool. When you visit a client,

show them samples of the paper that you will be using. After the

client selects a paper, you can have a box of it at your door the next

day. There is no need to keep anything in stock except for the

selector kit. If you have a bit of extra money, 1 suggest that you

order two kits. Keep the first for showing the paper plain. Use the

second set to create sample jobs that show the paper and your work

in action.

phone number of the prospect who received the card. The serial

number then becomes a customer number and your client

immediately sets up an extra link with the person receiving the

card.

A final trick is to turn the business cards into magnets. For SI 0

you can get a pack of 25 business card size magnets with adhesive

backings. While we in the computer business shy away from

magnets, they are a great way to keep your name in front of a

customer. Similar magnets from a company that will imprint (put

your name on) anything are only slightly more expensive, but

require 500 unit minimum order. You can get a box of the magnets

and give each customer a free magnetic version of their card. More

than likely they will be back wanting more of their cards turned

into magnets.

Give credit where credit is due

Everyday people do things that deserve honoring. They

graduate from training programs, meet goals, surpass previous

records, and put in years of service. Giving a certificate is the best

way to recognize these achievements. Queblo of Hagerstown, MD
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offers an impressive line of desktop publishing-ready certificates

and awards. To go along with the certificates they offer holders,

frames, and plaques for the certificates. With these, you can rum a

simple certificate into an award that truly stands out. As with the

business card paper, all of these supplies are available overnight if

your customer is in a hurry.

A trick to make a certificate more impressive is to emboss it

with the corporate seal. All corporations have a corporate seal.

Queblo sells strips of gold foil seals. Ask the client to use their

corporate seal to emboss as many seals as needed. Then apply them

to the certificates. It is important to emboss the seals first or you are

very limited as to where the seal can be placed because most

corporate stampers only reach about a half inch further than what

they are sealing. Paper Direct sells ribbons that can be placed under

the seal to give an even more exciting look to the document.

In a desktop publishing class 1 used to teach, 1 awarded each

student a personalized certificate of completion. To many this was

not only a good example of desktop publishing in action, but also a

special memento of the course. Even for small things like marking

the first year of an employee's service can be made special by an

award.

When laying out the certificate, be sure that you do not print

over any of the printing already on the certificate. Also be sure to

have the name of the person in the most prominent position with

the largest or nearly largest font on the page. The organization

giving the award and the reason for the award come next in order

of importance. From there shift down to a much smaller font for the

details. Remember who and why are the two most important things

on an award.

Something that is popular on certificates is to place the name

of the award on a gentle arc at the top of the document. This is easy

to do with Art Expression or Professional Draw. Under the arc you

can have the persons name or perhaps a piece of clip art associated

with the award. For a gaming tournament featuring railroad-

oriented games, I created awards on a parchment like paper. The

name of the tournament was on an arc along the top of the

certificate and a stylized picture of a diesel locomotive was featured

underneath. The awards really stood out at the tournament.

Get the picture and look professional

Most preprinted papers offer abstract or natural designs. This

is great for business cards and stationery, but lacks impact for some

direct mail brochures. Now Beaver Prints of Bellwood, PA offers

papers with full color professional photographs. It is amazing how

professional these papers can make your work look. Part of this is

due to the fact that the cost associated with using professional

photographs is very high. Beaver Prints has taken on these cost so

you don't have to. They are in the process of revamping and

improving their line right now so I could not get a photograph of

what they have, but 1 would recommend looking into what they

offer.

What would you use them for anyway? To focus in on what

your customer does. A photograph of a nurse taking a pulse

immediately grabs the attention of the reader and communicates

the message of professional medical care. A piece of black and

white clip art can not have this level of impact. Similar quality

images of people at work, real estate signs, and nature scenes are

also available. Don't use paper like this when all you are trying to

do is advertise a sidewalk sale (unless it is in a very exclusive

shopping center). Even though the costs for the papers with photos

is about the same as other papers, they will look out of place in

many environments.

Some good places to use them are for real estate companies,

professional services, seminars, professional societies, charities, and

special functions for limited audiences. Many of these projects

would not require the use of an entire box of paper, but be sure to

charge the customer for the full box. I suggest this for two reasons;

1) So you are not stuck with the cost of the paper and 2) Since the

paper presents a quality image, your customer will expect a higher

price.

Complete setups

Something new to the lines of nil the companies are complete

business stationary kits. In these kits are brochures, letterhead,

envelopes, business cards, mailing labels, post cards, and more all

with the same design. It is a good package to get a company off the

ground with a professional image. An example set from Paper

Direct has over 600 pieces and sells for $100. You can offer to

customize it and offer the complete set for S200. This makes a tidy

profit and is a steal when the customer sees all that they are getting.

Since the designs are part of the normal lines of paper you can get

extra supplies for the client when they need them.

Bringing it all home

Throughout the article 1 have focused on three companies,

here are their names, and how to get in touch with them :

Paper Direct

1-800-A-PAPERS

205 Chubb Ave.

Lyndhurst, NJ 07071

Inquiry #228

Queblo

1-800-523-9080

1000 Florida Ave.

Hagerstown, MD 21741

Inquiry #229

Beaver Prints

1-800-9BEAVER

Main Street

Bellwood, PA 16617

Inquiry #230

Call one or all of them and ask for free catalogs. These are the

power tools for desktop publishing in today's world. In the

meantime keep in touch through this magazine or via internet at

danw@slpc.com.

•AC-

Please Write to:

Dan Weiss

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722-2140
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Great Amiga 24-bit

Helpware
A closer look at Pegger & Magic Lantern

R. Shamms Mortier

EVEN GREAT AMIGA CREATIVITY SOFTWARE needs B friend now and then, and there are two

recent products that serve this purpose well. Each program addresses the Amiga's 24-bit malm

quite adequately in its own way.

Pegger: The Amiga Automatic Image Compressor

You would think by this stage in the game the JPEG image compression standard would be

automatically added to all of the top Amiga 24-bit software packages, but sadly this is not the case.

Just look at the software that knows nothing about JI'EG: Montage, DPainl, LightWave 3D, Brilliance,

Final Writer, PageSlretim—and the list goes on. Of course, many Amiga users are satisfied using (or

have become accustomed to using) ADPro, IniageFX, or imagcMastcr to translate saved files into the

JPEG format after they have been saved as a 24-bit file. Ail of these packages do this quite well, but

it is an extra chore and it causes extra writes to your hard disk, something many users do not

appreciate. Wouldn't it be nice to have a utility that automatically saved JPEGs every time you

saved a 24-bit file, and one that could read them back when you loaded the file again? Well, there

is a product that fits this description to a tee: Pegger from Hcifner communications.

Before 1 describe I'egger's operation, it is best to caution you a bit about the use of JPEG

compression. JPEG is a "lossy" compression method, meaning that it makes some accurate

guesses, but guesses nevertheless, concerning the pixels that make up your 24-bit graphic. JPEG

decides on what information in a picture is either redundant or unnecessary for the picture to be

perceived by the human eye, and then stores the "needed" info in a file. When it is read back, some

of the original information will be missing which is apparent if you look at the before and after

under a magnifying glass. At small JPEG compressions (settings of 80% to 100%) you will not be

able to distinguish the picture from its original, except that it will take up less room on your hard

drive (normally from 35% to 50% of the original 24-bit picture at the aforementioned compression

numbers). If you reenmpress the picture however, especially if you do this over and over again,

you will create a graphic closer and closer to a meaningless blob. The rule in using JPEG compres-

Workbench Screen

o PEGGER SNOOP - Director Setup

Ran Disk; flew

Delete

Use

Ran Disk;

Conpnession Bl Enabled |Q| This Dip Only [ ARexx [OFF

Pattern Match Bl Create Disk Space

[XXX2 j/J Renane Quality [196 3.6MB Free

JPEG Deconpression Bl Enabled \Q All Sub Dip ARexx OFF

Bl IFF 24

_| Pattern Match

I | Snooihins

Tenporapy Die

Backup Tenp Dip

Figure 1. The Pegger SNOOP screen.
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Slon routines is never recompress a JPEG graphic. If you keep this

in mind, you will use Pegger in a happy, healthy way.

Another rule that I personally follow, is to never compress an

image below the l(10"(. setting. This saves me disk space, and also

assures me that I will have the intact graphic as close to its original

form as possible on file. I have a suspicion of mechanical processes

thai effect my artwork, but at the 100% setting I get to have my cake

and compress it too.

The Pegger manual lists a selection of compression sizes as

compared to an original image of 8.1(1235 bytes. At the 100% setting

the image suffers no discernible loss and has file si/e reduced to

207,447 bytes. That amounts to over a 75% reduction. As a

comparison, a setting of 90% (which is a safe range for image

quality) gets you an image file only 9% of the original 24-bit data.

Pegger allows you to compress 24-bit, FrameStore, HAMS, and

DCTV images. Pegger requires an Amiga with WB 2.0 or later, a

hard drive, and at least 2MB of RAM. I tested Pegger on an A-2500,

an A-3000T and an A-4000 in all of these formats, and upon

reinvestigation of the images (at the 100% setting) could discern no

difference in quality. There are known problems with Pegger when

it comes to the DPS Personal Animation Recorder, DPainl loaded-ill

24-bit files, and Totisttrpaml RGB's.

How it Works

Even" time you boot Pegger, a neat little animated introduc

tion pops up three separate icons on your screen: CJPEG, DJPEG,

and SNOOP. "C" is the compressor , "D" the decompressor, and

SNOOP remains active allowing both compression and decompres

sion when your software loads/saves the necessary images. CJPEG

and DJPEG are used to compress/decompress files already stored,

while SNOOP (the module you'll probably use the most) remains

active to sniff out files as they are being loaded /saved from your

other software, as long as you indicate the directory path that

Pegger "watches". (See Figure 1 for a look at the Pegger SNOOP

interface).

Four Pegger Experiments:

1. I created a 24-bit image with OpalVislon (274,864 bytes).

This was compressed to JPEG from OpalVision (84,181 bytes). Then

it was compressed with Pegger (78,840 bytes). Both JPEGs were

identical in quality, but the Pegger file was over 6000 bytes smaller.

2. This was a complex test. I started my ENLAN-DFS system

and LAN'd two Amigas together. I dumped a Toaster Framestore

copy (609,554 bytes) in the RAM of the second Amiga. Then I

changed it to a 24-bit IFF and compressed it (305,268 bytes at 100%)

using ADPro to the RAM of Amiga #1. From there I used the Peg

ger SNOOP routine to decompress it and read it into Final Writer.

A flag came up telling me the file was decompressing, but the file

refused to load in Final Writer. Undaunted, I tried the same

procedure by translating the FrameStore to a HAM8 first. This

worked great! There I was with a Toaster FramcStorc sitting on my

Final Writer screen. Then I realized that 1 had not told Pegger to

decompress the image as an IFF24 in the first place, and tried the

first experiment again, with a positive result! {See Figure 2).

3. In this third use of Pegger, I first loaded a NASA pic into

Brilliance on Amiga #2, and saved it to the RAM of Amiga #1 with

SNOOP compress/decompress active . 1 loaded the JPEG com

pressed file to Montage on a second system, decompressing it as it

loaded. Everything worked as expected.

4. This one was the most impressive for standard Pegger use. I

dumped a 24-bit OpalVision JPEGd image into RAM. Then I used

the SNOOP function to turn on JPEG decompression. I then went to

DPainl (Id color Hi-res on a non-AGA machine) and read in the

JPEG image. After allowing Dl'aint to dither it fully, there it was in

full glory on my Dl'aint 16 color screen. Now Dl'aint users can use

JPEG image files! (See Figure 3).

The Pegger manual is absolutely superior in both comprehen

siveness and clarity, detailing all of the Pegger attributes and the

use of its ARexx port. Pegger also facilitates Batch processing JPEG

images. This software addresses a much needed function on the

Amiga, that of translating JPEGs back and forth. Until the time

when all of the major graphics productivity packages do this on

their own, Pegger will be able to fill a needed niche. Who knows.

This may be the parent package of a later edition: MPegger.

Magic Lantern: Real time 24-bit animation playback

Simply put. Magic Lantern is a retargetable graphics animation

editor. Now allow me to explain my terms, starting with

"retargetable". This term is becoming a new buzzword.

Retargetable graphics ate graphics that can be set to display on any

one of a multitude of 24-bit boards or in the AGA mode of the latest

Amigas. Magic Lantern, for instance, can display its animated files

on OpalVision (8,15, 24), Picasso (8,16, 24), GDA, Amiga formats,

and Retina (8,16, 24), and there are more formats coming. Magic

Lantern does most of what the more expensive Hard Disk anima

tion editors (MovieMaker and the DPS Animation system) do at a

fraction of the cost. Magic Lantern will play animations directly off

of a hard disk with the same expensive alternatives the big boys

require (specific high speed controllers- mu\ hard disks) to get the

full speed up to 30 FPS Or more. Bui added to this is its ability to

save out an animation in its special DI1T format. Then the anima

tion can be saved as a compressed file, targeted to any of the

mentioned graphics alternatives, saved to disk, and sent along with

a special DIFF player to friends and relatives! All of this for a mere

S95.00 investment.

Putting a DIFF File Together

Magic Lantern utilizes an EDL (Editing Decision List) for its

editing options . EDLs are not new to most Amiga artists and

animators, and their use has been tested in the professional arena

for many years. An EDL is basically a list of all of the frames in an

animation. Usually, you have to save an animation as a series of

single frames to get an EDL to function, but not in Magic Lantern.

This software generates a list of frames from ANIM files as well as

from numbered single frames. Once the source EDL is dumped to

the "Source Files" listing in Magic Lantern, you merely click on a

source frame to have it appear in the "DIFF List" area. The DIFF

List is a sequencing of the frames that determines their order in the

animation. There is nothing to prevent you from choosing every nth

frame, or reversing the direction of your choices to create internal

loops, or of repeating the list any number of times. Though it'll take

more storage space the more frames you have, the DIFF compres

sion routines do a good job at limiting the pain. All of the familiar

word processing editing commands are allowed: cut, paste, delete,

copy, and moving up or down the list. The list can even be resaved

as a series of IFF files, just in case you have already purchased one

of the more expensive single framing options for later use.
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To complete the picture, there are simple button controls

placed at the bottom of the Magic Lantern editing screen. These

allow you to target sound files and to select from a list of compres

sion and play options. The Magic Lantern manual walks you

through all of the necessary possibilities, suggesting that allowing

the software to select the correct alternatives is probably the best

choice in most cases. You can load and play DIFFs right from the

edit screen. Why would you settle for that alone though when you

can save this stuff to disk and distribute it with the DIFF player?

I ran Magic Lantern through its paces by creating an anima

tion in Aladdin 4D and saving it out as a HAMS ANIM file and as

single frames. I then edited the list of frames in MagicL, doing

internal looping and reverses as I went along. My original 40 frame

animation (587,128 bytes as an ANIM, and

about 1,600,000 as 40 single frames) became

a 92 frame animation, and I saved it as an

Amiga HAMS DIFF file {1,206,164 bytes as a

DIFF compression). I set the frame rate at 60

on my A-4000, and clocked the animation at

about 40 FPS, which isn't shabby. Next, I

compiled a 40 frame DIFF animation with

the OpalVision Sbit option (saved out at

496,290 bytes). I should mention that I

regenerated the original animation in 256

colors, as HAM8 animations translated to 8

bits on a 24-bit board will achieve only

strange colorations (because HAM8 is really

a 64 color palette, not a 256 color one). The

Opal anim worked fine. 1 did not have the

equipment at the time to test the direct hard

disk animation capabilities of this software,

but will do so at a later date and report the

results.

I will use this software extensively in

the coming months, and expect even more

wondrous revisions and additions from the

wizards of Terra Nova Development and

Magic Lantern.

Pegger

Heifner Communications, Inc.

4451 1-70 Dr. NW

Columbia, MO 65202

(800)445-6164

(314)-445-0757 FAX

Inquiry #226

Magic Lantern

Terra Nova Development

P.O. BOX 2202

Ventura, CA 93002

Inquiry #227

Please Write to:

R. Shamms Mortier

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722-2140
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Top: Figure 2. Here is a Pegger FrameStore translated to HAM8

and compressed in ADPro, then decompressed and loaded

into Final Writer with Pegger.

Middle: Figure 3. Compare the OpalVision 24-bit image and

the Pegger decompression to a DPaint 16-color dithered

image from within DPaint itself.

Above: Figure 4. The simplicity of the Magic Lantern screen

belies its power and animation magic.
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Amazing Computing

is in

to theAMIGA

Amazing Computingfor the Commodore Amiga, AC's GC 'IDE. and AC'S

TECHprovide you with the most comprehensive coverage ot the

Amiga—coverage you would expect from the longest-running monthly

Amiga publication.

The pages of Amazing Computing tiring you insights into the world of

the Commodore Amiga. You'll find comprehensive reviews of Amiga

products, complete coverage of all the major Amiga trade shows, and

hints, tips, and tutorials on a variety of Amiga subjects such as desktop

publishing, video, programming, and hardware. You'll also find a listing

of the latest Fred Fish disks, monthly columns on using the CLI and

working with ARcxx: and you can keep up to date with new releases in

"New Products and Other Neat Stuff."

AC's GLIDE to the Commodore Amiga is an indispensable catalog ot all

[he hardware, software, public domain collections, services and

information available for ihe Amiga. This amazing book, updated every

six months, lists over 3,500 products!

AC'S TECH for the Commodore Amiga provides the Amiga user with

valuable insights into the inner workings of the Amiga. In-depth articles

on programming and hardware enhancement are designed to help the

user gain the knowledge he needs to get the most out of his machine.

For subscription savings

information, call

1-800-345-3360



Sync

ips

Definitive

How-to

for

V i d e o

Hi! I'd like to welcome you to a new column here at AC. It's YOUR column

and it's where you can get the answers to your hardware/software questions

and problems that arise when creating video graphics with your Amiga. This

column will primarily focus on Amiga solutions for video although we'll

certainly keep in touch with what's happening in ToasterLand as well. We will

use products, not just review them. So when you see us cover a new piece of

software or hardware we'll also show you what to do with it. The images we'll

create will be real-world graphics, not fancy demos that you would never use.

If you've watched any television at all lately (and who hasn't) you have no doubt

noticed all the TV graphics that have some level of transparency either within themselves

or to the video that they overlay. They're able to do this because those graphics boxes are

32-bit systems. That means 24 bits of color information and 8 bits of transparency info. In

addition to its color information, each pixel gets assigned a level of transparency—one of

the possible 256 levels possible

ranging from fully transparent

to fully opaque. Many of the

fancier graphics systems can

vary the transparency level

from one Bide to another

creating a "fading out" effect.

(continued on page 71)

The are a variety of ways to

capture a screen image.

Genlocks provide the best

quality. However, a screen

capture utility will suffice for

quick capturing.
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oomers
by The Bamiito

[Tltese statements and projections presented in

"Roomers" are rumor* in the purest sense. The

bits ofinformation are gathered by a third-party

source from whispers inside the industry. At

press time, these rumors remain unconfirmed

and are printedfor entertainment value only.

Accordingly, the staffand associates of

Amazing Computing cannot be held

responsible for tlic reports made in Iliis column.!

CES Report

Atari did well .it CES compared to

3DO; of course, no one was expecting Atari

to do very well, so when they came in and

did a good show (and reported strong

initial sales of the few units they could

deliver before Christmas), the industry

started Liking them more seriously.

3DO was actually showing a number

of games, but retailers were disappointed

with the sales performance of 3DO so far.

Some were hoping that hot new software

and some lower hardware prices would

help, but many felt that Sega's new Salurn

CD would be a 3DO-kil)er, even though the

Saturn isn't due in the USA until 1995.

The Bandito's sources say that Sega

plans to introduce the Saturn CD in Japan

late in 1494 with the U.S. rollout in early

1995. That plan may change if 3DO or

Jaguar starts showing some marketplace

muscle later this year. Sega would be ready

to blitz the Christmas 1<")4 marketplace

with Saturn CD if they thought it necessary

to avoid having their market share hijacked.

Nintendo remains surprisingly sloth-

like and complacent about all this new

hardware. It's particularly strange since

they've lost the 16-bit game machine wars

to Sega. According to independent analysts,

Sega now holds about 54% market sure in

the L6-bit arena, while Nintendo is about

45%. And Sega solidly outsold Nintendo

over the crucial Christmas selling season.

So does Nintendo have a plan to recapture

their market dominance? You couldn't tell

from their CES booth, which seemed almost

quiet compared to the frenzy in Sega's

booth. All the hot new games were at Sega,

not Nintendo. Nintendo tried to generate

some excitement by showing some graphics

playing on $50,000 Silicon Graphics

machines, but mostly people were shaking

their heads when they heard Nintendo's

claims that this sort of horsepower would

be theirs for under S200 in 1995. Yeah, right.

That'll be about the same time that Irving

Gould decides not to accept a salary.

Commodore's CES presence was weak

compared to the other companies. If you

remember. Commodore had said they were

going to introduce CD32 to the U.S. market

in a big way at this CES. Well, seems like

the big part got lost in the budget cuts;

Commodore was not on the show floor, but

instead was off the beaten path tar away

from its competitors like Atari and 3DO.

Not a terribly flashy setup, either, but at

least they had a tot of CD32's that you

could play with. The software wasn't

anything special, but then again neither is

the Jaguar or 3DO software. All this great

hardware and still no great software. The

Bandito thinks these developers ought to

spend more time and money on thinking of

neat things to do, rather than trying to port

old software or film some cheesy video

sequences and slap them into the same old

game design. None of this hardware is

really gonna sell well until there's a few

pieces of software that make you really

want to have it. A pile of mediocre games

does not equal one great game.

CD32 PR

Ah, the fine art of press releases. The

Bandito has acquired the press release that

Commodore sent out regarding its CES

release of CD^3, and it has some real gems

of creative VR doubletalk. First of all,

according to the press release Commodore

plans to limit distribution to a select group

of "top level" software retailers initially.

[Translation: We can't build enough CD-32's

to meet demand anyway, so we're going to

pretend that this is part of our distribution

strategy. A "top level" retailer is anyone we

can convince to carry the product.]

Commodore plans to expand CD32

distribution through a variety of channels

(including mass merchants) through the

summer and fall. "We will slowly build to a

crescendo in August or September — in

time for the holiday selling season," says

Geoffrey Stilley, the new president of

Commodore U.S. [Translation: We figure it

will take that long to get production high

enough to meet demand, and to convince

these big retail accounts that we really can

sell CD-^'s.] Editor's note: As ofpress time,
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AGA+M2
Armadillo Computing and Aglet Software are proud

10 onnouDce Ihe long-awaited

Workbench 3 Modula-2 Interface

Benchmarfc WB3 offers .til Workbench 3 (unctions, including

AGA Support ARlSXX, GadToolx Instani gadgets and
menus, HOOPSI: objeet-oriontcd [ntoilion, ASL: siaml.ird

requesters. IKKE Malh. 11- !■ Parse: easy U-\- access. jiiJ

Kmi in pie Programs.

Benchmarii WB.i isavulobia res our special InOodtictat) price

ofail) Si 25. WW iwers can upgmdc 10 WB3 for only S25.

We're ollcriiu: special disc-minis mi upjir.uk'- li> Ucncliin.ick fur

oths Modula-2 men. ('.ill or write for our free catalog.

If, y-bot I m aKAnnadllio Computing prodm is,

Armadillo Computing
5225 Marymounl Drue. Austin, Texas 78723

Phone/Fax;512/926-0360 lnn-mi-i: jniingtrishivc

Mj»teit"aril mid Vn

Turbo Pascal - Only Better

A Complete

* Graphks-for-Video

Training Course
featuring

D.C.T.V. and BRILLIANCE"

from DIGITAL CREATIONS

DCTV - A 3-VOLUME VIDEO SERIES

Leorn lo create dramotic logos ond free hand art; learn

to output 3D animations to videotape without single

frame recorders; ond leorn to create graphics for
Special Event videos using DCTV's Digitizer.

BRILLIANCE™-A 3-VOLUME VIDEO SERIES

Leom to paint ond create graphics in the new modes

supported by AGA Amigas; learn to create and
animate complex logos in less than 1 hour; and learn to

paint and animate with tips and tricks used by working

professionals.

EACH THREE-VOLUME SERIES IS ONLY

1-800-325-5399
HORIZON WEST PRODUCTIONS

Circle 123 on Reader Service card.

AMIGA REPAIR

SERVICES
" 24 HOUR TURNAROUND "

A 1 year warranty • Factory Trained Technicians

and the lowest prices In the USA

A2000CALL/ A500CALL*
FACTORY AUTHORIZEDSERVICE CENTER

For A1000 ,.\3000 And Muni tors call

.Amiga 1200 • GVP A1230*

Turbo MBX1200*

Lowest Prices in the USA Call

Get on oui mailing list You will iocoive oui tree news

Idler with seivice tips and great deals on haidwaie
ond accesones Send ua your name and address oi

circle the reader service number

,1 & C Repair

R!) 2 BOX 9 Rockton Pa. 15856

Circle 165 on Reader Service card.

Mr. Stilta/ is the latest CBM ex-President No

new person lias been appointed.

According to Stilley, Commodore

didn't bring out CD3- over last Christmas in

order to avoid the "Nintendo-Sega-3DO

clutter," according to Stilley. "There .ire a

lot of systems Bghttng for consumers' —

and retailers' — attention right now. By

waiting, we feel that we have a better

chance to capture mindshare." [Translation:

We sure wish we could have built enough

to sell them last Christmas. But by waiting,

we'll have a better chance to actually

produce CD-^-'s and maybe even advertise

them.]

Commodore will be using TV ads

recycled from European TV, where

Commodore has been very successful with

CD32 so far. This will save them a nice pile

of change, since they won't Have to redo the

ads. Of course, some of the adds may seem

<i bit odd to American tastes, but what the

heck.

The pricing, as previously reported,

will be S399 for CD32 and S249 for the

MPEG module that allows you to watch

movies on CD-ROM. Commodore is

expecting about 100 titles to be available for

CD32 when it debuts in the US, but of

course that number may not be as big as

they think. Software always comes out later

than you expect. The Bandito doesn't mind

waiting if it means that the software will be

extra special because of the delay. Please,

let's do something more interesting than a

warmed-over CDTV title, OK? Here's a

radical thought: how about making use of

those AGA chips to do more than 32 colors

at once? C'mon, developers, get with the

picture. The picture isn't lo-res any more...

GVP Going PC

The Bandito hears that onu of the most

stalwart of Amiga developers is beginning

to turn their sights on the lucrative PC

market. Yes, it's GVP that's getting into the

PC market; The Bandito has seen ads for

their genlock card. The word on the

Bandito's private information road (as

opposed to a superhighway) is that they're

planning on more PC products. Looks like

that Will be where GVP hopes to get growth

from, since the Amiga market does no)

seem to provide enough growth to suit

them. However, GVP still has plenty of

Amiga products in the pipeline. It remains

to be seen how much effort they put into

future Amiga development. Let's hope for

the best; GVP has produced a lot of

excellent Amiga products, even if they do

insist on using nun-industry-standard

SIMMs.

Amiga For Cable

The Bandito has already reported to

you that Commodore is trying to cut a deal

with Hewlett-Packard that would have HP

using the Amiga chips as the basis for a set-

top box. That's the new breed of interactive

TV devices that cable companies are hoping

to get you to buy. This may seem like an

odd departure for the Amiga, but it's really

a natural expansion. What other computer

is so well suited to the demands of TV? The

Amiga has a natural affinity for the video

signal, and its multitasking OS makes it

perfect for managing 500 channels of TV

(might need a few megabytes of extra RAM,

but heck, RAM's cheap these days). But,

you cry, isn't this abandoning the general

computer marketplace?

Sure, you bet. Survival's the name of

the game, and in the increasingly competi

tive world of home computing the Amiga is

getting beaten up in the marketplace. CD32

is one answer, and an Amiga set-top box is

another. Let's look at an analogous

situation: GeoWorks for DOS. Now,

GeoWorks is a multitasking, windowing

operating system that looks a lot like

Windows. It was written by a small group

in Berkeley, California a number of years

ago. At the time, the reviewers thought it

might just conquer the world of DOS. You

see, GeoWorks is written entirely in

assembly language, so it's small, fast, and

(unlike Windows) in runs quite well even

on an 8086 chip. !t multitasks in very little

memory too (sound like any operating

system you know?). In every head-to-head

test, GeoWorks beat the pants off of

Windows.

So where is GeoWorks now? It's gone

from the DOS market, but it's not dead.

GeoWorks found the perfect niche for itself:

in little palmlop computers like Casio's

Zoomer. Those babies use old, slow CPUs

and have very little RAM, so GeoWorks is

perfect for them. Now GeoWorks has

another lease on life, and it might even

make a comeback in the larger marketplace,

too.

So perhaps the set-top box idea just

may be the thing that preserves the Amiga

we know and love, and gets a few million

new users. We can only wait and see what

happens now.
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No More 1200's?

Commodore, as you might expect

given their recent management turmoil, is

reviewing how things are done in their U.S.

operation. A disturbing plan is being

floated around the sales department. Seems

that with the constraints on production

these days, and the low margins of the

A1200, Commodore U.S. is considering

dropping the A1200 from the product line.

The replacement? Yep, you guessed it:

CD32. Of course, that means that Commo

dore would probably want to ship that little

add-on keyboard, mouse, and floppy kit

they have up their sleeve.

You do have to wonder some at their

thinking. True, it's easier to produce one

product type than two, but Commodore

does make more money on the A1200 than

on CD^- even given the A1200's low price

point. Reminds the Bandito of the old

saying, "Sure, we lose money on every one,

but we make it up in volume!" If only we

knew when to laugh...

So if Commodore really goes through

with this idea, US customers might still be

able to get A1200's from mail-order dealers

(who wouid snap them up in Canada, most

likely). But you'd be heavily encouraged to

get a CD^2 instead. This might mean better

CD3- sales, which makes the game

developers happy. But Amiga dealers

might not be so pleased, since they really

can't compete with mass merchants when it

comes to selling CD^-'s. So their sales

would probably go down, which doesn't

make them happy at all.

Makes you wonder how soon

Commodore will be coming out with their

long-promised CD-ROM drive for the

A4000, which will offer CE^2 compatibility.

That might make the dealers a little

happier. But the Bandito doesn't think that

Commodore will be producing the stand

alone CD-ROM in vast quantities, not until

they can really fill all their CD32 orders.

Hardwhere?

With Commodore's recent focus on

getting CD^-'s put together, there's a lot of

Amiga hardware that's ready to go but just

isn't getting manufactured. Among the

boxes in waiting is the eagerly sought-after

A-1000T, the heavy-duty tower version of

the A400S) that is the answer to the power

Amiga user's prayer for more power. And

don't forget the CD32-compatible CD-ROM

drive for the A4000 that's all done and

ready to ship, as soon as there's some room

on the manufacturing line. At least we don't

have to wait for Commodore to manufac

ture its DSP board, since that's been sold to

DKB. Then there's the new cost-reduced

A4000. Oh, and just because the manufac

turing cost has been lowered doesn't mean

you can necessarily expect a greatly

reduced retail price. The Bandito hears that

Commodore isn't contemplating any great

price breaks. Seems like they figure that if

you want to buy an Amiga now you're

willing to pay a premium price. The

Bandito only hopes that they come to their

senses at some point. A nice drop in price

might make the summer a warm selling

season.

Amiga: The Next Iteration

What's the scoop on the next genera

tion of Amigas? Well, just like you the

Bandito's been hearing a lot about what the

new machines might consist of. Seems like

every RISC chip on the planet has been

named as a contender for the new CPU,

along with the Motorola 68060 chip which

should be on its way soon. Which chip will

get the nod? Well, the 68060 looks like the

best bet right now because it would be the

easiest chip to get AmigaDOS up and

running. Porting the OS to any other chip

would be a lot of work, and righl now you

could spray Commodore's Software

Engineering department with automatic

gunfire and not have- a very good chance of

hitting an Amiga programmer. (Now, now,

it's not nice of you to say that Commodore

management did exactly that. For shame.)

Of course, the 68060 is going to be

quite expensive when it comes out; some of

these RISC chips will have much better

price-performance. Lew Eggebrecht'sbeen

talking about including both a RISC chip

and a 68060 in a future Amiga, thus being

able to run Amiga software and some RJSC

software at the same time. Still unanswered,

though, is why anyone would want to pay

more for a box with such dual capability.

And what software would the RISC chip be

running, anyway? Windows NT? UNIX?

Gosh, Commodore hasn't had a whole lot

of success in selling UNIX boxes in the past.

Somebody better have a chat with Uncle

Lew about the possible markets for future

Amigas and who is likely to buy them, and

why. And they better talk to him pretty

soon, too.

The ARexx COOKBOOK
by Merrill Callaway

Your complete ARexx tutorial. Guaranteed to

make learning ARexx easy. Wfah ARexx you

can bring out the true power of your Amiga

whether you are batch processing animations,

doing DTP, or just about anything else! Cus

tomize your system and your application pro

grams. Isn't it about time^oa had some ARexx

Support?

?t- The ARexx Cookbook Deluxe Set conies

with two full disks of useful examples that you

can study or simply plug in and go.

jf The ARexx Reference Disk - a super-

detailed ARexx manual in Amigaguide format.

Deluxe Sei S54.90; Reference $24.95 post paid

* Both for $63.95 * SAVE $15.90!

WHITESTONE

511-A Girard SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106

(505) 268-0678 Visa/MasteiCard accepted.

Circle 117 on Reader Service card.

Do you use

CanDo
and think it's

Too Slow?
Wouldn't il be nice il you could..

...edit your whole deck in your lavonte Lest editor?

...globally search/replace variable names, objects, routines, etc?

...create entemal libraries lo re-use your commonly used routines'1

...create multi-window appiea lions without having to use suo-Oecks?

...quickly frnd/bnng up a script (or editing?

...not have lo wail lo' CanOo Id bnng up an object, senpt. or routine''

...nave cveision compatible informal ion automatically generated?

Well, ycu can with CO-ADE; CanDo Accelerated Decs Editor.

To order a copy °' CD-ADE, send cash, check or money order lor S49 95 .
S3 00 shipping and handling to (unable lo atxepl Credit Cards and CO. D s).

Creative Logic

Attn: CD-ADE

P.O. Box 743271

Dallas. Texas 75374-3271

CD-ADE regimes CanDo I .* or ConDo 2:.

Phone: (214)432-9824

FAX: (214)393-0007

Interested in a CanDo Compiler? Lei us know!

Circle 104 on Reader Service card.

Introducing

Scientific

Amigan
*

A monthly newsletter for

scientists and engineers

Articles and software to enhance

research, analysis, and design

with the Amiga. Two disks with

subscription: $39 domestic, add

$10 for foreign delivery.

Dept. AZ

POB 60685

Savannah, GA 31420-0685

* Combined January/February Edition

Circle 112 on Reader Service card.
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AMIGA

HOMEBREW UTILITIES

■ACE HIGH"

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE CODE THAT DISPLAYS ANY BLOCK OF RAM UEIKMY

SEE IT ALL... IN BINARY. HEX. OCT. OR DECIMAL INTEGERS,

BYTE. WORD. OR LONG WOOD.

PLUS...

THE OPTION OF DISPLAY AS TEXT WfTH NOH-PfiiNTING 6YTES AS SPACES

OR IGNORED. YOUR CHOICE

AND UOSE-.

COUNT THE OCCURRENCE OF AN* BYTE OR CHARACTER IN ANY SECTION OF

HAM AND THEN FIND THE EXACT PHYSICAL AODHESSES OF THESE OCCUR.

HENCES

FOR DISPLAY OF ASSOCIATED MEMORY. LOCATE TEXT FILES BY INSPECTION.

FINQ ESCAPE SEQUENCES. SEE BIT PATTERNS- . "ACE HIGH' SHOWS IT.

CALL "ACE HIGH- JUSTUKE ANY AMIGADOS COMMAND. EASY TO USE. FAST.

EFFICIENT. SMALL. DESIGNED FOR COMFORTABLE. EXTENDED RAM CRUIS

ING

DEVELOPED WITH AUIGADOS I 3 AND GOOD THROUGH I'. '.

TASK SPECIFIC SOURCE CODE INCLUDED M 9S . I 00 SHIPPING

PO BOX MT5 AUSTIN. TX 7I76S-W75. CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

Circle 107 on Readet Service card.

Soon is not a word you should use to

describe when the new Amigas will

actually be shipping. From what the

BanditO hears, don't expect h) see a new

Amiga with the AAA chips until 1945. Why

so long? Well, Commodore's more limited

resources these days are bent on producing

CD32, and performing some cost reduction

on that and the Amiga 4001). Besides which,

it'll take some time to finish the hardware

for the new Amigas, and quite .1 while to

complete all the new software that's

recjuired. The Bandito only hopes that we

don't see the new Amiga hardware ship

with unfinished software; this is worse than

not shipping at all.

Scheming For Screamer

NewTek's hot rendering box for

Light WcnvjD is aptly titled the Screamer for

its blistering speed at generating 3D

animation. Unfortunately, NewTek isn't

anywhere near as fast when it comes to

getting the product out on the market. The

projected December release date has come

and gone, and LightWave power users are

beginning to emit some howls of their own.

The Bandito hasn't heard any firm release

dates yet, but it shouldn't be too much

longer. If you're interested in one of these

boxes, you'd better start saving your

pennies; the S9,94ii price tag doesn't include

RAM, which you'll have to add yourself.

How much RAM? Well, how fast do you

want to render? You might be able to get by

with 128MB, but you might want to plan on

25(AIB tor real high performance. While

RAM prices have dropped recently, that

still means a sizable dent in your bank

account.

Oh, and while the general public

doesn't have access to Screamers, a few key

NewTek power users do. Hand-built

prototypes have been created for the

animation crews at Babylon 5 and seaQuest

DSV, thus serving as beta-test sites as well

as getting those high-profile Hollywood

projects done in record time. How do you

get on such an exclusive list? Well, if you

have to ask, then you don't have a chance.

New Toaster Box?

The impending release of the Screamer

has increased speculation about NewTek's

future plans for the Toaster. The Bandito

has seen some data floating by on the net to

the effect that NewTek might be consider

ing building the Toaster hardware itself

into a Screamer. This would be a terrific

amount of work, though. It would be made

easier if NewTek could get the right from

Commodore to use the Amiga chip set, so

that NewTek could (in essence) build an

Amiga right inside the Screamer. It's

certainly feasible to get the rights to use the

Amiga chips, since Commodore is not

averse to licensing out the Amiga chips or

even selling whole boards (as they did for

some arcade games a number of years ago).

Still, this would certainly raise the base

price of Toaster hardware substantially,

which NewTek doesn't seem interested in

doing.

Of course, you might be able to put

together a less expensive Screamer by using

only one RISC chip in it instead of four (like

the Screamer has), but it would still be a

costly box (more costly than an Amiga 4000,

though more powerful, to be sure). And

then Commodore would lose a powerful

reason for people to buy the Amiga 4000,

which wouldn't help Commodore any. And

don't underestimate the amount of work

involved with designing all this hardware

(and then writing the software, too).

The whole idea seems rather compli

cated and difficult; the Bandito's best

interpretation is that you shouldn't expect

any changes in the Toaster platform any

time soon. They have some other hardware

project in the works that's been taking up

most of their design time, according to the

Topeka spy network. Nobody's talking yet,

but something new is expected this year.

One interesting note: Wil Wheel ton, an actor

best known for his role as Wesley Crusher

in Star Trek: The Next Generation, has

taken a job with NewTek as a programmer.

The Bandito doesn't know what he's up to,

but he's known to be an expert on warp

engines, which sort of fits right in with the

Toaster's DVR's, don't you think?

The Bandito will just have to keep fishing

around in the sea of Amiga data to see if

anything bytes.

•AC"

PSST!

Do you know of any

rumors, gossip,

scuttlebutt,

or just plain dirt?

If so. become a

professional tattletale

and pass these

tidbits on to:

The Bandito

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 2NO

Fall River, MA 02722-2140
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—Sync Tips continuedfrom page 66

This is commonly used for creating transparent backgrounds for

titles. Check out your news programs and see what 1 mean. It's a

tasty effect and one we should try to use. So let's figure out how to

create that same effect on our Amigas .

Our task will be to create a name graphic for our on-screen

talent. We'll place it in the lower third of the screen and the name

should be opaque while the background should have some level of

transparency. The easiest way to accomplish this is with a genlock

that has built-in faders, preferably the manual type such as the

Supergen. Normally I'd suggest that the title text name be in white

with a level of no more than 80% (RGB- 12,12,12). This time,

however, I'd suggest a hotter level, perhaps as much as 15,15,15.

Now create a solid color background underneath the text, the color

is your choice but as you'l! see some will work better than others.

Now set your genlock so the graphics overlay the video signal.

Using the faders, slowly fade the overlay out. At some point you'll

see the background become transparent and the text will still be

opaque. That's because the luminance level of the text is substan

tially higher than whatever color you choose for the background.

This causes the background to fade out before the text, leaving you

with the desired transparent effect. Tf you're fairly coordinated, you

can fade in the title graphic to the established point and then out

again just using (he faders. Of course genlocks that can't hold a fade

at a predetermined point will keep you from using this technique.

That's when we try our next trick.

If you're stuck with a genlock that's all on or all off, then we

need to try something different. Let's use our paint program to

create our backgrounds. We'll create a panel of color with every

other pixel missing ( it isn't actually missing but is color zero, our

transparent culor). This will lei the video peek through giving us

the look we need. You'll notice though that some colors work much

better than others. This is often because of the video we are

overlaying. This will take a great deal of experimentation but it's

rather painless. Just play with the pallette requestor to alter the

look.

The real pain in this technique is creating a background with

all those holes. Depending on which paint program you are using, I

might suggest creating a small area of "holey" color. Then grab a bit

of it as a brush which you can then use for stamping down to speed

up your work. In fact, if you like the effect it creates, save that brush

for use on the next project. (Anyone that would like to write me

with a better way of creating a "holey" background I'll pass the tips

along.) Try dithering a range of colors to spread a hue shift across

the screen. Make sure that color zero is the first or last color in the

range. Try creating a full screen graphic with a large hole in it.

Position the hole such that it reveals the subject. You'll end up with

a textured/colored image in which the subject matter is untouched,

You can use a paint program to create the backgrounds. Create a panel of color with every other pixel missing (it isn't actually

missing but it is color zero, our transparent color). This will let the video peek through.
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making it stick out like crazy! Above all experiment! You'll be

surprised at what you'll be able to create.

Another technique that works well Involves the use of a video

SEG with internal keying capability. With the Amiga .is a source on

the switcher's inputs, use the internal key feature and fade the key

in little by little until you have the desired look. You are doing the

same thing the genlock trick did, but with .1 different piece of

equipment.

One last minute thought, why not make tin animation that you

overlay transparently. The animation can also feature moving boxes

or shapes of color zero to reveal the video underneath. Gee, we

could go on forever but that's it for this month's column! Remem

ber, write me with your questions or answers and feel free to share

your techniques. You'd be surprised at how many others could

benefit by the knowledge YOU have.

Address your questions or comments to me c/o Sync Tips,

Amazing Computing or contact me "ojsands" via Email on Portal.

Or ask me in person during Portal's weekly video/graphics online

conference. 9pm CST Not only am I on-line but there's always a

host of other experts available to answer your questions, many of

them the authors of the very software you're using.

You can contact Oran Sands c/o Amazing Computing or find him

online on Portal as ojsands@portal.cup.com. Join Oran in confer

ence un Wednesday nights at 9pm CST.

Please Write to:

Oran Sands

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722-2140

•AC-

Focusing oh Productivity
To do a proper job, you need the right tools. These Amiga products will improve your

productivity, enhance the quality of your work, and will give you access to new resources.

Each and every one of these product have been designed to assist

you in every aspect of production. To find out more about

these products, call (217) 352 0061 or visit a dealer near you.

C^! Whether intended for
presentations, info-systems

or video-footage, there is

no effects-generation tools

AMIGA LINK that surpasses Adorage in
Network up to 20 versatility or results.

Amigas'" over a distance Adorage enables dazzling
of up to 300 feet. Every

Amiga;u, from A500 and

CDTV to A4000 can be

used. This low cost

network can be installed

and configured in minutes

Features

34 E. Main 5tr.s23 - Champion. IL 6IS20

Phone : (217) 353-0041 - Fu : (217) 352 0063

It i* iknov.re.fgtd thai ill Trademarks ire the

PHOTOWORX
Allows reading of Photo-

CD's on Amigas;" equipped

with a XA-compatible CD-

ROM drive. PhotoworX

displays all photos on

screen on a "contact-

sheet" and comes standard

with powerful integrated

image-processing tools. A

free sample Photo-CD is

also included.

2D and 3D transitions

between scenes and

images in near real time.

Features

Uses external floppy drive

port. No installation

required.

450000 Bits per second

Works with WB 1.3 and

higher

■ Infinite effects through

definable parameters and

effect combinations

■ Full AGA support including

256 colors and HAMS

■ Creates Super Smooth

Animations (SSA) or IFF

animations

CLARISSA
ClariSSA is essential for

anyone creating or playing

back animations on the

Amiga1". The power of

ClariSSA is that it enables the

generation of Super Smooth

Animations (SSA) from

existing animations created

with other Amiga'1' programs,

vastly improving playback.

Features

• Unlimited color palette. You

can have a different palette

for each frame of the

animation.

• Full AGA support including

256 colors andHAMS

• FullARexx Support

• Mark, cut, copy and paste

single frames or sections

• Integrated screen grabber

• Convert Anim5 animations to

SSA for more natural

playback

Circle 126 on Reader Service card.
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DIGITAL IMAGE SPECIAL F/X

Using DELUXEPAINT, ADPRO and OPALPAINT/AREXX to

Process and Enhance Images

PART VI: Drop Shadows

bv William Frawlev

WELCOME AGAIN TO YET ANOTHER installment in this continuing digital

special effects series. This month, for the sake of completeness in our compre

hensive examination of useful graphic techniques for desktop publishing and

multimedia applications, we'll explore the proper method of creating soft-edged

drop shadows in several of the more popular 2D paint and image processing

programs — DeluxePaint, Art Department Professional and OpalPaint.

Depth Perception

For most humans, vision is the single most important sense responsible for defining reality, and in this visual realm

the perception of depth more-or-less allows us to successfully navigate about this Avidhya-produced terrain. In the

external world, presided over by the senses, depth is perceived via binocular vision. This is the ability of our two visual

input devices which we call eyes to convert electromagnetic information taken from slightly different viewing angles and

transmit this to the brain over completely independent channels where it is then miraculously combined and processed to

reveal a three-dimensional picture of reality. Therefore, when it comes to viewing two-dimensiona! planar images

simulating three-dimensional cubic space, our central processing unit requires certain visual clues in order to simulate the

phenomenon of depth inherent in our world.

From rny observation, artists use techniques such as manipulating color saturation for shading effects, perspective

drawing, and shadowing to help "fool the eye" into believing that there is depth to the image plane when in fact there is

only an illusion of the same. However, it appears that shadows possess characteristics of both former methods in that they

not only constitute color information which controls lightness/darkness, but they can also be drawn in perspective. It is

only recently that contemporary artists and illustrators working with two-dimensional media have employed various

new stereographic effects such as

alternating shuttered lenses and

random-dot stereogranis to

virtually recreate the three-

dimensional field by way of dual

angle viewing, but this is a

protracted topic for future

discussion.

Realistic Shadows

Now, in order for a 2D

shadow to be convincing, it must

mimic the characteristics of its 3D

Figure 1: A comparison ol the traditional

drop shadow used by graphic designers of

the past and the latest diffused-edge,

variable transparency soft shadows

possible with today's paint and image

processing software. This example was

created in OpalPaint with the aid of a brush

feathering operation.
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cousin. When computer graphic artists first started using shadows

in their design work, the characteristically black, hard-edged look

became the norm. We all know what I'm refering to, right (Figure

1)? Weil recently, with the emergence of linear transparency keying,

or Alpha channels, designers can now generate shadows with the

look and feel of their real world counterparts. Look fur variable

transparency and feathered edges as essential qualities in shadow

realism, for in the physical world, light must succumb to the effects

of radiosity and diffusion, the apparent laws which command

lightwaves to reflect and scatter according to the properties of the

matter that they strike.

For example, when light strikes an object, the shadow cast will

not be completely devoid of all the light- Some light will inevitably

reflect off of neighboring objects or the object itself to lessen the

darkness of the resulting shadow. This is what is known in physics,

or more topically in ray-tracing parlance, as radiosity. Applying

this principle to our work means that we should try to achieve

some sorf of transparency to the shadows.

Furthermore, a shadow's edge is never a solid line of

demarcation. Instead it is diffuse, the uneven scattering of light

because of differing surface properties, and the diffusion is

proportional to the distance between the object casting the shadow

and the one receiving the shadow. Therefore, in our efforts we will

attempt to simulate diffused edges of the shadows by "feathering"

the transparency at the edges. Some of the current software

available, namely OpalPaint and ImageFX, have built-in feathering

capabilities. The others, like Dl'aint and ADPro, do not, and will

require alternative approaches to achieve this effect. Not yet having

the opportunity to work with any of the other image processing

and paint software, I cannot say exactly what capabilities these

programs have to offer.

DeluxePaint

To lead off this star-studded extravaganza, we'll take a look at

a simple method of creating drop shadows in the non-AGA version

of DPaint, where Ihe most important features of this software to

achieve edge-ftia the ring and shadow transparency will be the Edge-

Outline and Translucency effect, respectively. Those of you that

have the AGA version should be able to follow along and achieve

much better results with the enhanced color options available. I

chose to use DPaint in order to give those of you without 24-bit

display cards a ray of hope in creating effects that emulate the

abilities of lull-color paint and Image processing software. So let the

games begin.

If you haven't done so already, run DPaint and load in some

kind of textured background, preferably a hi-res interlace screen in

16 colors. I chose a laid paper texture from the Scala MM200 set of

background clip art (Figure 2a}. Those offerings look fairly decent

in hi-res ^nd remarkably only consume three to five of the color

registers out of sixteen, leaving the rest free for text and shadows

when using it as a background for titling.

Figure 2 (Above): With a

background texture loaded in

DPaint's main screen (A), the

spare screen can be used to

create the shadows for objects

or text (B). Here, the KaraChisel

and ChiselScript ColorFonts are

given shadows by outlining the

Color Mode of each text brush

with various shades of the

background texture to simulate

a soft edge. The Translucency is

then activated when the

shadow brush is stamped down

and deactivated when the text

brush is finally positioned over

the shadow (C).

Figure 3 (Left): For this piece,

images were scanned into

ADPro with an Epson flatbed

scanner and converted into

brushes within OpalPaint where

drop shadows were then added

to each and composited onto

a related background motif.
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1 he next step depends OH whether or not you want to use

ColorFonts or a mono-color font. Eithei way, you'll need to make

room in the palette for the colors the font will use. In the case of the

ColorFonts, which will occupy registers 0-7, copy all the colors used

by the background texture to the last eight (8-15) registers. If

possible, arrange the colors from darkest fo lightest, or vice-versa.

As seen In Figure 2, I've transformed the three blue background

colors to a spread of four in registers 8-10 for reasons soon to be

revealed. However, if the background texture requires most or all

of the available registers, leave the palette alone and plan on only

using a single-color font. From this point on, I'll explain things for

the ColorFont users, as the process is a bit more involved because of

the shuffling of two different half palettes within our one working

palette. If you are using just one color for your font, you'll be able to

interpret these techniques for a simpler approach.

Next, open the Choose Font requester by clicking with the

right mouse button on the Text tool. Select one of the ColorFonts

that came with DPaint such as KaraChisel and okay the requester.

Select Yes when the system message asks if you want to use the

font's palette. Because the palette has now been altered, we'll need

to remap the background texture to this new palette configuration

by selecting the Color menu item Remap. After a brief pause, the

image should return to its original color scheme with its colors now

using the new register locations.

Now we'll need to create our text. Flip to the spare screen by

pressing 'j' on the keyboard. Make sure the Text tool is activated

and type in the desired text onto the plain background. Pick up this

text as a brush while holding the left mouse button and place in the

spare brush slot by selecting the I3rush-Spare submenu item Brush-

>Spare (alt n). This is our text brush. Now to create our shadow

brush, go into Brush Color Mode (F2) and select one of the darkest

colors in the background texture as our brush color (#11). For best

results, use shades of grey for your shadows if applying text to a

single-color background. This dark shade will be our base shadow

color, and the remaining light shades will serve as subsequent

brush outlines to simulate the feathered edge effect available in 24-

bit programs. Now simply pick the next lighter shade of the

background colors and select the Brush-Edge submenu item

Outline, or alpha key 'o.' Continue this process stepping through all

increasingly lighter shades of the background colors {Figure 2b).

You may want to "double up" on some of the lightest shades for

better feathering. With our shadow brush complete, we're ready for

the final step.

Flip back to the main screen (j) and set the "transparency"

level through the Effect-Transkicency submenu item Settings..; a

good beginning value is 70. Switch on Translucency (alt t) and

stamp your shadow brush down. Use Undo to play with the

Translucency settings in order to achieve an effective transparency

effect for the shadow. Once satisfied, swap the shadow brush with

the original text brush (alt b), turn off Translucency, and stamp

down the text brush over the shadow but slightly offset. The more

offset the text is to the shadow, the higher it will appear to float

above the page. Check your results with mine in Figure 2c. Not bad,

but now let's see what 24-bit can do for a drop shadow.

OpalPaint

Containing all the familiar tools and features of any good

paint and image processing program, and then some, navigating

about OpalPaint is sheer delight. For even if you don't own the

following software, reading through the remaining tutorials may

give you some insight into the inner workings of using Alpha

Listing One

1.1 by William Frawley

January 1, 1991

feathered drop shadow for selected br

sh slot for area

Creat

Shadow can either be atta

placed by itself in anoth

placement flexibility.

HOTE: This code was inspired/adapted/expanded from

code originally written by Greg Niles of

Centaur Development and published in Amiga

World (Aug, 1993).

TIONS RES'JLTE

Load rexxarplib. library / Insure workBer.ch to back

IF -5HOH<'L','rexxarplib.library1) then,

CALL ADDLIBI'rexxarplib.library',0,-301

CALL ScreenToBackO /* This will insure that Workbench

/■ acreen will not pop to front

/• «h«n tbi« «cript is activated.

/• Hfiench is default arg for this

/• [unction.

address 'OpalPaint.Rexx'

Se; Preferences 4 Show Title

SaveSotup

Panic

AskBool "t.

\n\n OKAY to Continue, CANCEL to Abort.

IF RESULT-0 THEN EXIT

/■ •/

/■ Ask Which Brush to Use

Asltlnt 13 1 "Select brush number (1-3).\n<Select CAJiCSL

if you don't want to lose your brush!!"

IF RCr5 THEN EXIT

BruehNum.RESULT

Ask to Have Attached or Separate Drop Shadow

•/

rurrent BrushAakBool 'Attach Shad

■Brush Slot?\n\n

n Separate'.

CANCEL=Seper,

IF RESULTED THEN DO

Attached- 0; Ehadowtiun-0

DO i=l TO 3

IF UBrushHum THEN ITERATE

ActiveBrush i

• Find a free brush slot •/

/• Flags •/

/• Chech available bays •/

PARSE VAR RESULT Defined .

IF Defined="-1" THEN DO

ShadowNum'l

LEAVE

END

LaBtOne-i

END

IF ShfldowNuiI=0 THEN DO

AskBool 'There are no empty brush bays for the

'\n\nOK="Eraae an old brush CANCELoAbort

IF RESULTED THEN EXIT

ELSE EhadcwKuffi^LascOne

END

END

ELSE Attached'l

/• V

/• Aalt for Peather Amount

Bhadov!',

iript?'

Amount: 0-320 (tl-Na Feather)'AskProp 0 320 D "Enter Feathe

IF RC=5 THEN EXIT

Fea=herAnt=RESULT

/. ./

/* Ask for Transparency Level •/

/• •/

AakFrop 0 100 50 "Select transparency laval of drop shadow."

IF RC-5 THEN EXIT

TransAicto RESULT

/■ Get Size of selected Brush

/* •/

ActiveBrusb EruafcHun

BruahSize

PARSE VAR RESULT BWidth BHeight

/ •/

/• Hake a Hew Screen

/• ■/

CurrPage

OrigPage ■> RESULT

FageRes

AddFage 610 400 RESULT

OpenPagea

PickPage HewPage

Pageslie

PARSE VAR RESULT PageWtdth PageHeight

XPoaition=TRUHC((PageWidth/2)-(BWidth/2))

YPouitioc-TRUliCI (PageHelght/2|-(BHeight/2))
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channels, where they are most notably used in video applications.

And as we shall see shorth, linear transparency keying certainly

plays a large role in creating realistic feathered-edge drop shadows.

For completeness, the explanation that follows describes a drop

shadow that is attached to the brush that spawned it, thanks to a

special feature in Opali'aint that allows a brush to pick up both the

normal image on the page and any information in the correspond

ing Alpha channel. There is also the option of creating a brush

containing just the shadow, which is less convenient but more

flexible. However, we'll concentrate on the former.

With a selected brush residing in one of the brush bays, make

sure the handle is anchored at the top-left corner, using the Brush

Manipulation requester if needed. Now create a new page and

stamp the brush down in the center noting the coordinates. Enter

the Alpha workmode, Alpha Paint Options requester and select

Grey Scale as the Edit Mode. Now click on the Alpha Function

Invert to reverse the current Alpha channel to completely transpar

ent, represented by black. Make sure the Drawing Mode is set to

Paint and the Color Source as Paint I'ot because we want to use

only a singular-color, solid brush when painting in the Alpha

channel. Therefore, affirm that the first paint pot contains the

default color white and select it. Stamp down the brush at exactly

the same coordinates as in the I'.iint channel before. This makes the

Alpha channel completely opaque in the area of the brush in the

Paint channel. Now set the desired transparency for stamping

down our shadow, try 70'V, change the brush handle to the lower-

right corner, and finally feather the brush appropriately. Stamp this

brush down slightly offset to the first one, and again note the

coordinates. You should now see a solid white and a grey represen

tation of the brush on the screen.

Return to the Paint Work Mode and in the Brush Cut Mode

requester, enable Use Alpha so that we may pick up the informa

tion contained in the Alpha channel along with the regular image

when we pick up our new brush. Using a rectangular cut, start from

the first coordinate location and drag out the box a distance equal

to the difference between the final coordinates noted from the

Alpha channel operation and the original coordinates. You should

now have a brush with an invisible shadow residing in the Alpha

channel portion which can be seen when it is stamped onto the

page. How easy that was!

Unfortunaleiy fur ADPro users, creating a drop shadow is a

tad more involved, but the resulting quality should negate this

minor irritation. Read on and find out why.

ADPro

Because the more expedient brush Feathering operation used

in OpalPaint works from the perimeter inward to alter the

transparency of the edge of a brush, it effectively reduces the size of

that brush. This can be undesirable, especially when adding a

shadow to an already thin font. The result is rather anorexic looking

and doesn't stand out very well.

So what's the alternative? Well, let's try experimenting in

ADPro and find out. Incidentally, we could just as easily accom

plish this next technique in OpalPaint, but I'm guessing there are

more of you out there that have ADPro than those who own

OpalVision. Enough said.

For this tutorial, we will simply add a shadow to some text so

we may easily understand the basic theory involved. The key here

is our use of an Alpha channel to add variable transparency to the

edge of the shadow and the composition process. This will become

apparent as we do it. But before running ADPro, you may want to

/• CALL Appropriate Function to Create the Shadow '/

/* */

IF Attached.: ?H£H CALL HakeAttachtd

ELSE CALL Hake3eperate

/* V

/■ Return to Original Page •/

/* •;

PickPage Origpage

DeletePage HewPage

IF Attached-1 THEN Okay -Done! Paste new bruab anyvharal-

ELSE Okay -DONZ!\n0rlg.Inal bruih in: "BruibNun,

-\nS!uidow brush In; "ShadowNu»

RestoreSetnp

NotEusy

EXIT

/■* /

/• INTERNAL FUNCTIONS •/

/ /

/* •/

/. .,

KakeAttached:

ActiveBrush 3ru8hNum

Handle 0 0

ColorSource HultiColor

PutBruah ^Position YPosition

WorkHode ALPHA

SetDrawHode i

zap

SetDrawMode 1

ActiveBrush BrushNum

Handle □ 0

ActivePot 1

PutBrush XPosition YPosition

WorkMode IMAGE

/* Feather the Brush */

ActiveBrush BruahN-ja

Feather PeatberAnt

/• Mk for position of drop shadow */

Okay ■Choose the location of your drop shadow.-

Handle 0 0

GetPoint

?AH£2 VAH BSSOL? XDropPos YDrcpPos

/■ Make It! •/

Busy

KorkKode ALPSA

Panic

SetDrawMode 1

ActiveBrush BruaaKun

Handle 0 0

Tra=BType Sta=dard TraEBAnt

Tra.-.s ENAE1E

ActivePot 1

PutBrush XDropPos YDropPos

Trans DISABLE

i'.mih(xposit ion,XDropPos)

YlrKIN(YPosit ion,YDropPoB|

X2*MAX(XPoBiticn.BKidth,XDropPos.BWldtht

Y2=KA):(YPoBit ion.BHeight. YDropPos.BHeightl

WorkMode IMAGE

ActiveBrush BrushNum

CutHode Normal 1 /• Th» 1 enables -use Alpha- ■/

RectCut XI Yl X2 12

RETURN

Create Separate Shadow Brush

ActiveBruBh ShadowNum

CopyBrush arushHum

Feather FeatherAmt

Handle 0 0

WorkMode ALPHA

SetDrawMode i

Zap

SetDrawMode 1

TransType Standard TransAmt

Trans EMABLE

ActivePot 1

PutBruah ^Position YPosition

Trans DISABLE

WorkMode IMAGE

ActiveBrush EhadowHum

CutHode Normal 1

X2 *XPoa i t ion .BWidth

Y2=YPosition-BHeight

RETDRH

Listing Two

ScaleBrush.oprx vl.O by Milliaa Trawl»y

January 6, 1SS*

Scales selected brush to d«tlr*d p«rcentage.
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create a working directory th.it will house several temporary Hies

and your background image. This will keep operations smooth and

well organized. Let's begin.

In ADPro, load in a Backdrop. Select Color, Tilled, and make

the color pure black (0,0,0). Set the dimensions according to the size

of the background and the text that you want to enter. For less

confusion, you m.iy want to make the width and height identical to

the background texture. Here, however, since I eventually wanted

to create varying heights for different shadow elements, I subdi

vided the process for the two different text elements shown In the

accompanying figure and created separate backdrops for each. In

this case, the dimensions are 368x240, large enough for the text that

was chosen. Save this result to the directory you've created as 24

Bit-Plane Data called Black.24

Next, enter the Text Visual operator and type in the text string

using the font and size of your choice (Figure 4A, p.7')). Center the

text, making sure it all fits within the backdmp and leaving a little

room around the sides for eventual blurring (Figure 4B, p.79). Set

Blur to (-1), Emboss to Off, Mix to 100, Tint and Saturation to 0, and

the RGB color values to the color of your choice. Hit Accept to

render the text, and then Exit. Save this 24 Bit-Plane Data as Text.24.

We'll now transform this image lo be used as an Alpha

channel for making the shadow. Since Alpha channels must be 8

Bib-Planes, select the Color_To_Gray operator and accept. Remem

ber, in ADPro's linear keying process, black is transparent and

white is opaque, just the opposite of OpalPaint. The text portion of

the image should now be some kind of medium grey, depending on

the original color you chose. The value of this grey will determine

how transparent the shadow is when the Black.24 tile is composited

'through' the Alpha channel onto the background. A lighter grey

will mean a darker shadow and vice-versa. Got it? If you're not

satisfied with the shadow's transparency after the final step, it is

here where you need to correct the Alpha channel for better results.

With the transparency problem solved, as a final step

regarding this image, we must now diffuse the edges. Select the

Convolution operator and load in the Blur5x5 preset matrix. For

maximum blur, change the Threshold from 64 to 0 and accept.

Using this convolution, blur the image approximately 10 times and

save the 8 Bit-Plane Data as Alpha.8 (Figure 4C, p.79). Did you

notice that the blurring process worked on both sides of the text

edge, keeping the bulk of the image intact? This is the advantage

that this technique has over feathering in OpalPaint: a more robust,

yet softer quality to the edges.

This is it, the final step. Load in your background texture and

select Comp and Alpha as the load type. When you're prompted,

load Black.24 for the IFF file and position it in the Composite

Control requester where you want the shadow to be located and

note the final offsets used. Okay the requester and select Alpha.8

for the Alpha Channel file to be loaded next. Display and check

your results (Figure 4D, p.79). Repeat the appropriate steps above if

you're not satisfied with the transparency or placement of the

shadow. Next, leave Composite on, select IFF load type and load in

the Text.24 file. In the Composite Control requester, this time

position the text at about the same offsets as the shadow's (Figure

4E, p.79). Because the blur convolution tends to blur downward, it

seems that only a small offset in the negative X direction is needed

for proper text displacement. Finally, because our text was placed

on a solid black backdrop, we can mask out any one color, in this

OPTIOHS RESULTS

Load re*xatplib.libiury / Insure WarltBench to back

IF -SHOW!'L',"rexxarplib.library-) THEN,

CALL ADDLIBf■rexxarplib.library',0,-301

CALL ScreenToBack{> /■ This will insure thit WorJtbeeet

/* screen will not pop to front

/■ ufcen this script li activated.

'* WEench id default arg for this

/• function.

Sbo Title

ADDRESS "OpalPaint_ReW

AsfcBool "ScaleBrush vl.O - by William Fravley.

\n\n OKAY to Continue, CANCEL to Abort"

IF RESULTeO THEN EXIT

/■ .,

/■ Ask which Brush to Use

Asklnt 13 1 -Select brush nuab«r (1-31."

IF BC'5 THEN EXIT

BniBhNum:. RESULT

Ask Percentage

AsfcProp 0 400 50 'Percentage to Scale?

\n\nEx: 50-50V(Halvo)

IP BC*5 THEN EXIT

Po[cent=RESULT

Scale

ActiveBrush BruahHun

RescaleMethod SMO0TH1

Kescale Percent Percer

Sho Size acd Eilt

BrushSize

PARSE VAH RESULT H H

Strings-Finished! Sii

Okay String

BXIT

of new brush is "IINM" by-HH

Listing Three

Scales

aspect

overs1i

ratio.

January 1

ed page to

1, 1994

within maxircum OpalPaint

••1

•1

•1

'1

•1

OPTIONS RESULTS

/• Load irpllb.library / Insure WorkBench to back

IP -SHOWCL', 'rexiarplib-lihcacy ) THEN,

CALL ADDLIBI'reDtsrplib.library',0,-301

CALL EcraenToBackl) /• This will insure that Workbench

/* screen will not pop to front

/* when this script is activated.

/* WBench is default arg for this

/• [unction.

/• Show Titlt

ADDRESS 'OpalPaint Rexx'

AikSool "ScalePage->Sc

\n\n OKAY

IP RBSULT-0 THEN EXIT

L.O - by WilliaB Fnwloy.

/• Find Page Size and Resolution

/■ •/

PageSllo

PARSE VAH RESULT W H

PageRea

Rei.RESULT

/• Get page dimensions

/• Get paga resolution
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case the black, by entering (0,0,1)) in the RGB gadgets, respectively.

Okay the requester and check your results. Hopefully, you'll be as

pleased as 1 was, especially if you have a 24-bit display.

So, to summarize the steps:

1. Load in a BackDrop, Color-Filled Black (0,0,0). Save as

Black.24.

2. Add text via the Text Visual operator. Save as Tcxt.24.

3. Execute Color__To_Gray operator. Execute Blur approx. 10

times. Save as Alpha.8.

4. Load in Background image. Turn on Composite.

5. Load in Alpha. Selecl ERF image Black.24, position and select

Alpha image Alpha.S.

6. Load in IFF image Text.24. In Comp Ctrl, position over

shadow and mask out black.

The ARexx Scripts

The ARexx scripts this month are solely for OpalPalnt. Because

ADPro has no brush or WYSIWYG display capabilities for text

placement in an ARexx situation, creating an ARexx script to

automate the aforementioned process for ADPro would have been

incomplete at best, requiring a fair amount of manual input from

the user. Therefore, I've included a few Opall'aint utility scripts to

expedite your working environment, especially in cases of creating

drop shadows.

For example, ScaleBrush.oprx compliments the Cut-Out Brush

Manipulation Menu's variable Resize tool by offering a more

precise method of scaling your brush with actual percent values

while retaining the proper aspect ratio in the process, an operation

thai is a little difficult to do manually. Try adapting this code for

use with the Rotate command as well.

Next, ScaleScreen.oprx will scale downward the current page,

if any of its dimensions are larger than the maximum OpalPaint

screen size of 736x476, while maintaining the proper aspect ratio.

This can be helpful when working with super-bitmaps as the Screen

Size gadget in the Page Setup menu will only scale or crop the

image to match the desired screen dimensions, destroying the

aspect ratio in doing so.

Screcn->Brush.oprx simply converts the current page into a

brush. However, the page must be smaller than or equal to the

screen dimensions, and if it isn't, the user is asked permission to

scale said page using the same algorithm as in ScaleScreen.oprx. As

you can see, some of this utility code is identical, so copy one and

clone it to finish the others and save some time.

Finally, DropShadow.oprx automates the entire process

described above in the tutorial for OpalPaint, with one addition.

I've added the option of allowing you to save the shadow as a

separate entity in a different brush slot from that of the original

brush for increased flexibility. You may run into a situation where

you need multiple shadows or placements for one brush, and this

way your shadow won't be confined to your brush. Also, please

note that most of the main code was adapted from code originally

written by Greg Miles of Centaur Development Thanks Greg.

Moreover, if you're into programming with ARexx, you

undoubtedly have had to debug your creations at least once (sigh).

If you haven't done so already, here's a hint to effectively reduce

debug time. First, in your code under the line "options results" or

immediately after the opening comment line, enter "trace results."

This will enable all clauses, evaluated expressions, and values

Than Screen

IF W>736 I H>476 THEH CO

CALL ScalePage

/• Shov Hex Siie and Exit */

Stricgo'Finiihed! Siie of page is no«

Okay String

BHD

ELSE Okay 'Sorry. Pago ia already soallt

EXIT

by -MH

INTERNAL FUNCTIONS

ing Aspect Ratio.

:alePage:

IF W>736 t H>47€ THEN DO

HewHeight-TBOMC(736*{H/H)l /• Find which dine

N8~Width-TFUUC(*76MW/Hn t* (Its within icr

17 NBwHelght>176 THEN Percent-47S/H

ELSE Percent«736/W

BHD

17 Wi736 t H<tl7S THEN Percent.736/W

IF Wt.736 I H>476 THEN Percent=476/H

ELSE HOP

W.TRUNCtPercent-W)

H.TBUNC(Percent*H)

FageSize H H RIB 1

RETURN

pag laionu •/

Sca.le-1 Crop.O •/

Listing Four

Screen->Brush.oprx vl.O by Wllliaa Prawley

January 9, 1994

Tramfonna screen isiage into brush.

OPTIOJiS SESULTS

Load re»arplib. library / Insure WorkBench to b*ck

IT -SHOWCL', 'rexisrplib. library') THEH,

CALL ADDLIBI'rexiarpllb.library■, 0,-301

This will iniure that Workbench

screen will not pop to front

when thia script is activated.

WBench ii default arg for this

function.

ADDRESS 'OpalPain:_Heiat'

AakBool "Screen->Brush vl.O - by Wlllian Frawley.

\n\n OKAr to Continue. CANCEL to Abort."

IF RESULTiO THEN EHIT

/• Aak Mhich Brush to Use

IF RC=5 !HEU EXIT

BrushNum-HESULT

/• Get page dimension
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assigned to variables to be displayed as output. Then, redirect this

output stream, which would normally be sent to a console, to a file

by running the ARexx script from a console as such:

run rx > [Path/Filenar.':. ~y.\ '. IScriptnane.nt]

where "Filename.txt" is the redirected output ASCII file which you

can study later for mistakes in your code and "Scriptname.rx" is

your ARexx script that you want to debug. Examination of the trace

output file will then help you find where your problem occurred

and what to correct if needed. Once your code is perfected, simply

remove the "trace results" line and resave. If all other programming

languages were as facile...

Conclusion

If you own ImageMaster or ImageFX, simply translate the

concepts presented here to work with these particular programs.

Because ImageFX employs a helpful WYSIWYG display interface

and has a complete set of painting tools and regionalized process

ing, achieving similar results through ARexx should prove as

effective and easy as OpalPaint, without the cumbersome drawback

of requiring a proprietary display card to view and run the

software.

•AC-

Please Write to:

William Frawley

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722-2140

PARSE VAR RESULT K H

PageRea

Re■■RESULT

/* Scale Pace If Larac" Than S""eeT */

/• V

IF W>736 I H>476 THEM DO

A1fcBool 'Pace is too large for brush cut opTAtion■

\n\nScale page (maintaining aspect ratio) to lit screen?'

IF RESULT-0 THEM EXIT

CALL Scalepsge

END

/• ■ /

/• Cut Page as Brush ■/

/• •/

ActiveBrush Erushl'U" /* Activate choaer. Brush slot */

CutHode NORKAL /' Picli up all color* ■/

/■ elie of our currant page •/

EXIT

I I

/• IhTERHAL FUNCTIONS V

/ /
/. , •/

/• Scale Page To HAX Screen Site (736x416) While •/

/• Maintains Aspect Ratio. */

/• ■/

Scolepage:

IF W>736 & H>476 THEN DO

•JewHei9ht-TRT,TiCI736'(H/WM /• Find which dlnsnsion •/

NewWidth.TSUNC(476'(W/H|I /* fits within screan. •/

IF Ke"Height>476 THEM Percent«476/H

ELSE Percent-736/M

END

IP W>736 £ H<=476 THEN Percent-736/K

IF Wt.736 i H>476 THEN Percentn476/H

ELSE HOP

W-THUNC!Percent"K) /' New page dlnenaions */

H-TRUNCIPeccent'H)

PigeSlie w S Hes I /• Scale.1 Crop-0 •/

Soft
Shadow

u

Figure 4: To add a drop shadow to text in ADPro, the Text

Visual operator (A) is used to add text to a solid black

BackDrop and then saved as a temporary file called Text.24

(B). After the text is converted to an 8-bit grayscale, It Is

blurred 10 times then saved as o temporary Alpha channel

for the shadow called Alpha.8 (C). Next, an image in progress

(D) shows the resulting shadow created by compositing a

solid black Backdrop with the Alpha channel, where the

values ot the grey portions of the Alpha channel determine

how much ol the black Backdrop are keyed through it, white

being completely transparent. Finally, the Composite Control

requester is used for final placement of the file Text.24 onto

the background and shadows (E). Note that the color black

(0,0,0) is masked out in the process, leaving only the blue text

for compositing.

Figure 5: The final result of adding soft-edged drop shadows in

ADPro.
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Amigaman's
Top 10

Top 10 CD32 Titles

Jan

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Dec

1

3

8

2

9

4

10

5

6

7

for January

Liberation

Zool

Oscar

Nigel Mansell

Castles II

Robocod: James Ponds 2

Trolls

D/Generation

Arabian Nights

Deep Core

Top 10 Amiga game Titles

Jan

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Dec

4

6

1

2

7

3

5

10

9

8

Frontier: Elite 2

Lemmings 2—The Tribes

Pinball Fantasies

Tom Landry Football Deluxe

Space Legends

Gunship 2000

Hired Guns

Cannon Fodder

Goal

Sim City Deluxe

List of Advertisers
Please use a FREE AC Reader Service card to contact ALL

advertisers who have sparked your interest. Amiga product

developers want to hear from you! This is the best way they have

of determining the Amiga community's interests and needs. Take

a moment now to contact those companies featuring products

you want to learn more about. And, if you decide to contact an

advertiser directly, please tell them you saw their advertisement

in Amazing Computing*.

Advertiser

AMOS

Armadillo Computing

ASDG, Inc.

Computer Answers

Computer Basics

Computer Basics

Creative Logic

Delphi Noetic Systems, Inc.

Digital Creations

Digital Creations

Digital Imagery

Expert Services

Fred Fish

Great Valley Products

Home Brew Utilities

Horizon West Productions

INOVAtronics

J&C Computer Services

Migraph, Inc.

Oxxi, inc.

Scientific Amigan

Spectronics International, USA

Whitestone

Page

Cll

68

5

35

48

49

69

52

CHI

CIV

4

7

11

1

70

68

9

68

16

38

69

72

69

Reader

Service

Number

134
•

102

120

101

101

104
•

109

108

125

116

106

105

107

123

114

165

130

159

112

126

■17

' This company wishes to be contacted directly.

CalL 1-800-345-3360

Amazing Computing

& AC'S TECH

SUPER

SPRING

SPECIALS!

While supplies last!

Order complete volumes of

Amazing Computing and AC'S 'I'HCH Back

Issues at these incredible prices!

ANY 12 BACK ISSUES

Amazing Computing:

$29.95

$20!

($25 Foreign)

(Includes shipping & handling)

ANY 4 BACK ISSUES

AC'S TECH;

$45.00

$40!
(Includes shipping & handling)

Don't miss out on this great offer!
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CD32

Review

This month:
• Defender of the Crown II

• The Grolier Electronic

Encyclopedia

• Insight: Technology

• The Guinness Disk of Records

Defender Of The Crown II

It is the year 1192. King Richard the Lionhearted has been

captured by his enemies while returning to England from the

Crusades. Four knights have volunteered to raise the ransom

required to release the King, and free England from the clutches of

Prince John. In Defender of the Crown II, you choose to play the

role of one of these knights. Your goal is to raise £20,000, the

necessary ransom. Several avenues are open to you to increase your

treasury—winning tournaments, capturing castles, conquering

castles, skillful negotiating, etc. There are risks in all of these, and

each knight has different skills which will determine your best

course of action.

At first glance, most will assume thai this game is a continua

tion of the original Defender of the Crown, which was released for

both the Amiga and CDTV some years ago. However, this is not the

case with Defender of the Crown II. This title is essentially identical

to the original in most areas, although there have been some

interesting changes implemented for the

CD1- version. Other than a slight change-

in the story line and ultimate goal, overall

gameplay is basically unchanged. It

seems that Commodore chose instead to

improve the graphics and sound. Once

again, as in the original. Commodore

enlisted the talents of well known Amiga

artist and Defender game designer Jim

Sachs. The original graphics have been

greatly enhanced with added detail and

color, smoother animations, and

additional scenes specific to the CD33

version. Speed is sacrificed for these

improved graphics, as the player often

has to wait for the next graphic to load.

This minor complaint aside, this can be a

truly entertaining game. The one feature

that really stands out is the enhanced sound added to the game.

The narration and messages are delivered in a stately English voice,

giving the player a true sense of actually being in medieval

England.

As with the original game, play centers around obtaining

wealth by either conquering territories, winning a jousting match,

or raiding the treasure of other lords. To master the game, the

player must master key skills such as sword fighting, catapult

operation, and jousting. Along with the skills mentioned above, the

player must be able to think and plan on a strategic level, as

conquest must be well thought out if victory is to be yours. On the

whole, this game has reaped the benefits of the improved graphics

and sound making it much more enjoyable than the originals.

As with the original game, play

centers around obtaining wealth

by either conquering territories,

winning a jousting match, or

raiding the treasure of other lords.

To master the game, the player

must master key skills such as

sword fighting, catapult operation,

and jousting.

Am exciting, multlm
adventure through tin1

of kniyhts

maktens
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The Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia

Recognized as the industry's finest CD-ROM encyclopedia, the

New Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia now has a brand new

interface for the Amiga CD0. With greatly improved search speeds

and over 400 megabytes of data, this 21-volume encyclopedia

comes to life with high-quality sound and graphics. Instead of

searching through pages and pages of books, the Amiga CD5: will

do the searching for you. Information can be accessed three

different ways: by topic (Geography, History, etc.), by direct

compound search, or by browsing the multimedia elements. A key

feature of the CD3- version is the inclusion of over 20U0 photo

graphs and illustrations. Many of which are accompanied by high-

quality sound, including excerpts from famous speeches and

musical compositions.

Navigation using the controller is accomplished by using the

thumb pad to move the on screen pointer to the desired selection.

All search functions can be controlled by the pointer. Key words

used for searches are entered by spelling out the word on the on

screen keyboard. If you do not wish to use the search function, you

may use the topic selection option which takes the user from the

genera] to the specific via lists and sub-lists. Once you have located

the desired topic, cross-references are easily located by clicking on

the grey search words on screen. Some entries have accompanying

photos and audio. For example, the entry for Dr. Martin Luther

King, Jr. includes his photo and an excerpt from his famous "I have

a dream..." speech. This combination of text, photos, and audio will

Top: The New Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia now has a

brand new interface for the Amiga CD32.

Right: Insight: Technology is a must for the truly curious. If

you have to know how that coffee maker or aresol can

works, Insight can help.

be especially helpful to the young student. The only item missing

from this otherwise excellent title is use of full motion video. This

feature would only enhance the information already included on

this CD, and hopefully will be included in future releases. If you are

looking for an easy to use, informative reference tool, give Grolier's

a look.

Insight: Technology

Have you ever wondered how things actually work? From the

simple ball-point pen to the mighty space shuttle — Insight:

Technology for the Amiga CD12 will answer your questions. After

the opening credits and introduction, the user is prompted to select

from one of three main choices: Topics, Browse, and Index. Topics,

as the name implies, allows the user to select from a list of 265

available topics which are arranged much like the table of contents

in a book. Highlight your section, hi! the red button on the

controller and detailed information will appear. Selecting Browse

will randomly display articles from the disc. Pressing the select

(red) button while an article is displayed will allow you to study it

more fully. Index will take you to a list of over 2000 keywords

which like an index, allows for easy location of desired topics. Once

a key word is selected, insight will provide the number of articles

that contain that key word and an option to display that list. The

main selection screen also contains two other options: Helptour, a

3-minute presentation on how to use Insight, and credits, which

displays the names of those who contributed to the creation of the

program.

Once you have selected a topic, Insight will take you to a

detailed information screen. All detail screens for each topic are

arranged in the same way. The left hand side of the screen displays

scrolling text on the topic, which can be controlled by using on

screen up and down arrows. To the right are two images relating to

the topic. The top image is a graphic representation of the topic.

Selecting this image allows the user to gain additional information.

Cut away drawings with labels and descriptions are often included.

In some cases, an animation explaining the function of the topic is

also included. Most of these animations and drawings are accompa

nied by a narration that provides detailed information on the visual

image. The lower image is a photograph of an example of the topic
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selected. By selecting this image, the user is

given a brief audio/visual slide-type show

which depicts various examples of the topic

under investigation. A key feature of this

program is the inclusion of select full motion

video clips. If a film icon appears next to a

specific topic on the main list, a short video

clip is available by selecting the photo image

described above. This feature really makes this

program come alive.

This program is a must for (he truly

curious. If you have to know how that coffee

maker or aerosol can works. Insight can help.

This title seems to fit the "multimedia"

definition better than most. Thankfully, the

new drive in the CD" player allows for shorter

access time for images, making this a very

usable program. The combination of informa

tive text, graphics, and photos; along with the

full motion video and high quality audio,

make for a valuable and entertaining reference

tool.

The Guinness Disc of Records,

2nd Edition

For those of you who are interested in

trivia, the well known Guinness Book of

Records has made the transition to the CD;: format. You now have

over 6000 examples of the fastest, the highest, the first and the best,

accompanied by hundreds of full-color photographs, illustrations,

and sound samples that you can see and hear at the touch of a

button.

When you start up the program, <\n animated leprechaun

guide will give you a short introduction to the disc. Most people

will want to skip over this as soon as possible. The voice provided

for the leprechaun is unintelligible and down right annoying. Once

past this point, you come to the Main Menu. This screen has twelve

large boxes on the upper portion, and four symbols along the

bottom. All records in this title have been split into Chapters. The

chapters are represented by the twelve drawings in the top part of

the main menu screen. If you select a drawing on the main menu,

you'll go to the first record in that chapter. At the bottom of the

screen are symbols which allow you to find a specific record, see an

audiovisual tour, or get help.

This is a title that begs to be explored. Jumping from topic to

topic is easily accomplished and adds to the fun of exploration.

While many topics contain only text, there are also numerous

photos and sounds that accompany other topics. These sounds and

photos bring this disc to life and adds to the overall experience.

Access time was found to be acceptable and overall quality of the

production excellent. The disc also includes a selection of audiovi

sual tours of topics that contain outstanding photos and informa

tive narrations. If you are a trivia buff who loves to explore, this is a

disc worth considering.

Product Information

•AC'

Defender of the Crown II

Commodore Electronics Limited

1200 Wilson Drive

West Chester, PA 19380

(215)413-9100

Inquiry #222

Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia

Commodore Electronics Limited

1200 Wilson Drive

West Chester, PA 19380

(215)413-9100

Inquiry #223

Insight: Technology

Commodore Electronics Limited

1200 Wilson Drive

West Chester, PA 19380

(215)413-9100

Inquiry #224

Guinness Disk ol Records

Commodore Electronics Limited

1200 Wilson Drive

West Chester, PA 19380

(215)413-9100

Inquiry #225
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The AGA Chip Set and Amiga Gaming

CD32 to the Rescue!

by JeffJames

AS MANY AMIGA OWNERS KNOW, finding Amiga software on the shelves of a

local software store in the United States can be an arduous task. Locating Amiga hard

ware is even more difficult. While Apple, IBM and Compaq computers dominate the

shelf space and advertising dollars of American computer shops and retail stores,

Amiga products are often found only through the pages of a mail-order catalog or via

an uncommon rarity — an Amiga dealer.



Opposite: Diggers involves

a team of diggesr sent out

to mine for treasure in this

adventure game requiring

insight and strategy. The

game features 33 enor

mous maps covering a

variety of terrain. The

objectives are to hit a tar

get income level and defeat

opponents as the treasure

hunt unfolds.

Left: Game players take

Zool, an interstellar cos

mos dweller from the Nth

dimension, to the edges of

the known universe and

beyond, guiding him

through seven worlds and

back to his home. On his

journey, he encounters

dangerous forces who can

turn ordinary objects into

deadly assassins

in Europe, it's a different story. Advertisements for the

Amiga and CD-1- regularly appear in popular European comput

er magazines and in large newspapers. A recent print ad in

England compared the 32-bit CD3- to the 16-bit Sega Mega CD

by spoofing Sega UK's ad slogan "To be this good takes Sega"

with the headline "To be this good would take Sega ages."

Commodore UK's television advertisement portrays the CD3- as

the ultimate game machine, fawned over by two mad scientists

clad in white lab coats. Commodore's stronger presence in

Europe translates into a much higher profile for the Amiga, with

Amiga and CD32 software a common sight at most computer

shops and large retail stores. While it may be losing shelf space

and market share to boring MS-DOS clones here in the states, the

Amiga is definitely alive and kicking overseas.

FORTRESS EUROPE: THE CD32 OVERSEAS
Commodore has always been successful at selling the Amiga

to European consumers, and has become even more so with the

latest addition to the Amiga family: the Amiga CD3-. A wolf in

sheep's clothing, the CD32 is essentially an Amiga 1200 computer

— without a keyboard or disk drive — stuffed into an unassum

ing Sega Genesis style case. Unlike most of its 16-bit competitors,

the CD32 doesn't use cartridges. A rounded bulge at the top of

the case contains the CD- -'s top-loading CD-ROM drive, which

is used for games, music CDs and other compact disk formats. At

its heart, the CD32 beats with the power of a 32-bit 68EC020 CPU

and the AGA chip set. (For a more detailed look at the technical

specifications of the CD'1-, see the October 1993 issue of Amuzing

Computing, p.46.)

According to Jim Mackonochie of Mindscape U.K., the CD-12

made quite an impressive entrance into the U.K. computer mar

ket last fall. A Gallup survey of U.K. computer software sales

taken in the last week of December reveals that CD-1- software

sales for the period surpassed both Phillips CD-i and IBM com

patible CD-ROM formats. {See Figure 1.)

According to John Smith, National Retail Sales Manager for

Commodore U.K., "CD32 titles dominate the software sales

charts in the United Kingdom, where we're outselling all other

CD-ROM platforms." Amazingly, the CD-''- jumped from no

market share to nearly 1% of the UK software market only three

months after its introduction. At press time (mid-January),

approximately forty CD3- titles were available and shipping in

Europe. Although the United Kingdom is undoubtedly the

strongest Amiga market in Europe, the CD32 has been well

received in other European countries as well. According to

Frederic Botton, a French CD32 software developer, the CD32

has been more successful in France than initially expected.

"CD-1- is doing well in France. Many of the larger stores first

stated that they wouldn't risk carrying a new Amiga. Lately,

some stores have reversed their positions and are now stocking

the CD32." By the time the CD32 goes on sale in America in

March, Commodore estimates that 85 software titles will be

available and shipping. (For more information on upcoming

CD3- software, see the February 1994 issue of Amazing

Computing, p.95.)

Even more CD3- titles are on the way; Commodore esti-

mates that over 130 titles will be released for the CD-- over the

course of 1994. Although that figure may be a little on the opti

mistic side, a veritable flood of new games are in development.

Most of these new CD32 titles will be developed by stalwart UK-

based Amiga developers such as Microprose, Ocean,

Millennium, and I'sygnosis, although several companies new to

the Amiga market have decided to throw their hats into the

CD32 ring.

According to Peter Moreland, Deputy Publishing Director

for Microprose U.K., CD32 owners can expect several conver

sions of popular MS-DOS Microprose games to CD3-. "We have
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32-bit video game animation and colors

provide life-like graphics, that can

be rendered with 256,000

colors from a palette

of 16.7 million.

16-bit video game graphics and colors are

limited, as this frame of video illustrates.

a couple of conversions underway, such as Pirates Cold and

Gunship 2000." Moreland added that Microprose U.K. was start

ing several new CD-*- projects, with Civilization and The Legacy

being the most likely prospects. Ocean Software will be offering

two particularly promising CD-1- titles: TFX (for Tactical Fighters

Experimental) and Inferno. According to Stephen Hey of Ocean

U.K., TFX will be "fl groundbreaking flight simulator with stun

ning graphics and gameplay," while Inferno will be a 3-D space

simulator along the lines of Wing Commander. Slated to be

released sometime in the first quarter of 1994, TFX and Inferno

will be co-developed by Ocean and Digital Image Design (DID).

Interplay and Alm.ithera are teaming up to bring Castles II

to CD32 owners, while Bullfrog — developer of Populous and

Poicernwtiger — is planning to create an enhanced CD-''- version

of their hit game Syndicate.. Acclaim is planning to port their con

troversial Mortal Kemibal game to the CD-*2 sometime in 1994;

whether the CD32 version of the game will feature as much

graphic violence as the Sega Genesis version remains to be seen.

Although the first generation of CD32 titles are primarily

ports from existing Amiga games, several forthcoming gomes

from European game developers will begin to exploit the speed,

storage, and true-color graphics capability of the CD- -. Shown

extensively in the Commodore booth at the Winter 1994 CES in

Las Vegas, Psygnosis' Microcosm features possibly the longest

introductory animation ever seen on an Amiga game. Although

the gameplay isn't up to the same level as the graphics and ani

mation, it nevertheless is one of the first software titles to tap the

true potential of the CD32. Fans of the Lawttmower Man movie

can look forward to a CD3i- arcade game of the same name by

The Sale* Curse (distributed by Storm), which will reportedly fea

ture ray-traced animation patterned after the film. Finally, two

CD32 titles from software developer Mirage will feature exten

sive amounts of ray-traced graphics and animation: Return lo the

lost World and Rise of the Robots. Both are slated for release some

time in 1994.

FORWARD TO THE FUTURE

The arrival of the CD3- has already begun changing the

face of Amiga gaming. Companies that no longer support the

Amiga (such as LucasArts, Sierra and Dynamix) are taking a

strong second look at re-entering the Amiga market. So what

does the success of the CD52 mean for the future of Amiga gam

ing?

Most developers agree that the CD-1- will cause a gradual

increase in the number of floppy-based games for other Amiga

computers, especially those equipped with the AGA chip set.

Given how easy it is to port floppy-based Amiga games to and

from the CD-1-, many developers can maximize their investment

by covering two markets with a single development effort. Toby

Simpson, Lead Programmer for Millennium, suggests that the

future of Amiga gaming resides in the CD-1-. "[The success of

the CD32! will translate into more A1200/A4000 titles — of cer

tain types — in the short-term. In the long term, more software

will make use of the 650MB storage capacity of CD, making it

difficult to port CD32 titles down to the A1200/A4000 easily."

Although the CD3- will undoubtedly have a positive effect on

Amiga game development, some developers see the rise of the

CD32 occurring at the expense of floppy-disk game develop

ment. "We do not see ourselves developing floppy software

ever, and my friends at other software publishers tell me they

are phasing out Amiga floppy software in preference for CD32

titles," adds lolyon Ralph of Almathera.

So how does the CD-1- stack up against the competition?

Although the CD32^ 32-bit CPU and AGA chip set allow it to

vastly outperform current 16-bit game systems, the CD3- does

fall short when compared to the 64-bit Atari Jaguar and the 32-

bit 3DO Interactive Multiplayer. Both the 3DO and the Jaguar

feature hardware support for advanced animation functions

such as texture-mapping, morphing, transparency and other

special graphic effects which the CD3- lacks. Nevertheless, the

3DO and the Jaguar have their own share of obstacles to sur

mount, especially in Europe. The 3DO is very expensive in the

UK, the Jaguar has an extremely limited market presence, and
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the Phillips CD-i is generally acknowledged as being too under

powered to play games like the Amiga. In addition, all the afore

mentioned machines have only a small number of software titles

currently available for them, an area in which the CD-'- excels.

"It will take one to two years [for 3DO, Phillips, and Atari]

to develop the sort of titles that the market requires.", says Jim

Mackonochie of Mindscape UK. Jolyon Ralph, Technical

Director of UK-based CD^- software developer Almathera,

agrees that the CD->- has some inherent advantages over the

competition. "3DO is too expensive, CD-i is too limited techni

cally — it can't do games well at all — and the Atari Jaguar isn't

a CD platform."

While the CD32 is technically less powerful than the 3DO

and the Jaguar, a hardware upgrade to the CD^2 js reportedly

being considered by Commodore over the course of the next

year or so. Although the possibility of a CD-*- outfitted with the

AAA chip set (which is being designed first and foremost for the

next generation of Amiga desktop computers) is highly unlikely.

Commodore officials and Amiga developers concede that a low-

cost 68030 processor could be easily added to the CD^2 for a

quick boost in processing power.

A faster processor isn't the only new thing

CDJ- owners may be able to look forward to.

Commodore displayed the S250 MPEG module for

the CD32 extensively at (he January 1994 Consumers

Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas. Using the

MPEG compression format, the MPEG module

allows the CD32 to play up to 74-minutes of VH5

quality video, ideal for playing disks based on the

new Video CD format. Commodore hinted that a

variety of new products are being developed by

third-party developers for the CD-*2, including virtu

al reality headsets and gloves, cable TV interfaces,

and other peripherals. A CD-'--compatible CD-ROM

peripheral for the Amiga 1200/4000 is also a possi

bility, although some developers have doubts

whether the device will be produced. Commodore

may be forced to sell the drive at the same price

point as the CD-'- itself (i.e., around $399 retail) to

cover production costs, making it more attractive for

consumers to simply buy a stand-alone CD-'2.

DEVELOPER BLUES

To create the software, peripherals and other

products that CD-*2 owners will demand,

Commodore is relying heavily upon its formidable

network of European software and hardware devel

opers. Unfortunately, developer support for the

CD-'2 in the states appears to be trailing behind Europe.

An employee at one American software development firm

(who asked to remain anonymous) received a wooden prototype

of the CDJ- from Commodore nearly a year ago, yet didn't

receive support materials of any kind. "It was the same story

with the CDTV. I'd call several different people at Commodore

for development info, only to be given a different number or

person to talk to. After being shuffled around like this for a

while, you begin to question whether you're making the right

decision to support the machine." One of the largest American

game developers encountered yet another problem with

Commodore's developer support. After investing substantial

resources in an effort to port its products to the CDTV, the com

pany then saw the platform fade into obscurity due to shifting

priorities at Commodore. Because of these factors, most

American software developers have adopted a "wait and see"

attitude towards the CD-'2. Although some developers with

strong ties to the U.K. — most notably Virgin games, Sierra and

Microprose — are pushing ahead with European CD->- game

development. Commodore has to prove it can effectively market

and sell the machine in the states before most developers will

commit resources to CD- - projects.

Commodore's developer support is much better in Europe,

according to most Amiga developers contacted there. French

CD-""2 developer Frederic Botton reports that Commodore's sup

port for the CD^2 is an improvement over their Amiga support.

"Support for the CD^- is better than the support we received for

the Amiga or CDTV. A dedicated CD-'- developer support BBS

would be nice, but support is offered on some networks. As far

as CD-'2 is concerned, all of the development questions I've

asked have been answered."

SYSTEM

Sega Genesis

Amiga

SNES

Gameboy

IBM PC

NES

Sega 8 bit

Gamegear

Atari ST

Sega Mega-CD

C64

CD32

PC CD-ROM

Phillips CDi

Unit sales of the major

% UNIT SALES

24.3%

15.6%

14.4%

14.4%

7.6%

6.3%

6.1%

5.2%

1.8%

1.1%

1.0%

0.7%

0.4%

0.05%

game machines.

Jim Mackonochie of Mindscape U.K. concurs. "There is a

long-standing [development] infrastructure in Europe. It was

somewhat damaged by the CBM downsizing last year, but [it is]

still there."

That same downsizing has left other developers out of

touch with Commodore. "I can't remember the last time we

heard from Commodore." says Jez San of UK-based Argonaut

Software (developer of Stttrglider I & II and Birds of Prey). "All the

good people we used to deal with seem to have left." According

to most developers, Commodore's mediocre track record for

developer support is largely due to recent staff cuts throughout
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the company. The consensus seems to be that developer support

is strong — albeit weakened — in Europe and gradually improv

ing in America.

THE U.S. MARKET

Regardless of how well the CD" is doing in Europe, most

developers admit that Commodore's most challenging obstacle

lies ahead; selling the CD-*- in the US market. By the time you

read this, CD-1" should be available and shipping to Amiga deal

ers and other distributors across the country.

Finding shelf space for the CD^ in a crowded U.S. market

filled with game consoles and Interactive multimedia players may

be Commodore's most formidable challenge. With the Atari

Jaguar, 3DO Interactive Multipiayer, and the Phillips CD-i all

fighting for a slice of the burgeoning interactive entertainment

market, finding the CD-" .it a local consumer electronics store

may be next to impossible. Factor in the formidable market pres

ence of Sega and Nintendo — the twin 800-pound gorillas of the

video game industry — and the outlook for the CD^- begins to

dim somewhat. Although the 16-bit systems from Sega and

Nintendo can't hold a pixelized candle to the 32-bit CD^, neither

company is set to rest upon its laurels. Both .ire planning to intro

duce new game systems in late 1994 or early 1995. Sega is report

edly developing a 32-bit CD-based game system (code-named

"Saturn"), while Nintendo has joined forces with workstation

manufacturer Silicon Graphics to begin work on an advanced

game system with the nebulous moniker of "Project Reality."

Although both systems are still at least a year away, they serve as

a reminder that neither company intends to surrender the multi-

billion dollar home video game market without a fight.

Nevertheless, the CD-^ has definitely gotten off to an

impressive start. With strong European sales, robust developer

support, and an aggressive price point, the CD-''- brings a great

deal to the video gaming table. Although it may be too early to

speculate how well Commodore's latest addition to the Amiga

family will fare in the viciously competitive American video

game market, one thing is for certain: the future of Amiga gaming

has arrived.

The comments expressed in this article are those of the author and not

those ofAmazing Computing, its writers, or its staff.

Please write to:

Jeff James

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 2140

Fall River, MA 02722

Companies Mentioned

Mindscape

60 Leveroni Court

Novato, CA 94949

(415)883-3000

Inquiry #231

Microprose

180Lakefront Dr.

Hunt Valley, MD 21030

(410)771-0440

Inquiry #232

Psygnosis

675 Massachusetts Ave

Cambridge, MA 02139

(617)497-5457

Inquiry #233

Ocean

1855 OToole Ave Ste D-102

San Jose, CA 95131

(408) 954-0201

Inquiry #234

Interplay

3710 Susan #100

Santa Ana, CA 92714

(714)553-6655

Inquiry #235

Commodore Business Machines

1200 Wilson Drive

West Chester, PA 19380

(215)431-9100

Inquiry #236
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Overdrive
by Henning Vahlenkamp

Not to be confused with n

multi-directional shoot-cm-up

from Infacto called Overdrive

(Coming Attractions, AC

V9.2), this particular game,

also called Overdrive, from

England's Team 17 features

overhead racing action

amazingly reminiscent of

Psygnosis' Nitro. In all my

years of computer gaming, 1

don't think I've ever run

across two different games

with the same name before.

Perhaps one of the publishers

should considers name

change for their game to avoid

any further confusion. But

that's beside the poinl; the renl

issue is the quality of the

game, not its name.

Overdrive - from here on

referring to the Team 17 game

- offers a selection of 20 tracks

on five terrains (GP, City, Icy,

Desert, 4x4) with four vehicles

(GP, Supercar, 4x4, Buggy).

The objective is to race until

you make it to the top rank,

then compete against the

"demon driver" to win the

game. The game doesn't say

much about this driver, but

you can be sure that whoever

it is will be tough to beat.

The main menu offers

Start, Options, Disk, and

Control submenus. From

Options, you can choose the

skill level, game mode, and

music or sound effects. The

mode selection lets you ploy a

normal game, a practice game

Overdrive from

Team 17 should

not be confused

with Overdrive

by Infacto. Two

different games

with just one

great name.

either against the clock (time

trials) or not, or a two player

game with two Amigas linked

by a null-modem cable.

Presumably, using actual

modems over the phone lines

would be too slow for real

time racing.

Disk allows you to load

and save games to a data disk,

which unfortunately doesn't

use normal AmigaDOS files,

or select whether to use one or

two disk drives.

Control gives you a

choice of two different joystick

control methods. I prefer the

first method, whereby left and

right govern turning and fire

accelerates, over the second,

requiring moving the stick in

the direction you want to go.

There's even support for an

analog steering wheel and

console-type joypads.

Start takes you into the

game itself. If you chose either

practicing mode, you then get

a choice of 20 scenarios

featuring different combina

tions of vehicles and tracks. In

the regular racing mode, you

get a choice of three different

scenarios every time you race.

Each scenario comes with two

computer-controlled oppo

nents of varying abilities, and

requires a certain entry fee.

You start out with

S50,000, and continue racing

until the money runs out or

you finish last in three races.

Coming in first or second

earns you commensurate cash

prizes. Before racing, you may

opt to qualify on a track to

improve your position on the

starting line. Qualifying takes

three laps, while each race

takes eight.

When it comes time to

race, you're presented with an

overhead multidirectional

scrolling view of the track and

your car. The bottom panel

across the screen provides

such vital information as lap

times, fuel and speed levels,

and a scanner condensing a

broader view of the surround

ing track region. Effectively

controlling your car takes

practice at first, but once you

master the basics, you can get

down to some real racing

strategy. A helpful one is to
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With twenty tracks on five terrains and three scenarios

for each race, Overdrive offers a great deal of racing

excitement. The object is to race until you make it to

the top rank, then compete against the "demon driver"

to win the game. With $50,000 to start, you have a lot

riding on each race.

bump your opponents out of the way before they do

it to you, since your car never suffers any damage.

While careening around the track as fast as

possible, don't forget to avoid obstacles (e.g. oil

slicks) and collect fuel cans, money, and non-skid

tires, among other povver-ups. You'll also find

strategically placed "turbo pads" for temporary

bursts of turbo speed. And keep an eye on your fuel;

when it's gone, you're gone.

Overdrive's animation and hi-fi, synthesizer-

style music are flawless. Each terrain has a custom-

tailored theme soundtrack that works well. A

generous measure of digitized speech, with an

English accent of course, appears throughout the

game. The 64 and 32-color graphics are about as

good as possible given those color limits. It's tough

to find any fault with the look and feel of the game

itself.

On the other hand, it's easier to find fault with

ancillary matters. For starters, the manual isn't

entirely accurate. For instance, it erroneousiy states

that you can use any vehicle in any race, but you're

really limited to three different predefined scenarios

for every race. Furthermore, the tiny typeface might

irritate those with less-than-sharp eyesight. Also, I

find the poorly explained ranking system somewhat

confusing, as I'm unclear about exactly what it takes

to achieve the top rank, whatever that may be.

Finally, there's no mention of the HSC key which can

be pressed at the Start submenu to end the current

game.

The game play also has a few irritations. Your

status screen only appears when you place first or

second in a race, instead of whenever you want to

view it. Loading times between races are longer than

they should be, considering that the game ships on

two custom, copy-protected disks. All that waiting

adds up, detracting from the flow of the game,

especially if you're unfortunate enough to have only

one floppy drive. Forget about hard disk installation.

Overdrive requires PAL mode, and the Display

Options menu on 2.1+ Amigas won't do the trick, so

you need a utility program like Chris Hames

Degrader. At least the game will run on any Amiga,

including AGA, with 1MB RAM.

When 1 first played Overdrive, I almost mistook

it for Nttro. This game successfully captures the

essence of that famous Psygnosis game, but doesn't

include a few Nitro extras like night driving and

three player support on a single machine. Then

again, Nitro doesn't have quite the range of options,

and it's incompatible with AGA Amigas. In short,

Overdrive is great on gameplay, not as great on

documentation and disk accessing.

Overdrive

Team 17

Marwood House,

Garden Street

Wakefield, West Yorkshire

WF1 1DX England

Tel: 0924 201846

Inquiry #237
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Ishar:

Legend of

the Fortress
by Homing Vnhleiiktimp

It's often said in the

computer games business that

there aren't too many original

ideas. Most new games are

just variations on old ones.

That's certainly true of Ishar, a

role-playing game (RPG) by

Silmarils, a French developer,

in a similar vein as Eye ofthe

Beholder {EOB). While Ishar

may not break any new

ground in the idea depart

ment, its implementation

helps it stand out in a crowded

RPG field.

[I seems that the evil

Morgoth once conquered the

land of Arborea, but Prince

Jarel and his companions

destroyed him after finding

the Crystals of Harmony.

Incidentally, that's the plot of

Crystals of'Arbavea, an earlier

Silmarils title. So Jarel became

ruler, renaming the kingdom

Kendoria. Of course Jarel was

killed eventually, and anarchy

descended upon Kendoria. In

the resulting power struggle,

another evil-doer named

Krogh gained control and built

the fortress Ishar. That leaves

you to find Ishar and get rid of

Krogh.

The above information is

essentially all the game reveals

up front about the plot.

Everything else, ranging from

what to do at the beginning to

achieving the goal, is up to

you. Here's a hint: recruit the

first character you meet, go

south to the village in

Angarahn, and see a man

named Akeer.

Like EOB, Ishar features a

3D first-person perspective,

but takes place mostly

outdoors instead of in

forbidding dungeons. And

everything occurs in real time,

but there's no time limit to the

game. The lush, detailed

scenery of the forests and

...these characters aren't merely puppets who

always do what you want.

grasslands seems to wrap

around you as the view is

updated during your step-by-

step movements, creating a

great atmospheric feel. The

box claims over 100,000

views! As in real life, objects in

the distance have a wonderful

hazy, unfocused quality which

disappears as you move

toward them. Things do seem

a bit static, though. It would

have been nice to see the trees

waving in [he breeze or the

water rippling. The only real

animation is that of the on

screen characters, particularly

enemies.

Ishar dispenses with the

usual RPG practice of

character generation. Of

course there are the familiar

role-playing skills and

attributes—even a few novel

ones such as orientation and

languages. You simply start

out with one predefined

character, and you can recruit

up lo four others during the

game, assuming they want to

join your party and the party

agrees. Psychology is an

interesting factor, as these

characters aren't merely

puppets who always do what

you want. For instance, a

character may decide not to

fight his own people (if they

happen to be opponents) or

might oppose your eliminat

ing a friend in the party. This

certainly adds a rare dimen

sion of realism.

While RPGs often have a

reputation of complexity,

controlling Ishar is quite

intuitive. I was able to dive

right into this point-and-click

affair without first laboring

over the manual. In addition

to the viewing window

occupying most of the screen,

the bottom part contains a

strip of icon panels for each

character, and the right side

contains general purpose

icons.

An icon panel is the key

to managing a particular

character. From here, you can

have him or her do various

things including giving,

eliminating, or recruiting other

characters; casting spells;

picking locks; getting

bearings; healing injuries; or

attacking enemies. Clicking on

a character's picture reveals

quick summaries of the more

detailed character sheet

information obtained by

clicking on the character's

name. This information

completely defines a character,

it displays all the skills,

attributes, experience, energy

levels, and items (carried,

worn, or held in hand). You

can also ingest, examine, or

drop items, as well as give

items or exchange money with

other party members.

Tlie right side of the

screen has icons for move

ment, rearranging the party's

combat order, and loading/

saving games. Using an

effective combat order can be

crucial to success in battle.

Sword-wielding fighters, for

example, should be up front,

while those with missile

weapons and spellcasters

should be farther behind. The

compass and area name box

help with navigation.

Nevertheless, most players

will probably resort to the

traditional graph paper to map

their progress and prevent

getting lost. The game's

undocumented onscreen map

of Kendoria neither shows

villages nor your party's

location, limiting its useful

ness.

Ishar only works on AGA

Amigas. You can play the

game from its two unprotected

floppy disks or from a hard

disk. The manual doesn't

mention Amiga hard disk

installation, but doing so is as

simple as copying all the files

from each floppy into a hard

disk subdirectory and then

typing "T.X" from the shell.

Since Ishar is spread across

100+ AmigaDOS files, playing

from a hard disk is preferable,

significantly cutting down

disk access time. The game

doesn't like scan-doubled

screen modes, so make sure

you're in a 15kHz mode such

as NTSC or PAL before

running the game from the

operating system.

As I mentioned earlier,

the graphics are lush and

detailed. Even though there

don't appear to be anywhere

near 256 colors on the 320x200

pixel game screen, I can't

really complain. You definitely

won't find anything better in a

regular 32-color Amiga game.

The peculiar music has a

medieval flavor that comple

ments the game.

There's only one obvious

bug in Ishar: occasional

random flashes of garbage

onscreen resembling vertical

bars, apparently resulting

from a misuse of the AGA

registers. I wonder how this

escaped quality control? The

bug doesn't affect gameplay

however.

As the first AGA-specific

RPG, Ishar is a rather good

effort. Its straightforward

control should appeal to those

put off by traditional games in

this genre. Moreover, combat

is kept to a reasonable level

(often against no more than a

handful of enemies), and

sufficient character interaction

balances it. The display bug

and lack of automapping are

the only things in the negative

column: everything else goes

in the positive. Perhaps the

upcoming Ishar 2 AGA will

correct these two deficiencies.

Ishar: Legend of the Fortress

(AGA)

Silmarils

produced by Daze

Marketing Ltd.

2 Canfield Place

London, NW6 3BT, England

Tel: 071 328 2762

Fax: 071 328 2738

Inquiry #238
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Amazing Computing
■*■ Vol.7. Noll, NoTODQbet 1W2

Highlights include:

"Amiga 4000," Commodore creates a bold new direction in

Amiga computing with expanded graphic resolutions, modular

CPU, and more.

"Progressive 040/2000," a review by Kick M.itaka.

"Remap Magic," Learn why Ihis it ml is your besl bet (or

making use of your palatte,

"Beginning C," Chue Xlong covera some <if the baeta of the C

Language.

* Vol.7, No. 12, December 19U2

Highlights Include:

"Polishing Basic Programs,™ Marianne Gillis shares the- secrets of

BASIC prognmunbig exports.

"Banners," A lutciri.il on creating bUUWr-leilgth printouts, by Pit

Kaszydd

"Structured Drawing & TueBASIC," p.iul Castongtuy shows how

TrueBASIC fully supports any levd of hierarchical structure.

Also, complete nrlewi of Voyager 1.1, FIXOUND. VistaPro 2.0,

and OpalVision.

* Vol.8, Nn.1, January1<«3

Highlights Include:

"Creating a Storybuard in Final Copy," see him1 to layout y«ur

animation storyhoard in Final Copy, by R Sh.imms Mortier.

- A Look it 24-bil Libraries," Shamms Morlier looks .il 24-bil

libraries.

"Using Laser Disk Player* with the Amiga,* Rum Battle examines

the benefits oi laser disks a^ a source o( video. Images. He also shows

an easy way to set them up.

Plus: A complete review of the new A1200& coverage nf Ciimdci

Fall92itheFES-Lnndon.

* VoLR No-2. February 1TO

Highlights Include:

" Extending the AMOS Sort," Dave Sengcr looks at the AMOS soil

(unction.

" Business Cards," Soft-Logik's Dan Weiss gives an in-depth tutorial

un how to cie.iie your ovvn business cards.

"AD1012," a review by Rick Manual,

AND! A special sneak preview nf the One-Stop Muiic Shop from

Blue Kibkin & complete UVCtOgC nf the WOCA Toronto!

» Vol.8, No.3. March W3

Highlights Include:

"Babylon 5," ihe Amiga changol the way TV shows Jre made, by Il^s

Paul Robk-y

"AmigaVision Projects," by William Murphy

"Art Expression," review by Merrill C.ill.iw.i'y
FLU5: Creative business forms & Cf:S Winter'«

* Vctl.H, No.4, April 1W3

Highlight* Indude

"TriplePlj*1 Plus i Synrl'ro", reviews of two grea! music producl'.

by Rick Manas.)

"CanDo," a review nf the applicalion development system from

IXOYAtronk!,, by Rob Hjye>

ALSO: Super VideoSlol for April, AKen. cli, and great Diversions!

* Vol.8, N'o.5, May 1°°3

HiKhliKht* Include:

"Director>r Opus", rei lew ot the Lues! wrsion of Dir.vinrv (Ipus and

a start-up tutorial by Merrill Callaway

"Media Madness," explores, the inside oi Blue Ribbon Soundivork's

new MedL. MadnL-=s, by T,xl..r Fay i David Miller

"SuperJAM 1.1," a review of the latest release of Super|AM! by Kick

Manasa

"ImageFX," review by R. Shamms Mortier

ALSO: Super VidcoSlot for May—I he New Graphics Modes!

* VoLK, No.fi, June l"W3

HiRhlights Include:

"AMOS Turns Prufcviional".review of .1 majnr upgrade hailed as a

comprehensive developmen I system, by Jimmy Rot*1

"Searching Medical Literature," using<h« Amiga lo tap Ihev.ist

resources of mediral on-lino services, by Dr. Mtehnei Ti.bin

ALSO: Newsletter Design, ARexX Fro^r.iiiiming, I [ol inversions

* Vol.S,No.7,July IW

HishliBhts Include:

"TypeSMITH 1.Q", review of Soft-Logiksnew f.^it editor, b> Merrill

Calb«a>

"OpalPaint 2.0," review of [he latest version of Illis paint program for

the OpalVision board, by K.Sh.imms Mortier

"Structured Drawing," basic features and advanced Ircluiiqui-.. by

Dan Weiss

"Delu\el'ainl IV AGA,- review of the latest paint package for Ihe

AGA machines, by R. Sd.imms Mortier

ALSO: Super VideoSU.I, AReJOi, and New Products!

*' Vol.8, No S, August 1093

Highlights include:

"Amiga Vision Professional", review Commodore's upgraded

authoring svrtem, by Douglas J. \.ik.ikibar.i

"Art Department Profesiimal 2.3," review ofthelalest release of

Adl'ro Imm ASIX;, by Menill Cillaway

"Professional Page 4,0," Ihe lates! [nounathm of Pro Page, by Rick

Manase

"Pseudo Kadiosity Effects," why ray tracing is not an accurate model

of iruc light behavior, by Mark Hoffman

rT-Re« Profession a I", a review of the latest release- of T-Rexx (torn

ASDG, by Merrill Callaway

ALSO: AC Phone Bonk; A directory of Amiga Developers!

* Voi-K, No1*. September 1TO

Highlights Include:

"Adventures with Aladdin'.l'.in III ,.j IhiS tutorial serie* on Aladdin

4D, by K. Shamms Mortier

"CanDo,"l:irst Installment ot this series for CanEXi programmer!., by

Rand; Finch

"Caligari 24," Review of version 3.U of this 24-bit software, by K.

Shamms Murtier

"Coming Attractions," A look into the Future attractions in Amiga

games.by Ekiining Vahlenl.imp

ALSO: WOCA—Australia & Summer CCS!

* Vol.8, No It), October 1993

Highlights Include:

"Making Waves", Tocus on the wave requester in Part IV of Ihe

Aladdin series, R. Sh.imms Mortier

"Clouds in Motion," Animated clouds in Scenery Animator, by R.

Sliamms" Mortier

"Media Madness," Discover what il cm do for Bars*Pipes, by Kick

"Bars&Pipes Professional 2.0," review by Kick MaiUSa

■■Bernoulli MulliDisk 150", A review of this great Iomega drive.

ALSO: Commodore's new CD32!

¥ VoL8, No 11. November 1993

Highlights Include:

"CanDo", This Installment coven developing a custom object by

combining several standard ConDo object*, by Randy i:inch

"Brilliance," Acomplete review of this hoi new paint and animation

program from Digital Creations, by l:rank McM.ihon.

"Online," The introduction of this new telecommunications column

for the Amiga, by Rub Hays.

"Gel Graphic: Digital Image F/X," The introduction of AC s new

graphics column, by William Frawley.

"Picasso II", A rev ien of one ol the be>1 new graphics cards available,

by Mark Kicken.

ALSO: WOCA Pasadena: Commodore introduces CD-32! Plus, the

incredible Light Rave, a Video Toaster emulator!

« VoL8, No 12, December 1W3

liighlighK Include:

"CanDo Tutorial", Basic concepts bi'hind animations .ind

presentalions, by Kandy l:inch.

"LightRavc Review," A review of this uniques Tmsteremulator, by

Shamms Mortier.

"Online," The inlrodiKtion of this new tel.vnmmiimc.ili.ins c.ihimn

for the Amiga, by Rob Hays.

"Gel Graphic: Digital Image ROt," the Introduction ofACenew

graphics column, by William l-'rawley.

"Video Toaster 41)00 Review", A review of Ihe l.ilest Video Toaster by

Shamms Mortier.

ALSO: 1993 Reader's Chioic Awards!



*ACsTECH. Vol. 2, No.4
Hij»hli$;hb> Include:

"In Search of the lw( Window*," by 1'hil Buike
"No Mousing Around," hlds thai annoying mouse polntei

with this- great program, by lefl Dlcksan.
"The Joy of Sets," by |im OUnZBI

"QujrterbackS.a," .1 review by Merrill Caliaway.

• AC'S TECH, Vol. X No. 1

I Iij;hlights Include:

"Comeau Computings C*+," A review of fills great newC
iumpiliT by Forest Arnold.

"Programming Ihc Amiga in Aswrnbly Language Part 5," by
William Nee
"Make Your Own 3D Vegetation," I .iur.i Mnm^n show! how
to use Iterated Functions to crate 3D Irees and plants.
PLUS! The HotLinks Developer's Toolkit ON-DI5K!

# AC's TECH. Vol. .1. No. 2

Highlights Include:
"Ole," An arcade game programmed in AMOS BASIC, by
Riom.isJ. Eshelman.
"Programming the Ainigj in Assembly Language I'art 6," by
William Nee

"Wrapped Up with Tim BASIC' Text Jnd Graphics wrapping
modules in Hue BASIC by Dr. Roy M. \uzzo
"ARen Disk Catalog!! r," An Ami^.iDOS manipulator thai

produces a tes.t Sle containing information about Ihe floppy

disks you want cataloged, byT, Darrel Westbrook
ANDLOTSMORrONniSK!

* ACs TECH. Vol. 3, MoJ

Mishltjihts Include:
"Rexx Rainbow Library," A review by Merrill C.illawav
"Pmsrainmins Ihe Amiga in Assembly," by Willi.im Net
"All You Ever Wanled In Knoiv About Morphing," An in-

dfpth Ui'k .it miirphin); for Im.igini.' by Hmno Costa and Lucio

Darso

"Custom 3D Graphics Package Part I," IX-signing a custom 3D

graphics piick.igL' by Lnur.i Morisson.

Build .1 SeconJ [ovstick I'nrt,' A simnlu hardware proji-ct for

an additional pvstick port bv Jai

AND LOTS MORE ON DISK!
Hall.v.

* AC's TECH. Vol. \ No. 4

Highlights Include:
"Custom 3D Graphics Package I'irt II," Cut the finishing

toudws on \'our own graphics package by 1ju« Morisson,
TruBASlC lnpu! Mask," An interesting TrUOBASIC utility by

T. Darrell Westbrook.
'Time Efficient Animalions," Make up for li^t lime with this

greal animation utility by Robert CalLi.
^F-BASIC 5.0," A reVKW of this latest version of F-BAS1C by
Jeff Stein.

PLUS: CD32 Development Info!

1-800-345-3360

Complete selection of Amazing Computing and AC'S TECH AVAILABLE!

Have you missed information on how to add ports

to your Amiga for under $70, how to work around DduxcPatnt's lack of MAM support, how to

dc.il with service bureaus, or how to put your Super S films on video tape, along with Amiga

graphics? Do you know the differences among the big three DTP programs for the Amiga? Does

the ARexx interface still puzzle you? Do you know when it's better to you use the CLI? Would

you like to know how to go about publishing .i newsletter? Do you take full advantage of your

RAMdisk? Have you yet to install an IBM mouse to work with your bridgeboard? Do you know

there's an alternative to high-cost word processors? Do you still struggle through your

directories?

Or if you're a programmer or technical type, do you understand how to add 512K RAM to

your 1MB A500 for a cost of only $30? Or how to program the Amiga's GUI in C? Would you like

the instructions for building your own variable rapid-fire joystick or a 246-g rayscale SCSI

interface for your Amiga? Do you use easy routines for performing floppy access without the aid

of the operating system? How much do you really understand about ray tracing?

"V: n:<\\/\
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Below is a listing of the latest additions to

the Fred Fish Collection. This expanding

library ot freely redistributable software is

the work of Amiga pioneer and award

winning software anthologist. Fred Fish.

Fora complete list ol all AC. AMICUS. and

Fred Fish Disks, cataloged and cross-

referenced for your convenience, please

consult the current AC's Guide To The

Commodore Amiga available at your lo

cal Amazing Dealer.

Fred Fish Disk 940

AltTab A small Commodity that

successively displays the screens

titles at the press ol 'Alt-Tab' and

allows you to choose which screen to

bring to the front. Requires Kickstart

37,175 or higher. Version 0.2. binary

only. Author Gerard Cornu.

BootMan A boot manager program that

allows you to select a

startupsequence at boot time using

the mouse or keyboard. Also allows

password protection and a timer to

load a default startup if none is

selected. Includes a preference

editor for easy modification and

startup. Will work with any Amiga

running KickSlarl 2 0 or higher.

Version 1.1, binary only. Author:

Daniel Bachmann

VideoMaxe A video database that

satisfies all needs of a private video

user. With full OS 2.1+and

environmental support (localization,

application Icon, installer, font-

sensitive runtime gadget layout,

layout saving, guide documentation.

...) the program handles record

suggestions, spool informations, free

amount of additional data per tape or

title, comfortable search routines,

printing, etc. Requires OS 2.1.

Version 04.20, update to version

03.22 on disk number 637. Binary

only. Shareware. Author: Stephan

Suerken

Fred Fish Disk 941

CardZ Patience card games. Includes

two version of Klondike. The Wail

and Up/Down. Version 1.0. binary

only, freeware. Requires Release

2.04 and needs a 640x256 PAL

HighRes screen. Author: Frans

Zuydwijk

FlipPrefs With this program, you can create

several preferences files, (The

"DEVS:syslem-configuration" type) of

different names and swilch between

fhem on command. A sample usage

would be to customize the startup

senpt to set different preferences

depending on the operating system

booted into. Could also be useful in

drfferenl development environments

or lor machines wilh multiple users.

Version 1.0. binary only, Ireeware,

Author: Thorsten Stocksmeier

Guide2Doc Converts AmigaGuide® file to

a normal document without any

-®{xxx}"s. but lull ANSf-support!

CU-ONLY, optional tableof-contents-

generation and page-numbering.

Outpul goes to StandardOut, so you

may redirect it, eg. ">prt:". or read

Ihe guide in CLI. V1.0, freeware,

Includes C-source. Aulhor: Bcrnd

(Koessi) Koesling

Mine A Modula-2 implementation of an

Old computer game. You have an N *

N square with mines hidden in some

fields. Your job is to mark them wilh

a flag as fast as possible. Version

2.0, an update to veision 1 .B on disk

number 835 Contains some bug

fixes and improvements. Most

important- now always uses the

defaull public screen and does not

open it's own multitasking and-

chipmem-goodbye-screen. Requires

AmigaDOS 2.0, Source in M2Amiga

Modula-2 and {newest! 68020

version are available from the author.

Author: Thomas Ansorge

SOUNDEffDel Sound sample editing

program, Special features include:

temporary buffers, frequency and

amplitude modulation [tremolo anO

vibrato), echo, special reverb effect,

chorus effect, mixer, free hand

editing, low and high pass filter,

cornpresser. expander, limiter,

distortion and all the usual functions

(copy, paste, insert, cut, looping,

zooming etc.). All effects are

available in stereo. This is no update

to VI.32!, the program has been

completely re-written and has a new

user interface. Buns with OS1.3or

above. Version 2.10. binary only,

shareware. Author: Sven Buhling

YAMFG Yet Another Mine Field Game.

This is a big classic. Your tank must

move through the vanable-widih and

height mine field to a target. Mainly

designed to help beginners cope with

assembly. Uses reqtools.library >?■

Nico Francois. Version 1.0, includes

heavily commented source. Author:

FrodSric Delacroix

ACalc A small calculator with floating

point, hexadecimal and decimal

modes. Has 10 memories, saves the

last result in the clipboard, may be

used with the mouse or keyboard.

With OS 2.x and 3.0. may be

installed as a Commodity. Includes

both French and English versions.

Binary wily. Author: Denis Gounelle

AS65 A comfortable and efficient 2

pass cross assembler for the Whole

6502 processor family. Version 2.3d.

contains documentation in both

engltsh and german. Binary only.

Author; Thomas Lehmann

LibraryGuide An AmigaGuide file that lists

about 170 different "libraries" often

found in the LIBS: directory and a

sample one or two line description of

their purpose along with version info

and where lo gel them. etc. May help

you determine whether or not you

actually "need" some of these space-

consuming things. Version 1.0.

Author: Dan Elgaard

WBMenu A simple CLI-only tool that allows

you to add new menu-entries to Ihe

"Tools" menu of the Workbench.

Useful for scripts and batch files,

simple to use. Requires OS2.04*.

Version 3.4, Includes source in

assembler for both English and

german versions. Shareware. Author:

Thoisten Stocksmeier

Fred Fish Disk 943

Clock A simple Clock program but with

the handy feature that you can

"snapshot" the ciock to stay with any

screen ot it can be free to pop to the

frontmost screen automatically. Up lo

4 alarm times can be set, which can

simply put up a requester or cause

some program to run in background.

Hourly chimes can also be made to

run a program (I.E. a sound sample

player). Uses locale.library with

OS2.1 +. Version 2.20, an update to

version 2.00 on disk number 669.

Binary only. Author. Bernd Grunwald

IRMaster A package for the substitution of

remote controls by the Amiga. You

can learn and send nearly any infra

red command. That means you can

control e.g. your tv set from the

workbench. With an editor you can

create remote controls and with a

runner you can use them on your wb.

Version 1.0, binary only. Author:

Jurgen Frank 8 Michael Walzl

JlStoJi A program to read and print

Japanese electronic text. JlStoJi

automatically identifies electronic

texts written in Old-JIS. New-JIS.

ShifKJIS. or EUC-J1S (as welt as, of

course. ASCII) and displays them on

screen, or prints them lo dot-maBx

printers. Version 1.5. binary only

Author Gerald B. Mattnas

MCMasterAnother music cassette cover

printing utility which should work

together with any printer that

supports pica and fine, Other

features are a search function and a

list function which allow you to put,

lor example, all the song names In a

list gadget to scroll around. Requires

KiCkslart >2.04! Version ) .2. an

update to version 1.1 on disk 685.

Binary only. Author: Michael WalzI

Mkfont Converts standard Amiga fonts

into softfonts for the Hewlett Packard

II (compatible) laser printers. It is

entirely wntten in assembly and is

quite fast. It can double iho softfonts

in size and smooth's them

automatically. Version 1.0. binary

only, freeware, Runs Irom CLI only.

Author1 Tomo Voerman

WBflash A small program lhal nicely

Hashes (or color-cycles) the active

window or Workbench background.

With some simple gadget clicks you

can generate and save your own

custom flash-patterns Wntten in

assembler, includes both English

and Swedish versions. Requires

OS2.0-i-. Version 1.12. binary onty.

Author Thomas Pettersson

Fred Fish Dish 944

AngusTiiler A program lo create

videoiitles lor (e.g.) your holiday

lilms. II is possible to scroll 350 linos

up the screen. Of course, Iho colors.

fonts, fontstyles. border elc. can be

changed 11 is also possible to load a

background picture. This is only a

demo-version thai is limited to 10

lines, all olher options are enabled,

even saving and loading. The full

version can be obtained from the

author for S35 US or 45 DM. Version

4.0. binary only. Author: Andreas

GunUer.

ARegress A program for stistical evalualion

ol measurements. You can use it to

estimate different kinds of

regression, and to print graphs of the

regressions. Version 2.0. binary only,

freeware. Author: Sven Buhling

SlockEd Disk block editor, simple but very

easy to use. Compatible with 1.3 and

up. Veision 1.4, initial release.

Contains most source (in C) lor light

reading. Aulhor: Andrew Kemmis

Lhf A dir-utility and archiver with CLI

and intuition interface. Enables you

to copy, move, delete or rename

archive files as if they were ordinary

Tiles. Extraction and compression is

automatically performed as needed.

With Ihe configuration program

'UlfEd1 you can customize it to

perform external commands. Version

1.03. binary only, freeware. Author:

Stefan Pampin

Parcheese Like the classic board game.

The aim of the game is to get all of

your markers safely around the

board to your home base. Three

levels of play, players selectable

between human/computer. Includes

documentation in engi sh and

Spanish. Version 1.7g. binary only.

Author: Xavrier Egusquiza

PhoneDir Personal Phonedirectory (PPD)

was designed to remember

addresses and phone numbers ior

you, and also dial the numbers

automaticly. PPD was designed

especially with multitasking in mind.

Whan you aro doing something else,

its window can be minimized, and

when you need to. you can call

someone just by a click on the

mouse PPD uses almost no system

power when not used. Version 1.0,

binary only. Author: Hallvard

Korsgaard

EmacsStarter A good Emacs starter. Wilh it

you can load files into a running

Emacs. Has an option to use a public

screen (requires "SereenManager"),

full WB support, double-click icons

into a running Emacs, new icon

creating scheme, use different icons

depending on what type of file you

are editing, sticky flag, the script

doesn't terminate until the requested

buffers are terminated. Release 1,

includes ARexx and C source.

Author: Anders Lindgren, Bo

Liljegren

IFFConvert A program to convert the

different compression methods of IFF

ILBM files. It supports the normal

compression, a new compression

method lhat compresses column by

94 Amazing Computing



column instead of row by row, and

uncompressed files. Version 1.12. an

update to version 1.11 on disk

number 699. includes source.

Author: Matthias Meixner

MineRunnor A freeware game like Lode

rtunnnr. but with moro features.

Supports the 4 player .nl,iptf!( lor the

parallel port, uses solt stereo where

possible, doesn't stop multitasking

and saves highscores to disk.

Version 1.0, binary only. Author

Matthias Bock

Orm An improved version ol PD

"Snake' game on disk number 810

by Michael Warner. You control an

"omf (Danish lor worm or snake),

living in a small window on the

default public screen, which grows by

eating "frogs" and avoiding

obstacles. This version tries to be

smart about its window borders and

the screen mode (Interface,

Supertiires. etc.). Supports locale

library if present. English. German.

Italian, and Swedish catalogs are

supplied. Default language is Danish.

Includes the catalog description file

and full DICE and SAS/C (Lattice)

compatible source. Version \.A,

Public Domain. Requires AmigaDOS

2.04 of higher. Author Toisten

Poulin

PrtSc Have you evor noticed that there

is a PrtSc-key on the numeric

keypad? This program makes it

work! By pressing the PrlSc key on

your keypad, you get a screen dump

to your printer. Version 1.52. an

update to version 1.08 on disk

number 897. Freeware, includes

source. Author Jan Hagqvist

Reminder A utility to remind you about

events, II consists o! an event editor

and a smaH program that is put in

your WBSlartup (or run from S:user-

startup). Every time you boot your

machine, this program checks the

event database and puts up a

requester (and optionally calls an

ARexx script) i! there are events that

you need to be reminded about.

Version 1.20. freeware. C source

included for DICE and SAS6.x.

Author Malt* Rmtai.i

Fred Fish Disk 946

AmiQWK QWKMail format online message

system. Allows reading of QWKMaii

format oil line message packets

popular with many bulletin board

systems (BBSes]. Replies can be

edited using any toxt editor and

packed lor transfer at a later lime.

AmiQWK has been tested with many

OWKMait systems lor IBM and

Amiga based BBSes. Requires

Workbench 2.04 or higher. Release 2

version 2.0. an update to Release 2

veision 1.0 on disk number 907.

Binary only, shareware. Author: Jim

Dawson

DMon DMcn is a muitl-purpouse utility

wntten for the author's personal use

during program development. It is a

Monitor. Dissassembler. Debugger

and development system. You may

find similarities to Amiga Monitor by

Timo Rossi, bul DMon is different, it

can dissassemble and debug 68xnx

software m User and Supervisor

Modo. If you do nol know what that

means, then do not uso DMon!

Version 1.86, binary only. Author:

Andreas Smigielski

fd2pragma A small utility to create

prototypes for the Aztec C compiler

or the Aitec Assembler Irom FD fifes

as they are distributed from

Commodore with the Include files.

Includes C-soui-cg. Author: Jochen

Wiodmann

PriMan A configurable. Style Guide

compliant task priority manager.

Along the same lines as TaskX.

PriMan is font-sensitive, resizeabte.

uses a skder gadget to change the

prionty of any task, and has buttons

for sending a Ctri-C signal to a task,

or removing it Irom memory. Version

1.1. an update to version 1.0 on disk

number 928. Freeware, includes C

source. Authoi: Barry McConnell

Trashlcon A WorkBench 2.x application icon

to delclo filos. Puts an icon ill a user

dolinod position on Ihe WoikBonch

Screen, then deletes all files that are

dragged onto iL Version 2 3, an

update to version 1.4 on disk number

871 Binary only. Author: Mark

McPherson

Yass Yet Another Screen Selector, a

commodity with several nice features

such as Completely controllable via

keyboard (o! course you can use

your mouse, il you really want to):

Shows Screens and Windows

(option): Shows PublicScreenname

or ScroenTitle (option); Ability lo

change the default Public screen;

Opens window even on noivpubltc

screens (option). Font-sens it ive.

Rosizeable window. Version it.

binary only. Author Albori Schwei^er

EbhLHsHJWsK.947
Mand2000D Demo version ol a

revolutionary fractal program that

makes it far easier lo explore the

Mandelbrot set. Mand2000 is

compatible with al Amigas. It has

separate cale roulines that have

been optimized lor the 68000. 68020.

68030. 68040 and 68881 processors

respectively. II automatically detects

these to ensure maximum

performance. Mand200Q also makes

full use ol AGA graphics when

available. A number of enhance

ments since the original demo

version. Version 1.102. binary only.

Requites OS 2.04. Author: Cygnus

Software

NewTool A program that will quickly

replace the defauR tool in project

icons. You can specify the tool to

use. use a Tile requester to pick Ihe

tool, or allow NewTooi lo

automahcally choose Ihe propor tool

depending on the file type. Voision

37.195. WB 2.0+required Binary

only. Author Michael J Barsoom.

ScreenSetect A commodity to char>go

screen order by selecting a screen

name from a listview. Also allows

binding ol hotkeys to any screen with

a proper name. Supports automatic

activation of windows (remombers

last activations) wncn changing to

now screen, is conligurabtfl witti

Preferences program, has .i full

intuilion Interface and is lonl

sensitivo (including proportional

fonts) Documentation in

AmigaGuide. ASCII and DVI formats.

Requires AmigaOS 2.04 or later.

Version 2.1, an updale to version 2.0

on disk number 915. Binary only,

freeware Authoi: Markus Aallo

SMaus A highly configurable "SUN-

mouse" utility, implemented as a

commodity with a graphical user

interface. It activaies Ihe window

under the mouse pointer if you move

or alter you have moved the mouse

or if you press a key. You can specify

titles ol windows which shall not bo

deactivated using wildcards

Requires at least AmigaOS 2.04,

uses locale, library if available.

Includes english and german docs,

german and Swedish catalog file

(english language built in). Veision

t.24, an update to VI.17 on disk

868. Shareware, b-nary only. Author

Stefan Sticht

SteamyWindows A small yet very usctul

commodity thai increases tho priority

ol the ownor task of Ihe aclivo

window, and restores Iho task's

priority when the window becomes

inactive unless someone else

modified the task's priority

meanwhile. This is version 1.0.

includes source in Oberon-2. Auihor

Franz Schwarz

Fred Fish Disk 9J8

ADis A 68000* disassembler which

can automatically recognize data and

strings put into Ihe code segment. II

also generates only those labels that

are really rnlorenced. Tho genorated

file will often be reassemblable. In

VI.1, ADis is capable ol recoflnKlng

all 68020 and 68881 instruclions

oven with the 68020's extended

addressing modes. ADis will also try

to resolve addressing relative to a4.

which many C compilers use in a

small memory model. Version l. l.

binary only Author Martin Apol

Snoopy Enables you to monitor library

function calls ol any library you wish

The idea ol course came Irom

SnoopDos by Eddy Carroll, Out

Snoopy is dilferenl in approach and

purpose. Snoopy has no specilic

patches lor specific functions il is an

all-purpose tool to monitor "ANY"

library call in "ANY" system library.

Version I A. includes assembly

source Author Gerson Ku'7. FH

Muenchen

VirusZII Release II of this popular vims

detector that recognizes many boot

and file viruses. The fitechecker can

also decrunch tiles for testing. The

memory checker removes all known

, tes Irom memory without 'Guru

Meditation1 and checks memory to'

viruses regularly VirusZ has oasy to

uso miunionized menus including

keyculs lor both beginners and

experienced users. Release H

versions of VirusZ require OS2.0*.

This is Release II Version 1 00, an

upgrade lo Release I version 3.07 on

disk number 902. Binary only.

si in ware. Author: GeorgHormann

Fred Fish Disk 949

BB8BS Baud Bandit Bulletin Board

System Wntten entirely in ARexx

using the commercial terminal

program -BaudBand it'. Fealurcs

include up lo 99 file libraries with

extended liienoles. up to 99 fully

threaded message confer

number ol usors, files, messages,

etc. ate only limited by storage

space, conlrolled file library and

message conference access lor

users aid sysops. interface lo extra

devices like CD-ROM and others, all

treated as read only, complete Email

with binary mail and multiple

forwarding, user statistics including

messages wnlten, filos uploiiiii■■! oi

downloaded, lime, etc, plus much

moro. Now includes a complolo

online reader/answer called

bbsOUICK rexx. and Call Back

Verification lor local callers. Version

6.5. an iipdale to version 5.9 on disk

883. Includes complete ARo«

source Author: Richard Lee

Stockton

TitleClock A htile commodity (aboul 3k) that

throws up a clock in (he top righi

comer of a screen's tillebar. It may

be set up to display itself on one or

more screens without running

multiple copies of the program II

may also he set to follow your default

public screen and also to always

display on the frontmost screen

Version 2.7. binary only. Author;

Anders Hammatquist

Fred Fish Dish 950

BBDoors A collection of rexxDoors

adjusted to work with B8BBS 6.5

Includes complete ARex* source.

Author. Richard Lee Stockton and

various others.

bbsOUICK An olfline read/repi,

download module for BBBBS

Complcio GUI with support lor

multiple BBBBS systems. Version

6.4 and update to version 5 9 on disk

number 883. Includes complete

ARexx source. Auihor Richard Lee
Stockton

BusyPointers A collection of busy pointers

for use with 'NickPrets'. (NickProls

can be lound 011 disk number 700)

Author: Dan Elgaard

ClockTool A simple CLI utility do perform

operations on the baiteiybacked-tip

and/or system clock, e.g. display

either/bolh, sol one from the other,

increment, anil log. Most ol these

leatures, particularly those accessing

tho bat 1 cry-backedup clock, arn not

available u ting currenl AmigaDos

commands. Version 1.0, includes

source. Author: Gary Duncan

Enforcer A too! lo monitor illegal memory

access lor 68020:68851. 68030. and

68040 CPUs This is a completely

new Enlorccr Irom Ihe original idea

by Bryce Neshitt 11 contains many

new and wonderful features and

options and no longer contains any

exceptions lor specific software.

Enforcer can now also be used wilh

CPU or SelCPU FASTROM or most

any other MMU-Kickstan-Mappmg

tool Major new output options such

as local output, sidout. and parallel

port. Highly optimized !□ be as fast

as possible. Veision 37.55, an

update to version 37.52 on disk

number 912. Requires V37 ol the OS

Or better and an MMLJ. Binary only.

Author. Michael S«iz

PayAdviceEasy-to-use pay analysis

prow ■ ly contHjuied to

1 1. with the way deductions are

made from your salary. Useful lor

investigating |ust how large a slice ol

your hard earned cash ends 11

hands of the ta>. man. or to make

sure that your employer isn't

deducting more from your wages

than ho should. Version 3.00. binary

only, shareware Authors: Richard

Smediey. Andy Eskelson. Robert

Hart

A tool to inlercep! Ihe raw serial

output of Enforcer 2.80.

Enforcer,megastack 26.1. Mungwall,

and all other lool and application

debugging output that uses kprlntl.

This makes it possible to uso serial

debugging on a single Amiga,

without inlerfenng with attached

serial hardware such as modems

and serial printers Sushi also

piovides optional signalling and

buffer access to an external display/

watcher program. Version 37.10. an

updale to version 37.7 on disk

number 733 Binary only. Aulhoc

Carolyn Sclieppner

unlrnued. .

In Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, the matenals

in this library are freely distributable. This

means they were either publidy posted and

placed inthe public domain by their authors,

or they have restrictions published 111 thoir

files to which wo have adhered. If you

become aware of any violation of the au

thors' wishes, please contact us by mail.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!

This (is! is compiled and published as a

service to the Commodore Amiga commu

nity for informational purposesonly Itsuse

lod lo non-commercial groups

only! Any duplication for commercial pur

poses is strictly forbidden. As a par! ol

Amazing Computing1", this list is Inher

ently copyrighted Any infringement on this

proprietary copyright without expressed

wntten permission of the publishers will

incur the full force of legal actions.

Any non-commercial Amiga user group

wishing 10 duplicate this list should conlac I;

PiM Publications, inc.

P.O.Box 2140

Fall River. MA 02722

AC is extremely interested in helping any

Amiga user groupsinnon-comm ■

port lor the Amiga

•AC-

April 1994
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The Amiga PAD 2B

West Chester, PA - April 1, 2004 - Commodore Business Machines

introduced Bieirlatest Personal Augmentation Device, the Amiga PAD

2B.Thefourhourstarstuddedmastereventwasheldin themultimillion
dollar CBM campus at West Chester. Interactive multi media simulcasts

events were held in New York, London, Frankfurt, Sydney, Tokyo, San

Francisco, and Rio de Janeiro. More than 24,000 members of the press

and industry notables were in attendance for this world-wide extrava
ganza.

Past The Screen

The 213 was introduced in a pearl grey case and cover and operates

on six AA batteries tor a period of two weeks without external recharge.

However, both the plug-in adapter and the 2B's optional SolarFlexible™

cover can extend the battery life indefinitely. CBM also proudly an

nounced that the 2B (as well as their complete line of over 100 devices)

meets or exceeds all environmental standards set for electronic devices

for the year 2010.

The main interaction with the Amiga PAD 2B is through the unit's

full size, photo-realistic color touch screen and the unit's voice recogni

tion system. The handwriting recognition, touch screen, and voice

recognition system is monitored by the Assistant Corporation's Max

well™ generation AI. Each unit's AT can be modified by the user for their

particular needs. Although the Maxwell series is based on some of the

Original AI's created by Assistant, CBM executives assured audiences

that there is no heritage to the troubled military Al series, Thor1"'.

The 2B's Al program interface has been augmented to utilize the

special video features of the 2B. \"ot only is the 2B video-capable and

infocable-ready, but the on-board video camera has been linked in real

time to the 21J's fuzzy logic visual recognition system. This means that

the unit can not only monitor activity of the infocable, but it can also

view activity (people or events) and react through Al programming in

rea! time.

Although the unit has a modest gigabyte of RAM (expandable to

4GB) the active memory core is available in 20 to 80 gigabytes. CBM

bowed to diehard users who still want off-line data storage by using

Sony's mini-disk system. The mini-disk, using the blue laser system

developed in the late 90s, will only hold 1.2GB in the dual storage mode,

but CBM believes the small storage will at ieast placate some of their

more network-resistant customers.

With its industry standard dual cellular lines for voice, fax, and

video, the 2B offers no new surprises. The surprise came in the 2B's

keyboard hidden in the flip cover. Security issues have forced CBM and

many of its competitors to offer this input device as a standard again.

Commodore OEM officials stated that the 2B was also available in

military as well as industrial versions. The Consumer version can come

as a professional model, personal model, and student edition. All

models come equipped with the standard features listed above with

modifications made to the AI and support software for each market.

To spur the use of the 2B in education, CBM is offering 3000 units

in an educational contest with 1000 for teacher entries and 2000 Cor

students. All entrants must submit a completed entry form (available

on-line from Internet) as well as a one thousand word essay on why the

2B would be useful for education. Commodore has also given educa

tional co-ops and regional directors a special discount for the 2B.

The PAD'S Ads

The international film star and director, Mel Gibson, has been

contracted for an undisclosed sum to star in CBM's 50 million dollar ad

campaign to launch the Amiga PAD 2B. Attendees were permitted

preliminary views of the ads which will appear over the next three

months. In one static commercial, Mr. Gibson reprises his role in his

now cult classic "Hamlet". In hill costume, a profile of Mr. Gibson

states, "Amiga PAD," then Mr. Gibson turns to the screen and asks,

"2B or not 2B, that is the question."

A voice over, regenerated from the late John Houston estate's Al

synth-performer, quickly states the many advantages of the 2B and its

availability atover 20,000 retailers world wide while the camera (full

3-D where available) shows the 2B activating the features as they are

listed. Quick shots of recreation, travel, and business locations dem

onstrates CBM's promise of complete adaptability to any situation.

CBM, who in a separate marketing arrangement is an official

sponsor for the 2006 Summer Olympic Games (as personal device

manufacturer), displayed additional ads for the 2B with assorted

athletes. The most impressive was the PAD used in the training ofone

decathlon athlete. The athlete is shown training for each event with

the PAD monitoring the athlete's performance and then offering an

analysis. This included actual video of the athlete with real time

overlays as well as physical monitors placed on the athlete and then

transmitted to the 2B. The result was the 2B's AI offering corrective

instruct ion (along with the athlete's trainer (through audio and (where

possible) video visor in real time. The ad was a dramatic representa

tion of an actual case history. According to the commercial, athletes in

the trial run of this program have experienced an average of 93%

increase in performance in each event in just ten days.

Where available, every ad is accompanied by an interactive

display (ID) that allows the consumer to view different aspects of the

2B as well as order one from a list of official ID suppliers. Although

each ID supplier is offering slightly different deals, the consumer can

quickly scan each offer through the standard secondary level of

interaction.

Conclusions

While some analysts were frustrated that the 2B did not have

more on-board memory as standard, few faulted the need for the

device in Commodore's product line. If they are to maintain their

prominence as the world's leader in interactive multimedia devices,

than the 2B is essential. There was some muttering concerning the 2B

and an earlier prototype shown in a film by Apple Computer's

President, lohn Sculley, in the late eighties, but most observers felt the

2B had significant advancements over the previous conception.

Since the 2B is only a small advancement of CBM technology

placed in an augmentation device, there is some concern that CBM is

spending far too much effort in marketing their products than in

creating them. It is the reporter's view that CBM should remember

their heritage and spend more resources on extending their engineer

ing dominance than on self promotion and glitzy displays. That said,

the 2B does fill a considerable need and should be as successful as all

other CBM introductions have been in the past.

•AC-
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SuperG

S-VIDEO AND COMPOSITE THE FUTURE IS HERE!

GENLOCK AND OVERLAY

SYSTEM - Create spectacular [rue color animations uh
!... . your Amiga.

The
Kitchen
Sync

TW

%
TWO COMPLETE

TIME BASE CORRECTORS XJ
ON ONE CARD!

-

Only broadcast quality S-Video genlock j

for less Ih an $1000

■AGA compatible. Compatible with all '-,

Amiga models

■ Two independent dissolve controls

■ Software controllable

SuperGen SX

$749.00
The Original

SuperGen
BROADCAST QUALITY COMPOSITE

GENLOCK AND OVERLAY SYSTEM

Paint, digitize and display beautiful full color

composite video images on any Amiga.

Capture an image in 10 seconds from any

color video camera or stable video source.

Full-featured paint, digitize and conversion

software included.

Compatible with AGA 1200 and 4000

Amigas in NTSC/PAL modes. Two lo four

times the speed of AGA animations (DCTV

vs. HAMS) with greaier color and resolution.

Compatible with all popular 3D. rendering,

and graphics packages including:

AD-Pro, Aladdin 4D, AmigaVision.

Brilliance, Calligari, Cinemorph.

Draw4D, ImageMaster. Imagine,

LightWave, MorphPlus, Real 3D,

Seala. Scenery Animator, Sculpt,

VisiaPro. and many others...

Li
■-s ■

NEW

DCTV

(NTSC or PAL)

$299.00

The Kilchen Sync provides two channels of

lime base correction - the perfect low cosi

TBC solution for the Video Toaster™.

With a Video Toaster, the Kitchen Sync •■'.

provides a complete A/B roll editing system. E

Two complete infinite window time base S

correctors on one IBM AT/Ainiga :

compatible card.

• Absolute 100% broadcast quality

• Composite or Y/C video in

• Includes easy to use external control panel \

• No waveform monitor needed

• Variable speed strobe

• Freeze Frame, two rock-solid Freeze Fields

• Low power consumption

• Lowest TBC price per channel

• Works with consumer grade VCRs

'."■..---;

NEW

PRICE!

Kitchen Sync

$1295.00

NEW

CE!

SuperGen

$549.00

SuperGen2000 =
BROADCAST QUALITY FOR A2000

WITH BUILT-IN PROC-AMP

SuperGen 2000s

$1195.00

RGB CONVERTER

Allows (he use of

DCTV with standard

RGB monitors (1084)

in standard NTSC or

PAL modes. Also

permits the use of

external genlocks like

our SuperGen.

RGB Converter

$199.00

Genlock Option
Required to synchronize the Kitchen Sync to

an external video source.

NEW

"RICE!

Genlock Option

$150.00

NEW

S-VHS Option
Required to enable S-VHS/Hi-8 (Y/C)

video outputs.

S-VHS Option

$99.00
NEW

PRICE!

V/SA FREE SHIPPING L^

on all VISA & MC orders in the US.
COD - Cash only - add $10.00.

Call by 2:00pm PST/5:00pm EST for same day shipping.

CALL
DIGITAL

DIGITAL Worldwide Distributors and Dealers Wanted. Inquiries invited.

1 -800-645-1164

Orders only
9:00am to 5:00pm PST M-F

For technical information c;ill " ] fi-344-4825

CATIONS P.O. Box 97, FoisomCA 95763-0097-Phone 916'344'4825> FAX 916'635'0475
SuperGen SX, SuperGen. SuperGeh2000s, DCTV, DCTV RGB Converter, and Kitchen Sync are trademarks of Digital Creations. Inc.

Video Toaster is a trademark ol Newtek. Inc. IBM and IBM AT are registered trademarks of IBM, Inc. Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

Circle 109 on Reader Service card.
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Professional Paint & Animation
DIGITAI

E A T I O N S

Circle 108 on Reader Service card.


